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Abstract

With the increased penetration of small scale renewable energy sources in the electrical distribution network, maintenance or improvement of power quality has become more critical than ever where the level of voltage and current harmonics or disturbances can vary widely. For this reason, Custom Power Devices (CPDs) such as the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) can be the most appropriate solution for enhancing the dynamic performance of the distribution network, where accurate prior knowledge may not be available. Therefore, the main objective of the present research is to investigate the (i) placement (ii) integration (iii) capacity enhancement and (iv) real time control of the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) to improve the power quality (PQ) of a distributed generation (DG) network connected to the grid or microgrid. The following developments have been achieved through this PhD research;

(i) Placement of UPQC in DG network

A proper placement of a UPQC has been identified in a DG integrated grid connected microgrid network, together with the feedback sensors to cope with the bidirectional power flow without compromising the power quality controlling features. In the presence of DG sources and a UPQC in an active distribution network, the following issues have been analysed;

(a) the placement of a UPQC and its sensors in the network,
(b) impact of the sensor placement on the UPQC control to perform the specified task,
(c) performance of UPQC with bi-directional power flow in the network and
(d) the advantages of DG inverter in the presence of UPQC

Depending on the location and integration technique of DG sources as well as locating of the UPQC sensors which is based on its control technique, a new placement arrangement and integration method of the UPQC at the point of common coupling (PCC) have been identified.
(ii) UPQC$_{\mu G}$ - a new integration method

A new integration method of the UPQC has been developed: that can help the DGs to deliver quality power in the case of islanding and help to reintegrate with the grid seamlessly postfault. Islanding detection and reconnection techniques, together with associated control schemes, have featured in the conventional UPQC system. Hence, it is termed UPQC$_{\mu G}$. The advantages of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ configuration and integration system are to compensate voltage interruptions in addition to voltage sags/swells, and harmonic and reactive power compensation in the interconnected mode. The DG Inverter with storage supplies the active fundamental power only and the shunt part of the UPQC compensates the reactive and harmonic power of the load during both interconnected and islanding mode. Therefore, the system can work both in interconnected and islanded mode. The advantage of the DG Inverter is that it does not require to be disconnected during the islanded mode and hence the islanding detection and reconnection technique need no longer be a part of the inverter. In all conditions, the DG Inverter only provides the active power to the load and grid. Thus it reduces the control complexity of the DG inverter as well as improves the PQ of the microgrid.

(iii) Capacity enhancement

A novel method of capacity enhancement and operational flexibility of the UPQC at a distribution network level has been proposed, providing modularity and redundancy for better efficiency and reliability. For high current compensation at a low voltage distribution level, multiple Shunt APF units in modular and distributed mode, connected with a common dc linked capacitor, can be a solution to develop a Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC). This novel method is proposed here for the D-UPQC system where the multiple shunt APF units are based on hysteresis current control and operated in a power sharing mode. The related design and control issues are also discussed.
Design and control

Implementation of the proposed integration and capacity enhancement methods, and the modification in design with an advanced and real time control strategy have been developed. As a part of design and integration, issues including capacity enhancement and operational flexibility, the detailed switching dynamics with a parameter selection procedure for the APF unit has been studied. Active power loss associated with the design parameters has also been analyzed as a rating requirement of the shunt APF unit. Control methods for parallel operation of multiple APF units are also discussed. Due to the common DC link, a circulating current could flow within the APF units. In the case of hysteresis control with multiple APF units, the design issues have been discussed for the proper selection of design parameters to reduce the circulating current flow.

The required active distribution network has been designed in MATLAB using SimPowerSystems and RT-LAB tools. A real-time simulation environment in a SIL (software-in-loop) configuration with a hardware synchronization mode, has been developed using the real-time simulator from OPAL-RT. The performance of the proposed UPQC and D-UPQC method have been tested in real-time.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APF</td>
<td>Active Power Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD</td>
<td>Custom Power Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>Current Source Inverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAFS</td>
<td>Distributed Active Filter System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Distributed Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFIG</td>
<td>Double-Fed Induction Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTATCOM</td>
<td>Distribution Static Compensator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-UPQC</td>
<td>Distributed Unified Power Quality Conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVR</td>
<td>Dynamic Voltage Restorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMC</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>Electric Power System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLL</td>
<td>Frequency Locked Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTO</td>
<td>Gate Turn Off Thyristor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIL</td>
<td>Hardware-in-Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF</td>
<td>High Pass Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDS</td>
<td>Harmonic Detection Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGBT</td>
<td>Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electrotechnical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF</td>
<td>Low Pass Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Point of Common Coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Proportional Integral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>Phase Lock Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>Power Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Pulse Width Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP</td>
<td>Rapid Control Prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>Software-in-Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPWM</td>
<td>Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>Solid-state Breaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATCOM</td>
<td>Static Compensator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>Total Harmonic Distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDD</td>
<td>Total Demand Distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPQC</td>
<td>Unified Power Quality Conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Uninterruptible Power Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSI</td>
<td>Voltage Source Inverter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Centralized power generation systems are facing the twin constraints of shortage of fossil fuel and the need to reduce emissions. Therefore, emphasis has increased on distributed generation (DG) networks with integration of renewable energy systems into the grid or on isolated microgrids (μGrid). This leads to energy efficiency and reduction in emissions. This can also reduce the long transmission line electrical power losses. With the increase of renewable energy penetration in the grid, power quality (PQ) challenges of the medium to low voltage power distribution system is becoming a major area of interest. Most of the integration of renewable energy systems to the grid takes place with the aid of power electronics converters. The main purpose of the power electronic converters is to integrate the DG to the grid in compliance with PQ standards. However, high frequency switching of inverters can inject additional harmonics to the systems, creating major PQ problems if not implemented properly. On the other hand, Custom Power Devices (CPD) such as STATCOM (Static compensator), DVR (Dynamic Voltage Restorer) and UPQC (Unified Power Quality Conditioner) are the latest development of interfacing devices between the distribution supply (grid) and consumer appliances. This class of equipment is designed to overcome voltage/current disturbances and improve the power quality by compensating the reactive and harmonic power generated or absorbed by the load. Therefore, the aim of the present research to
explore the power quality improvement of distributed generation integrated networks with a unified power quality conditioner.

The rest of this section describes briefly the related issues of this research includes DG and microgrids, power quality problems, mitigation techniques, CPDs and real-time simulation. The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follow: Research objectives are described in section 1.2 which is followed by the research contribution in section 1.3. Section 1.4 is the details of the structure and content of the remaining chapters.

1.1.1 Distributed Generation (DG) and Microgrid (µGrid)

Distributed generation (DG) is the term often used to describe small-scale electricity generation, but there is no consensus on how DG should be defined. In some cases, DG is defined on the basis of the voltage level, whereas elsewhere the definition is based on the principle that DG is connected to circuits from which consumer loads are supplied directly. Usually DG is classified according to its different types and operating technologies. A detailed description of the types, technologies, applications, advantages and disadvantages of every available resource and technology is given in [1].

Fig 1.1 shows a typical DG connected µGrid system. Some of the benefits of this system are pointed out in [1, 2]. Although the benefits of DG includes voltage support, diversification of power sources, reduction in transmission and distribution losses and improved reliability, PQ problems are also of growing concern. Solar and wind energy are the most promising DG sources and their penetration level in the grid is also on the rise. Therefore, the study here is limited to the PQ disturbances due to solar and wind energy systems connected to the grid or µGrid system.
1.1.2 Power Quality (PQ) issues in DG or Microgrid (µGrid) system

Approximately 70 to 80% of all PQ related problems can be attributed to faulty connections and/or wiring [2]. Power frequency disturbances, electromagnetic interference, transients, harmonics and low power factor are the other categories of PQ problems (shown in Table 1.1) that are related to the source of supply and types of load [3]. Among these events, harmonics are the most dominant. The effects of harmonics on PQ are specially described in [2, 5]. According to the IEEE, harmonics in the power system should be limited in two ways; limit the harmonic current that a user can inject into the utility system at the point of common coupling (PCC) or limit the harmonic voltage that the utility can supply to any customer at the PCC. Details of these limits can be found in [5]. The IEC (International Electro-technical Commission) and the EU uses the term EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility) which is “the ability of an equipment or system to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that environment” [6,7]. Again, the DG interconnection standards are to be followed when considering PQ, protection and stability issues [8]. Among the DG sources, PQ issues
related to solar and wind energy systems are the major concerns here. Therefore, a brief discussion has been introduced here.

### Table 1.1 - Categories of PQ Problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Freq Disturbance</th>
<th>Electro-Magnetic Interference</th>
<th>Transient</th>
<th>Harmonics</th>
<th>Electrostatic Discharge</th>
<th>Power Factor (PF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Low Freq phenomena</td>
<td>i. High freq phenomena</td>
<td>i. Fast, short-duration event</td>
<td>i. Low freq phenomena</td>
<td>i. Current flow with different potentials</td>
<td>i. Low PF causes equipment damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Produce Voltage sag / swell</td>
<td>ii. Interaction between electric and magnetic field</td>
<td>ii. Produce distortion like notch, impulse</td>
<td>ii. Produce waveform distortion</td>
<td>ii. Caused by direct current or induced electrostatic field</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 1.1.2.1 Solar photovoltaic (PV) system

Though the output of a PV panel depends on solar intensity and cloud cover, the PQ problems depend not only on irradiation but also on the overall performance of the solar photovoltaic system. This includes the PV modules, the filtering and the inverter controlling mechanism. Studies presented in [9], show that the short fluctuation of irradiance and cloud cover play an important role for low-voltage distribution grids with high penetration of PV. Concerning DG, voltage disturbances can cause the disconnection of inverters from the grid and therefore result in loss of energy supplied. Also, consideration of the long term performance of grid-connected PV systems shows a remarkable degradation of efficiency due to the variation of the source and performance of the inverter [10].

The general block diagram of a grid connected PV system is shown in Fig 1.2. Centralized or decentralized operation of PV systems can also be used and the overview of these PV-Inverter-Grid connection topologies along with their advantages and disadvantages are discussed in [10].

These power electronics converters, together with the operation of non-linear appliances, inject harmonics to the grid. In addition to the voltage fluctuation due to irradiation changes, cloud cover or shading effects can make the PV system unstable in
terms of grid connection. Therefore, this needs to be considered in the controller design for the inverter [11-14].

**1.1.2.2 Wind energy system**

Fig 1.3 shows a simplified representation of some of the common types of wind energy systems. From the design perspective, some configurations involve the generators being directly connected to the grid through a dedicated transformer while others incorporate power electronic interfaces. Recent analysis and study [15] shows that the impact of the yaw error and horizontal wind shear on the power (torque) and voltage oscillations is more severe than the effects due to the tower shadow and vertical wind shear.
A literature survey [16] of the new grid codes adopted for wind power integration has identified the problems of integrating large amounts of wind energy to the electric grid. It suggests that new wind farms must be able to provide voltage and reactive power control, frequency control and fault ride-through capability in order to maintain system stability. An overview of the developed controllers for the converter of grid connected system has also been discussed in [17] and showed that the DFIG has now the most efficient design for the regulation of reactive power and the adjustment of angular velocity to maximize the output power efficiency. However, the drawbacks of converter-based systems are harmonic distortions injected into the system.

1.1.2.3 Anti-islanding

Anti-islanding is one of the important issues for grid-connected DG systems. A major challenge for the islanding operation and control schemes is the protection coordination of distribution systems with bidirectional flows of fault current. This is unlike the conventional over-current protection for radial systems with unidirectional flow of fault current. Therefore extensive research has been carried out and an overview of the existing protection techniques with islanding operation and control, for preventing disconnection of DGs during loss of grid, has been discussed in [18].

In terms of DG connected grid or μGrid systems, however, DG integration includes some level of power electronics to improve controllability and operating range. Whatever connection configuration is used, each DG system itself has an effect on the PQ of the distribution or transmission system. These PQ problems related to the most commonly used DG systems (solar, wind, hydro and diesel) are given in Table 1.2 [19]. Here it shows that wind energy systems can potentially introduce higher PQ problems than the other forms of generation level. Diesel generator goes a superior perform but has highest green house gas emissions.
The impacts of power quality are usually divided into three broad categories: direct, indirect and social. The detail of these impacts has been described in [20]. A recent survey [21] reported PQ costs for EU-25 countries exceeds €150bn where industry accounts for over 90% of this wastage. Dips and short interruptions account for almost 60% of the overall cost to industry and 57% for the total sample. Fig 1.4 shows the PQ costs for the EU-25 countries by sector. At the same time it is necessary to consider the impact of DG in terms of the cost of power quality. In [22], a method to evaluate the dip and interruption costs due to DG into the grid has been proposed.

There are two ways to mitigate the effects of power quality problems - either from the customer side or from the utility side. The first approach is called load conditioning, which ensures that the equipment is less sensitive to power disturbances, allowing operation even under significant voltage distortion. The other solution is to install line conditioning systems that suppress or counteract the power system disturbances. Several devices including flywheels, super-capacitors and other energy storage systems, constant voltage transformers, noise filters, isolation transformers, transient voltage surge suppressors, harmonic filters are used for the mitigation of specific PQ problems. Custom power devices (CPD) such as STATCOM, DVR and UPQC are capable of

### Table 1.2 PQ problems related to DG systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PQ Problems</th>
<th>Wind Energy</th>
<th>Solar Energy</th>
<th>Micro/Small Hydro</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Sag/Swell</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/Under Voltage</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Unbalance</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Transient</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Harmonics</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Harmonics</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruption</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mitigating multiple PQ problems associated with utility distribution and end user appliances.

![Diagram: Extrapolation of PQ cost to EU economy in LPQI surveyed sectors](image)

**Fig 1.4 Extrapolation of PQ cost to EU economy in LPQI surveyed sectors [21]**

### 1.1.4 Custom Power Devices (CPDs)

The Custom Power (CP) concept was first introduced by N.G. Hingorani in 1995 [23]. Custom Power embraces a family of power electronic devices, or a toolbox, which is applicable to distribution systems to provide power quality solutions. This technology has been made possible due to the widespread availability of cost effective high power semiconductor devices such as GTO (gate turn-off thyristor) and IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar transistor), low cost microprocessors or microcontrollers and techniques developed in the area of power electronics.

DSTATCOM (Distribution STATCOM) is a shunt-connected custom power device specially designed for power factor correction, current harmonics filtering, and
load balancing. It can also be used for voltage regulation at a distribution bus level [24]. It is often referred to as a shunt or parallel active power filter (APF_{sh}) and it consists of a voltage or a current source PWM converter, as shown in Fig 1.5(a). It operates as a current controlled, voltage source and compensates current harmonics by injecting the harmonic components generated by the load but phase shifted by 180 degrees.

The DVR is a series-connected custom power device to protect sensitive loads from supply side disturbances (except outages). It can also act as a series active power filter (APF_{se}), isolating the source from harmonics generated on the load side. It consists of a voltage-source PWM converter equipped with a dc capacitor and connected in series with the utility supply voltage through a low pass filter (LPF) and a coupling transformer [25] as shown in Fig 1.5(b). This device injects a set of controllable ac voltages in series and in synchronism with the distribution feeder voltages such that the load-side voltage is restored to the desired amplitude and waveform, even when the source voltage is unbalanced or distorted.

![System configuration of (a) DSTATCOM and (b) DVR](image)

**Fig 1.5 System configuration of (a) DSTATCOM and (b) DVR**

UPQC is the integration of series and shunt active filters, connected back-to-back on the dc side and sharing a common DC capacitor [26] as shown in Fig 1.6. The
series component of the UPQC is responsible for mitigation of the supply side disturbances: voltage sags/swells, flicker, voltage unbalance and harmonics. It inserts voltages so as to maintain the load voltages at a desired level; balanced and distortion free. The shunt component is responsible for mitigating the current quality problems caused by the consumer: poor power factor, load harmonic currents, load unbalance etc. It injects currents in the ac system such that the source currents become balanced sinusoids and in phase with the source voltages.

Fig 1.6 System configuration of UPQC

Recent trends in the power generation and distribution system shows that the penetration level of DG into the grid has increased considerably. End user appliances are becoming more sensitive to power quality conditions. Extensive research on CPDs for the mitigation of PQ problems is also being carried out. CPDs can find significant application in integrating solar and wind energy sources to the grid. They play an important role in the concept of the custom power park in delivering quality power at various levels.
1.1.5 Real-time performance study

With the advancement of technology, real-time performance of any system can be observed using a real-time simulator. Instead of developing the complete actual system at full capacity, either the controller/system can be modelled in software or can be built in hardware or can be a combination of both. In real-time simulation, the accuracy of the computations depends upon the precise dynamic representation of the system and the processing time to produce the results. In fact, the processing time at a given time-step must be shorter than the real clock time duration. Real-time simulators are typically used in three different application categories [27]:

(i) Rapid Control Prototype (RCP): Here the controller is implemented using a real-time simulator and is connected to the physical plant.

(ii) Hardware-in-Loop (HIL): In that case, a physical controller is connected to a virtual plant executed on a real-time simulator, instead of to a physical plant.

(iii) Software-in-loop (SIL): Here, both the controller and the plant can be simulated in real-time in the same simulator. In that case, the simulator must be more powerful. SIL can also be a combination of RCP and HIL.

Fig 1.7 shows the real-time simulation structure in a SIL configuration used to develop the real-time environment by OPAL-RT. With the combination of MATLAB SPS (Sim Power System) from MATHWORKS and the RT-LAB toolbox from OPAL-RT, the real-time model of the power system and controller is developed for the real-time simulator. The developed model is then re-arranged to Master (SM_) and Slave (SS_) subsystems to obtain the real performance virtually in Console (SC_), as shown in Fig 1.7(a), or through the real scope, as shown in Fig 1.7(b). The hardware synchronization mode can also be used for RCP/HIL or a combination with SIL.
1.2 Research Objectives

With the increased penetration of small scale renewables in the electrical distribution network, maintaining or improving power quality has become more critical than ever where the level of voltage and current harmonics or disturbances can vary
widely. For this reason, Custom Power Devices (CPDs) such as the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) can be the most appropriate solution for the dynamic performances of the distribution network, where prior knowledge of disturbances may not be accurately known.

Therefore, the main objective of the present research is to investigate
(i) the placement
(ii) integration
(iii) capacity enhancement and
(iv) real time control
of the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) to improve the power quality (PQ) of a distributed generation (DG) network connected to the grid or microgrid (μGrid).

1.3 Research Contribution

The research work described here to achieve the objectives mentioned in the previous section has led to the following contribution and developments;

(i) Literature review dealing with the following
- Power quality issues related to DG integrated network
- Design and control of Custom Power Devices (CPDs)
- Application of CPDs in a DG network
- Parallel operation of Inverter and APF
- Placement and Integration of UPQC in the DG network
- Capacity extension of UPQC

(ii) Design of D-STATCOM / Shunt APF

The switching dynamics of a 3-phase, 3-wire (3-leg) D-STATCOM / Shunt Active Power Filter (APF) with hysteresis band, current controller has been studied.
The interdependence among the design parameters and their effects on the loss calculation has also been studied. Extensive calculation and simulation work have been performed for a 3-phase, 3-wire STATCOM. To demonstrate the performance, this analysis has been applied to a 400V_{L-L} distribution system, to study the effects of design parameter selection and their role on power loss calculation. Simulated and calculated results are presented in graphical mode to facilitate the display and selection of the important design parameters for different switching frequencies, together with their associated losses and kVA ratings. The procedure can be followed to design the parameters for other topologies, like 3-phase, 4-wire or single phase systems.

(iii) Placement and Control of UPQC in DG integrated network

In a DG integrated electrical distribution system, DG sources can be connected to the electric power system as micro-generation (μGen) or in a μGrid arrangement to supply the active power to the grid and/or load. A DG converter should also be capable of detecting the unintentional islanding or grid voltage disturbances to be islanded/disconnected. UPQC as a Custom Power Device is introduced at the PCC to (i) prevent propagation the current harmonics generated by the non-linear loads towards the grid, (ii) maintain the voltage and current THD at PCC within the IEEE limits and (iii) compensate the grid voltage sag/swell to provide a balance and stable voltage at the PCC. In the presence of DG sources and a UPQC in an active distribution network, the following issues have been analysed;

(a) the placement of UPQC and its feedback sensors in the network,

(b) impact on the control method of UPQC,

(c) performance of the UPQC with bi-directional power flow in the network and

(d) the privilege of DG system in the presence of UPQC

Depending on the location and integration technique of DG sources, as well as the location of the UPQC sensors which is based on its control technique, a new placement
arrangement at the point of common coupling (PCC) and integration method of UPQC has been identified.

(iv) UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) - a new integration method

To extend the operational flexibility of DG inverter and to improve the power quality in grid connected DG based \(\mu\)Grid/\(\mu\)Gen system, a new hierarchical control method and integration technique of UPQC have been proposed here. \(\mu\)Grid / \(\mu\)Gen system (with or without storage), the load and the shunt part of the UPQC (shunt APF) are placed at or after the PCC. The series part of the UPQC (series APF) is placed before the PCC and in series with the grid. The UPQC current sensor, for reactive and harmonic power compensation, measure only the load current. Islanding detection and reconnection techniques are introduced in the normal UPQC and hence it is termed as UPQC\(_{\mu G}\). Depending upon the control strategy and integration technique, the operation of UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) can be of two types;

A. UPQC\(_{\mu G-I}\)

- UPQC compensates voltage interruptions in addition to voltage sags/swells, harmonic and reactive power compensation in the interconnected mode. Therefore, the DG inverter can still be connected to the system during the voltage sag/interrupt condition. Thus it extends the operational flexibility of DG inverter in \(\mu\)Grid/\(\mu\)Gen system (referred to as \(\mu G\)).

- The shunt part of the UPQC compensates the reactive and harmonic (QH) power of the load in islanding mode. Therefore, primary control is based on the functionality of the series and shunt part of UPQC.

- Islanding detection technique is introduced in the UPQC as a secondary control. Therefore, DG inverter can remove the islanding detection technique from its control system.
- Both in current and voltage control mode, \( \mu G \) system is required to provide only the active power to the load. Therefore, it can reduce the control complexity of the inverter.

- Only the grid resynchronization/reconnection method needs to be the part of control of \( \mu G \).

B. UPQC\(_{\mu G-IR}\)

- In addition to the previous method and technique, the reconnection method is also the part of UPQC and hence the UPQC\(_{\mu G-IR}\) has the total control of islanding operation and reconnection for a smooth operation of \( \mu G \) with a high quality power service.

- The system can even work in the presence of a phase difference (within limit) between the grid and \( \mu G \).

For both cases, a communication between the UPQC and \( \mu G \) is required for secondary control.

\((v)\) D-UPQC: A way to enhance capacity and achieve flexibility

In high power applications, the filtering task cannot be performed for the whole spectrum of harmonics by using a single converter due to the limitations on switching frequency and power rating of the semiconductor devices. The relative power loss of the APF unit is also high. Therefore, compensating the reactive harmonic components to improve the power quality of the DG integrated system as well as avoiding the large capacity centralised APF, multiple Shunt APF units in distributed (parallel) modular mode and connected with a common dc linked capacitor can be a solution (termed the Distributed UPQC or D-UPQC). Due to the common DC link between the parallel APF units, a zero sequence circulating current (ZSCC) could flow. Reduction of ZSCC by selecting the appropriate design parameters for hysteresis based current controller is one of the key issue to the development of D-UPQC and this issue has been discussed here.
(vi) Real-time control

An active distribution network has been designed in MATLAB using SimPowerSystems. A real-time simulation environment, in SIL configuration with hardware synchronization mode, has been developed using RT-LAB from OPAL-RT which is powered by Intel Core 2 Quad, 2.66 GHz speed with a total of 8 Core system. The performance of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ and D-UPQC in the distribution network have then been analyzed in the real-time environment.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

This research report is divided into seven chapters.

Chapter One
The first chapter contains a brief introduction on DG and Microgrid, including the PQ issues related to DG/microgrid and the PQ cost and mitigation technique using CPDs.

Chapter Two
As the design and control are important parts of the present research, the second chapter deals with these issues of CPDs. Switching dynamics of shunt APF, selection of design parameters and associated power loss have been analyzed. The control methods of the UPQC have been reviewed.

Chapter Three
Placement issues of presently available UPQC in DG integrated networks and integration techniques with capacity enhancement are reviewed in chapter three. Simulation has been performed to analyze the placement issues.

Chapter Four
Parallel operation of shunt the APF and Inverter is very important for the proposed capacity enhancement of D-UPQC in an active distribution network. Therefore, the
fourth chapter reviews the parallel operation strategies of DG Inverters as well as APFs in active load sharing or distributed conditions.

*Chapter Five*

The fifth chapter describes the integration method and control of the proposed UPQC\(\mu G\). Simulation results show the details of the performance study. Real-time performance is also observed in SIL configuration using real-time simulator from OPAL-RT.

*Chapter Six*

The design and control strategy of the proposed D-UPQC for capacity enhancement and operational flexibility has been introduced in chapter six. The proposal has been verified through some simulation studies. Real-time performance is also observed in SIL configuration using real-time simulator from OPAL-RT.

*Chapter Seven*

The conclusions of this research work are presented in the final chapter. Future work is also proposed.
Chapter 2
Design and Control Strategies of Custom Power Devices

2.1 Introduction

As the UPQC is a back-to-back combination of series and shunt APF and is directly connected to a dc link capacitor, both the design and controlling mechanism of the APF in terms of the series and parallel connection are very important. Therefore, to achieve a better solution for the design of UPQC and the controlling method, an extensive review of previous research papers has been conducted. The design procedure and the control mechanism for both the series and shunt APF are described briefly. The selected control method of the UPQC has then been discussed.

This chapter is organized as follow: Section 2.2 deals with the design issues of shunt APF part of a UPQC where the emphasis has been given on (i) derivation of equations for harmonic and reactive power calculation based on working principle and tetrahedron phasor diagram, (ii) study of switching dynamics and (iii) calculation of design parameters. Design part of the series APF is discussed in section 2.3 which is followed by the design of UPQC in section 2.4. Control strategies have been discussed in section 2.5. Finally an example procedure has been described for the selection of design parameters of $APF_{sh}$ associating with the active power loss in section 2.6.
2.2 Design of Shunt Active Power Filter (APF$_{sh}$)

To date, more than hundred research papers on APF and UPQC have been published in international journals and presented at conferences. Most of the papers surveyed are based on a specific control mechanism. Some of them deal with the basic design configuration for single/three phase, three or four wire power distribution system. The design configuration of these filters depends on the type of converter, topology, number of phases, interfacing inductor, DC link capacitor and switching frequency. Further details of these classifications can be found in [28-30]. Detailed discussion on classification is beyond the scope of this study. The aim of this chapter is to organize the overall design procedure for the most commonly used hysteresis current control based shunt APF (APF$_{sh}$) system and to discuss the critical issues that should be taken into design consideration while choosing the specific controlling method.

The basic configuration of the Shunt APF has already been given in Section 1.1.4 of the previous Chapter. Generally its compensating functionality consists of two main blocks: Converter (power processing) and Active Filter Controller (signal processing) [29-31].

As there are two types of passive energy storage devices (capacitor and inductor), converters are also classified as two types. For the current source APF$_{sh}$ (CAPF$_{sh}$), the inductor acts as the energy storage device whereas the capacitor is the storage device in the voltage source APF$_{sh}$ (VAPF$_{sh}$). Compared to the CAPF$_{sh}$, the VAPF$_{sh}$ (hereafter, referred as APF$_{sh}$) is less expensive, lighter, with higher efficiency of operation, low cost and easier to control [32-34]. Moreover, the IGBT modules that are now available are more suitable for the voltage-source converter (VSC) because of the connected free-wheeling diode in anti-parallel with each IGBT. This means that the IGBT does not need to provide the capability of reverse-blocking in itself, thus bringing more flexibility to device design in a compromise between conducting and switching losses
and short-circuit capability than the reverse-blocking IGBT. On the other hand, the current-source converter (CSC) requires either series connection of a traditional IGBT and a reverse-blocking diode as shown in Figure 2.1(b), or the reverse-blocking IGBT that leads to more complicated device design and fabrication, and slightly worse device characteristics than the traditional IGBT without reverse-blocking capability [26]. In fact, almost all active filters that have been put into practical applications have adopted the voltage-source PWM converter equipped with the DC capacitor as the power circuit. More details of the comparison can also be found in [26, 32].

![Fig 2.1 a) Voltage source and b) Current source Shunt Active Power Filter [26]](image)

Whatever the converter types, topologies or number of phases, there are some basic and most important components/parameters that are needed to be properly designed to compensate unbalanced and non-linear loads. These are;

i. DC link voltage

ii. DC storage capacitor

iii. Interfacing inductor

iv. Hysteresis band

v. Switching frequency of the PWM inverter

An isolation transformer is also used in the H-bridge VSI topology for load compensation [35] to provide the isolation between the inverter legs and for short circuit
protection of the DC storage capacitor due to the switching in different inverter legs. It prevents the compensator from supplying DC load current. In addition of these, another capacitor is sometimes used as a passive filter to minimize the ripple effect due to PWM switching. The value of this capacitor depends on the order of the required cancellation of harmonic frequency component [36, 37]. Digital filtering in the controlling mechanism is one of the processes to overcome this problem [37]. Passive filters can also be combined with active power filters to improve the power quality of the supply by reducing the THD below 1% [38]. The basic algorithm for determining the passive filter components for harmonic power compensation has been described in [39].

2.2.1 Working principle

Fig 2.2(a) shows a simple 3-phase 3-wire power system with APFsh. The purpose of a APFsh is to compensate the reactive and harmonic power of non-linear loads so that harmonics from the load current are not injected into the grid. Thus the \(THD_L\) is minimized and the grid current is kept in phase with the grid voltage. To achieve this, the power transfer from the APFsh to the PCC, as shown in Fig 2.2(b), is performed in a controlled manner so that \(\theta_{pcc} = \theta_{pcc} = 0\).

---

Fig 2.2 (a) A 3-phase 3-wire power system with APFsh; (b) Power transfer from APFsh to the PCC
Therefore, the injected current of the APF can be written as:

\[ \bar{I}_{sh} = \frac{v_{sh}e^{\theta_{shv}} - v_{pcc}}{z_{sh}e^{\theta_{shz}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The voltage will be:

\[ V_{sh} = V_{pcc} + Z_{sh}\bar{I}_{sh}e^{(\theta_{shz} + \theta_{shv})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

Injected power at the PCC can be obtained as:

\[ S_{sh} = V_{pcc}\bar{I}_{sh} = \frac{v_{pcc}(v_{sh}e^{\theta_{shv}} - v_{pcc})}{z_{sh}e^{\theta_{shz}}} = \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}}e^{\theta_{shz} - \theta_{shv}} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}}(\theta_{shz}) \]

\[ = \left\{ \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos(\theta_{shz} - \theta_{shv}) \right) - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \cos(\theta_{shz}) \right\} \]

\[ + j\left\{ \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \sin(\theta_{shz} - \theta_{shv}) \right) - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \sin(\theta_{shz}) \right\} \]

\[ = \left\{ \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos \theta_{shv} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \right) \cos \theta_{shz} + \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \sin \theta_{shv} \sin \theta_{shz} \right\} \]

\[ + j\left\{ \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos \theta_{shv} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \right) \sin \theta_{shz} - \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \sin \theta_{shv} \cos \theta_{shz} \right\} \]

\[ S_{sh} = \{Acos\theta_{shz} + Bsin\theta_{shz}\} + j\{Asin\theta_{shz} - Bcos\theta_{shz}\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where, \( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos \theta_{shv} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} = A \) and \( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \sin \theta_{shv} = B \)

Subsequently, this transferred power can be divided into its fundamental and harmonic components. The components can be given as:

\[ S_{sh} = P_{sh} + jQ_{sh} = (P_{shf} + P_{shH}) + j(Q_{shf} + Q_{shH}) = \sqrt{P_{shf}^2 + Q_{shf}^2 + H_{sh}^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where, \( H_{sh} = \sqrt{P_{shH}^2 + Q_{shH}^2} \)

This can be reflected in the power tetrahedron diagram [26], as shown in Fig 2.3.

Therefore, from (2.3 and 2.4), putting the values of A and B, it can be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{shf} &= \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos \theta_{shv} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \right) \cos \theta_{shz} \\
Q_{shf} &= \left( \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \cos \theta_{shv} - \frac{v_{pcc}^2}{z_{sh}} \right) \sin \theta_{shz} \\
H_{sh} &= \frac{v_{pcc}v_{sh}}{z_{sh}} \sin \theta_{shv}
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)
Now, as $\angle \theta_{shv}$ is very small ($\sin \theta_{shv} = \theta_{shv}$; $\cos \theta_{shv} = 1$), then $\angle \theta_{shi}$ is approximately depends on $\angle \theta_{shz}$, i.e. the injecting/compensating current depends on the type of impedance. If $Z_{sh}$ is inductive, then $\angle \theta_{shz} = 90^0$, therefore,

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{shf} &= 0 \\
Q_{shf} &= \frac{V_{pcc}V_{sh}}{Z_{sh}} - \frac{V_{pcc}^2}{Z_{sh}} = V_{pcc}I_{sh} \\
H_{sh} &= \frac{V_{pcc}V_{sh}}{Z_{sh}} \theta_{shv} = V_{pcc}I_{sh}
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

It indicates that the active fundamental power ($P_{shf}$) transfer from the APF$_{sh}$ to the PCC is zero. The compensating reactive and harmonic power can be controlled by varying the amplitude of $V_{sh}$ and $\theta_{shv}$ (the phase difference between the voltage at VSI and PCC). From (2.6) it is also found that the APF$_{sh}$ can compensate the reactive power only when $V_{sh} > V_{pcc}$. The maximum compensating capacity of the filter can also be found by solving $\frac{dQ_{shf}}{dV_{pcc}} = 0$. Therefore, the maximum reactive power compensation capacity of the 3-phase APF$_{sh}$ will be;

\[
Q_{shf-\text{max}} = 3 \frac{V_{pcc-\text{max}}}{Z_{sh}} \quad \text{(2.7)}
\]

and it occurs when $V_{sh} = 2V_{pcc} \quad \text{(2.8)}$

Similarly, the maximum harmonic compensation capacity of a 3-phase APF$_{sh}$ can be obtained as;

\[
H_{sh-\text{max}} = 3 \frac{V_{pcc-\text{max}}V_{sh-\text{max}}}{Z_{sh}} \quad \text{; while } \sin \theta_{shv} = 1 \quad \text{(2.9)}
\]
Therefore, (2.7) or (2.9) can be used to calculate the maximum reactive or harmonic compensation capacity of a 3-phase APF_{sh}.

The main VSI rating for the reactive and harmonic power compensation of the APF_{sh} can be written as;

\[
\begin{align*}
VSI_{\text{rating}\_q} &= S_{vsi\_q} = \sqrt{Q_{shf}^2 + P_{loss}^2} \\
VSI_{\text{rating}\_h} &= S_{vsi\_h} = \sqrt{H_{sh}^2 + P_{loss}^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.10)

where \( P_{loss} \) is the total active power loss of the APF_{sh} during its compensation task which includes conduction loss of interfacing inductor, transformer (if any), VSI and switching loss of VSI. The value of conduction and switching losses of VSI mainly depends on the DC voltage source of the switches, current flow and energy transfer during the on-off condition and the switching frequency [43]. If the overall impedance of the APF system is considered as \((j\omega L_{sh} + R_{sh})\), then the \( P_{loss} \) will be;

\[ P_{loss} = 3I_{sh}^2 R_{sh} \]  

(2.11)

where \( I_{sh} \) is the rms value of the compensating current, \( R_{sh} \) represents the conduction and switching losses per phase of the VSI and the isolation transformer (if any) [34].

For circuit simplicity and to describe the compensating power exchange mechanism between the APF and grid PCC, a working diagram of phase A is shown in Fig 2.4, where \( S_w \) represents the switch of the switching devices. When \( v_{sh} > v_{pcc} \), switch S1 conducts and a leading current flows from the APF to the PCC. In this case, the APF operates in capacitive mode and reactive power \( Q \) is generated by the APF. Similarly, \( v_{sh} < v_{pcc} \) results in a lagging current in the conducting switch S4. In that case, the APF operates in inductive mode and hence reactive power is absorbed by the APF. Both of the conditions can be represented as an Inverter and Rectifier mode of operation respectively if the VSI of the APF deals with active power exchange [40]. When \( v_{sh} = v_{pcc} \), the reactive power becomes zero. The vector diagrams in Fig 2.5 also
clarify the basic working principle and power exchange between the grid and shunt APF. According to Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the basic equations for the capacitive mode can be derived as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dv_{sh}}{dt} - \frac{dv_{pcc}}{dt} - L_{sh} \frac{di_{sh}}{dt} - R_{sh} i_{sh} &= 0 \text{ for capacitive} \\
- \frac{dv_{sh}}{dt} - \frac{dv_{pcc}}{dt} - L_{sh} \frac{di_{sh}}{dt} - R_{sh} i_{sh} &= 0 \text{ for inductive}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.12)

Fig 2.4 Compensating power exchange between the Grid and shunt APF and the phase leg representation for Phase A.

Fig 2.5 Vector diagrams clarifying the working principle of shunt APF system

### 2.2.2 Switching dynamics

Because of its simplicity of implementation, fast response, enhanced system stability and increased reliability [39, 41], a hysteresis band current controller is generally used to control the actual compensating current \(i_{sh}\) at the PCC by tracking the desired reference current. Fig 2.6 represents the switching dynamics for one phase of the APF\(_{sh}\). It also shows how the compensating current \(i_{sh}\) tracks the reference...
current \((i_{\text{shref}})\) within the hysteresis band limit \((h)\). For H-bridge single phase system, the detailed switching dynamics has been studied in [34]. Similar approach can be implemented here for single / three phase system and can be generalized with respect to \(V_{sh}\).

The switching on and off time for Sw1 or Sw4 can be found as [34]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sw}_{on} &= \frac{(2h + h_{on})L_{sh}}{v_{sh} - v_{pcc} - i_{sh}R_{sh}} \\
\text{Sw}_{off} &= \frac{(2h - h_{off})L_{sh}}{v_{sh} + v_{pcc} + i_{sh}R_{sh}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.13)

where, \(h_{on} = i_{\text{shref}2} - i_{\text{shref}1}\) and \(h_{off} = i_{\text{shref}3} - i_{\text{shref}2}\). These \((h_{on}, h_{off})\) values are negligible for a smooth variation of reference current [34] and it occurs when switching frequency is high or close to its maximum. During low/minimum switching frequencies the variation of reference current could be high and then it may be required to consider in case of minimum switching frequency calculation. The general equation for the switching frequency can be written as;

![Fig 2.6 Switching dynamics of a hysteresis based current controller](image-url)


\[ f_{sw} = \frac{1}{S_{on} + S_{off}} = \frac{1}{\left[ \frac{(zh + ho_{on})l_{sh}}{v_{sh} - v_{pcc} - i_{sh}R_{sh}} + \frac{(zh - ho_{off})l_{sh}}{v_{sh} + v_{pcc} + i_{sh}R_{sh}} \right]} \]  

(2.14)

### 2.2.3 Calculation of design parameters

For simplicity, the following section will discuss the procedure for harmonic current compensation. A similar procedure can be followed for reactive current compensation. As the \( VSI_{rating-h} \) value is calculated from \( H_{sh} \) and \( P_{loss} \) of the APF \( sh \) (which depends on the \( V_{sh}, I_{sh}, L_{sh} \) and \( f_{sw} \)) to compensate specific harmonics, the maximum limit of these values should be considered to determine the maximum acceptable \( P_{loss} \) as well as \( VSI_{rating-h} \). Again, from the study of switching dynamics it is found that the switching frequency is very much dependent on the \( V_{pcc}, V_{sh} \) and \( I_{sh}, L_{sh} \) and \( h \). Therefore, the proper value and selection procedure of these parameters are very important to determine the capacity of the APF \( sh \) to perform its required tasks. Based on the working principle and on the power flow and switching dynamics study, the following steps describe the procedure and criteria for the selection of design parameters.

#### 2.2.3.1 Switching frequencies \( (f_{sw}) \)

Considering that \( h_{on} \) and \( h_{off} \) are negligible for smooth varying reference current and high frequency conditions, the switching frequency (2.14) can be simplified as;

\[ f_{sw} = \frac{v_{sh}^2}{4hl_{sh}, v_{sh}} \left( v_{pcc} + i_{sh}R_{sh} \right) \]

\[ = \frac{v_{sh}}{4hl_{sh}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v_{pcc-max}}{v_{sh}} \left( \sin wt + \frac{i_{sh}R_{sh}}{v_{pcc-max}} \right) \right)^2 \right] \]

(2.15)

where, \( v_{pcc} = V_{pcc-max} \sin wt \). The solution of this equation to derive the maximum \( (f_{sw-max}) \), minimum \( (f_{sw-min}) \) and zero-crossing \( (f_{sw-zero}) \) switching frequency has been explained in [34] and can be found as;

\[ f_{sw-max} = \frac{v_{sh}}{4hl_{sh}} \]

(2.16)
Over a complete cycle, the switching frequency and compensating current ($i_{sh}$) also vary. The maximum compensating current can be found where $(v_{sh} - v_{pcc})$ is maximum and this can be explained from (2.1) and Fig 2.4. That is, when $v_{pcc}$ is near to 0 (zero), $I_{sh}$ should be maximum. Therefore, it is clear that the maximum switching frequency, $f_{swmax}$ should occur at or near the zero crossing condition (depending on the reactive and harmonic components of the load current). Also, at this point, $h_{on}$ and $h_{off}$ both are negligible compared to 2h. Equation (2.16) should then be modified as;

\[ f_{swzero} = f_{swmax} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{i_{sh}R_{sh}}{v_{sh}} \right)^2 \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

\[ f_{swmin1} = f_{swmax} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v_{pcc-max}}{v_{sh}} \left( 1 + \frac{i_{sh}R_{sh}}{v_{pcc-max}} \right) \right)^2 \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

\[ f_{swmin2} = f_{swmax} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v_{pcc-max}}{v_{sh}} \left( 1 - \frac{i_{sh}R_{sh}}{v_{pcc-max}} \right) \right)^2 \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

Similarly $i_{sh}$ should be minimum where $(v_{sh} - v_{t})$ is minimum. Here, the switching frequency will also be minimum. At that condition, the values $h_{on}$ and $h_{off}$ should be comparable to 2h and will have an effect on calculating the minimum switching frequency, $f_{swmin}$. Therefore, equations (2.18) and (2.19) may not give the accurate result and hence the general equation (2.15) should be used to calculate the other switching frequencies.

The relation between the $V_{dc}$ and $v_{sh}$ for single and three phase VSI can simply be obtained from [39], as shown in Fig 2.7. Therefore, (2.20) can be used to calculate the $f_{swmax}$ for single or three phase system. Thus it can be written as;

\[ f_{swmax} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{V_{dc}}{8hl_{sh}} & \text{for } 1 - \text{phase}, 1 - \text{leg system} \\
\frac{V_{dc}}{4hl_{sh}} & \text{for } 1 \text{ or } 3 - \text{phase}, H - \text{bridge system} \\
\frac{V_{dc}}{12hl_{sh}} & \text{for } 3 - \text{phase}, 3 - \text{leg system} 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)
2.2.3.2 Interfacing inductor \((L_{sh})\)

The derived methods in [35-38] for calculating the value of \(L_{sh}\) are mainly based on a fixed frequency PWM converter with an assumption that the ripple current attenuation or peak compensation current and the maximum harmonic voltage also are known. The value of \(L_{sh}\) can also be calculated from (2.6) where the value of \(H_{sh}, V_{sh}\) and \(I_{sh}\) should be pre-determined.
In the case of a hysteresis band current controller, this value of $L_{sh}$ can easily be calculated from (2.20), once the values of $f_{sw\text{max}}$ and hysteresis band $(h)$ are set. As the switching devices, typically, have a limit for the maximum switching frequency and therefore the value of $L_{sh}$ also should have a minimum value which is acceptable for the compensating devices. It is found that the $f_{sw\text{max}}$ of IGBT is around 20kHz. The minimum value of $L$ then should be:

\[ L_{sh\text{min}} = \frac{v_{sh}(0)}{4hf_{sw\text{max}(IGBT)}} \]  

(2.23)

Once the value of $v_{sh}$, and $f_{sh\text{max}}$ are fixed, the limit of $L_{sh\text{max}}$ for a specified APF $sh$ can be determined by lowering the value of $h$ within the acceptable range.

2.2.3.3 Hysteresis band $(h)$

From (2.16), it is clear that the selection of hysteresis band is very important for selecting the switching frequency and there should be a typical range of $h$ to keep the $THD_{ls}$ within 5% as specified by IEEE [42]. This can be found as:

\[ h = k \cdot I_{sh\text{max}} \]  

(2.24)

where, $k = 0.05 \sim 0.15$. Although there are several advantages associated with hysteresis band controllers as mentioned earlier, the only disadvantage is the varying switching frequency with the system voltage. This can be overcome by fixing the switching frequency with a modified or variable hysteresis controller [43, 44] but then the complexity in the system control may increase.

2.2.3.4 DC link voltage ($V_{dc}$)

The purposes of the DC link capacitor ($C_{dc}$) are - i) to maintain the $V_{dc}$ with minimal ripple in steady-state, ii) to serve as an energy storage element to supply the reactive power of the load and iii) to supply the real power difference between the load and source during the transient period. Therefore, the size of the $C_{dc}$ should be selected,
and the controller should be designed in such a way, that the APF can compensate the real power difference for a short transient period (typically a number of msec.) after which the controller should be able to adjust the reference current. Thus the $V_{dc}$ can be maintained at a reference value.

Depending on the topology, different methods or approaches have been presented in [35–38, 43] to develop the relation between $V_{pcc}$, $V_{sh}$ and $V_{dc}$. For a 3-ph, 3-leg system, considering the amplitude modulation factor, $m_a=1$, the minimum value of $V_{dc}$ should be at least equal to $2V_{pcc-max}$ [35], or $2\sqrt{2}.V_{sh}$ [36-38], or greater then $\sqrt{3}.V_{sh-max}$ [43]. Based on this information, the minimum value of $V_{dc}$ can be derived as;

$$V_{dc} > \sqrt{3}.V_{pcc-max}$$

(2.25)

Although the higher $V_{dc}$ does not have much impact of current THD, it can increase the voltage THD at the PCC and thus degrade the quality of the source voltage [45]. Therefore, lowering the difference between $V_{pcc}$ and $V_{sh}$ will improve the system performance and stability of the voltage at PCC.

2.2.3.5 DC link capacitor ($C_{dc}$)

As an energy storage element, the DC link capacitor should be capable of performing all the functions described in the DC link voltage section. And in general, the energy handling capacity determines the size of the capacitor. The basic equation can be written as;

$$C_{dc} = \frac{2.S.n.T}{V_{dcmax}^2 - V_{dcmin}^2} = \frac{2.S.n.T}{((1+x)V_{dc})^2 - ((1-x)V_{dc})^2} = \frac{S.n.T}{zV_{dc}^2}$$

(2.26)

where $S$ is the power required to be i) compensated during the steady state condition [46], or ii) supplied to the load during the transient condition [34, 46], or iii) absorbed due to the load change during the transient condition [34], or iv) compensated in DVR mode during voltage sag/swell conditions [47]. $T$ is the required time period for one
complete cycle, $n$ is the number of cycles for energy transfer and $z$ is the percentage of $V_{dc}$ to replace the $V_{dcmx}$ and $V_{dcmin}$, the maximum and minimum allowable $V_{dc}$ respectively to perform the specific task. For a specific system, it is better to consider the higher value of $C_{dc}$ so that it can handle all of the above conditions. It also helps to get a better transient response and lower the steady-state ripple.

2.3 Design of Series Active Power Filter (APF$_{se}$)

The purpose of the Series APF is to compensate the voltage disturbance such as sag/swell, flicker, voltage unbalance. Voltage sag/swell, the most commonly occurring PQ problems, are usually caused by a short-circuit current flowing into a fault and can be illustrated in a simplified model as shown in Fig 2.8. The magnitude and phase of the voltage dip at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) are determined by the fault and supply impedances, using the following equation [48]:

$$V_{sag} = \frac{Z_p}{Z_s + Z_p} V_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

$$\angle \Phi_{sag} = \tan^{-1} \frac{X_p}{R_p} - \tan^{-1} \frac{X_s + X_p}{R_s + R_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

Where $V_{sag}$ is the voltage during the sag at the PCC, $Z_p = R_p + jX_p$ is the impedance between the PCC and the fault, and $Z_s = R_s + jX_s$ is the source impedance at PCC and the source voltage $V_s$.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 2.8 a) Distribution system with fault and b) vector diagram of voltage sag with phase jump and the used definition of pre-sag, sag and missing voltage
Though the connection topology differs and mainly depends on the injection transformer and half or H-bridge or multi-level inverter connection, there are some basic parameters that should be calculated/chosen properly for the design of series APF. Details of the topologies and their basic comparison, which is beyond the scope of this study, can be found in [49]. The parameters that are needed to be designed properly to compensate the voltage disturbance are as follow;

i. Injecting transformer
ii. Interfacing inductor / low pass filter
iii. DC link capacitor and storage device

2.3.1 Injection transformer

The basic function of the injection transformer is to increase the voltage supplied by the filtered VSI output to the desired level while isolating the DVR circuit from the distribution network. The transformer winding ratio is pre-determined according to the voltage required in the secondary side of the transformer which is generally kept equal to the supply voltage to allow the DVR to compensate the full supply voltage sag [50]. The turns ratio of the transformer can be determined from the following design concept:

If the DVR has the capability of compensating for a voltage-sag depth up to $X\%$ in a single-phase sag, then the compensating voltage $V_{sag}$ in each phase can be found as follows [51]:

$$V_{sag} = V_{pcc} \frac{X}{100} \quad (2.29)$$

The maximum output voltage of the PWM inverter is:

$$V_{se-PWM} = \frac{V_{dc}}{\sqrt{2}} \quad (2.30)$$

2.3.2 Interfacing inductor / Low pass filter (LPF)

Low pass passive filters including the interfacing inductor are used to convert the PWM inverted pulse waveform into a sinusoidal waveform. This is achieved by
removing the switching ripples produced by the VSI. These filters can be placed either in the high voltage side or in the low voltage side of the injection transformers as shown in Fig 2.9.

![Diagram of Filter Placement](image)

**Fig 2.9 Placement of LPF in APFse**

When the filters are on the inverter side, higher order harmonics are prevented from passing through the voltage transformer. This will reduce the stress on the injection transformer. In this case, a 50-Hz voltage drop appears across the filter/interfacing inductor when no voltage sag occurs. Therefore, the inductor is designed to reduce the voltage drop to less than 1% of a nominal line-to-neutral of supply voltage [51]. Fig 2.10 shows the equivalent circuit of a single phase series APFse where the output of the VSI can be derived as:

$$v_{se-pWM} = v_{sag} + jZ_{se}i_{se}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

Assumes that the fundamental current flowing through $C_{se}$ is negligible. Then from (2.31) the value of inductor can be determined.

The value of $C_{se}$ can be calculated using the Cut-off frequency ($f_c$) equation of an LC filter;

$$f_c = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{L_{se}C_{se}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)

Again, if the filter is placed in the load side, the higher order harmonic currents do penetrate to the secondary side of the transformer, hence, a higher rating of the
transformer is necessary [52]. However the leakage reactance of the transformer can be used as a part of the filter, which will be helpful in tuning the filter.

![Fig 2.10 Equivalent circuit of single phase series APF](image)

2.3.3 DC link capacitor and energy storage device

An energy storage device is used to supply the real power requirement for compensation during a voltage sag. Flywheels, Lead acid batteries, Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) and Super-Capacitors can be used as energy storage devices.

As the DC link capacitor is between the series and shunt APF for the design of UPQC, the calculation is the same as in the case of shunt APF.

2.4 Design of Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)

Two possible ways of connecting the UPQC to the point of common coupling (PCC) are discussed in [24]:

- Right-shunt UPQC: The APF_{sh} is connected to the load side and the series to the supply side;
- Left-shunt UPQC: The APF_{sh} is connected to the supply side and the series component to the load side.

Comparing the characteristics of these two configurations, the right-shunt UPQC has the advantages over the left-shunt UPQC in terms of operation (i) in zero power
injection/absorption mode, (ii) to make the power factor unity at the load terminal, (iii) to supply the entire load reactive power requirement. It also has been shown that the dc capacitor control of the right-shunt UPQC structure is simpler. Thus, it can be concluded that the right-shunt UPQC is more advantageous.

Once the design parameters for the series and shunt APF are defined, the complete UPQC system is derived with a combination of these two APF. As the required active power for voltage sag compensation will be provided by the DC link capacitor through the APF$_{sh}$, a DC link voltage control method then should be derived for this purpose. A 12-kVA DSP controlled laboratory prototype UPQC has been designed and installed at the DIT Lab [41].

2.5 Control Strategies

The control strategy is at the heart of the any compensating device. Generation of appropriate switching patterns or gating signals with reference to command the compensating signals determines the control strategy of any compensating devices. In general, it is implemented in three stages [29];

i. Signal conditioning - sensing of essential voltage or current signal for referencing and implementation of control algorithm. These voltage or current signals could be on the supply side, the load side or on the compensating side. Voltage signals are sensed using either power transformers or Hall-effect voltage sensors or isolation amplifiers whereas current signals are sensed by current transformer or Hall-effect current sensors. Analog or digital filters are sometimes used to eliminate noise from the sensing parameters.

ii. Derivation of compensating signals – derivation of compensating or reference voltage/current signals depend on the control method and APF configurations. It is the most important part of the control strategies. It also affects on the rating as
well as the transient and steady-state performance of the device. Two methods are used to generate the compensating command: frequency and time domain.

In the frequency domain, the compensating signal is extracted from the source/load signal by application of the Fourier analysis. The device switching frequency is maintained at a value greater than twice of the highest compensating harmonic frequency for effective compensation.

Compensation in the time domain is based on the instantaneous derivation of compensating commands in the form of voltage or current signals. Control method level on instantaneous p-q theory, synchronous d-q reference frame, synchronous detection, flux-based controller, notch filter, PI controller, sliding-mode controller, genetic algorithm, neural network are the most popular in the time domain.

iii. Generation of gate signal - using PWM, Space Vector Modulation, Hysteresis Band, Sliding-mode, Dead-beat control or Fuzzy or neural based control technique.

The control can be carried out using discrete analog and digital devices or advanced microelectronics such as microcontroller or microprocessors.

2.5.1 Shunt Active Power Filter (APF

Removing the fundamental part or extraction of harmonic content from non-linear harmonic current to generate the reference current for harmonic power compensation of APF
using high pass (HPF) or low pass filters (LPF) are a simple part of the control technique. However both methods have a high error in the phase and magnitude of the harmonics calculation [28]. In addition, HPF is sensitive to high frequency noise.

In synchronous detection method, the three-phase currents are assumed to be balanced after compensation, as shown in Fig 2.11. The method is useful for reactive power compensation, current imbalance and mitigation of harmonic current [53].
The synchronous fundamental d-q frame method is derived from the space vector transformation of input signal in a-b-c coordinate to the rotational orthogonal d-q coordinate by means of the Park Transformation. Fig 2.12 shows the block diagram of the synchronous d-q frame method for harmonic current compensation [54]. This method is further improved to detect the desired harmonic frequency for compensation [55].

But the problem associated with these methods is to detect and compensate the per phase harmonic component. Therefore, any disturbance or distortion in the supply side could degrade the performance of the system. The d-q transformation needs also a phase-lock-loop (PLL) circuit to synchronize the transformation with the line frequency and phase.

The p-q theory [26] is based on a set of time domain instantaneous powers that can be applied to three phase systems with or without a neutral wire for generic voltage
and current waveforms. Thus, it is valid in the steady state as well as in the transient state. This theory always considers the three phase system as a single unit by transforming voltages and currents from the \( abc \) to \( \alpha\beta0 \) coordinates and not a superposition or sum of three single phase circuits. Details of this theory is given in Appendix 1. This p-q theory works properly when the three-phase system is balanced [56]. In [57], a simple modification is proposed by implementing a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) to develop a generalised single-phase p-q theory that can be utilised under the condition of distorted utility voltage.

2.5.2 Series Active Power Filter (APF\(_{se}\))

The APF\(_{se}\) is controlled to inject the appropriate voltage between the point of common coupling (PCC) and load, such that the load voltages become balanced, distortion free and have the desired magnitude. Theoretically the injected voltages can be of any arbitrary magnitude and angle. However, the power flow and device rating are important issues that have to be considered when determining the magnitude and the angle of the injected voltage [3]. In the case of the UPQC, the implementation of the APF\(_{se}\) can be done in two ways [58] depending on the angle of the injected voltage: thus the system is termed as UPQC-Q and UPQC-P. In the first case (UPQC-Q) the injected voltage is maintained 90\(^\circ\) in advance with respect to the supply current, so that the series compensator consumes no active power in steady state. In the second case (UPQC-P) the injected voltage is in phase with both the supply voltage and current, so that the series compensator consumes only active power, which is delivered by the shunt compensator through the dc link. A detailed analysis of UPQC rating under different control strategies together with their advantages and disadvantages are presented in [58 - 60]. In the case of UPQC-Q the series compensator requires additional capacity, while the shunt compensator VA rating is reduced as the active power consumption of the series compensator is minimised and it also compensates for
a part of the load reactive power demand. In the UPQC-P case the series compensator
does not compensate for any part of the reactive power demand of the load, and it has to
be entirely compensated by the shunt compensator. Also the shunt compensator must
provide the active power injected by the series compensator. Thus, in this case the VA
rating of the shunt compensator increases, but that of the series compensator decreases.
It can be concluded that the UPQC-Q and UPQC-P are two extreme cases and finding
the optimum solution which is located in between is preferable. An analysis for
optimisation of the converter rating is presented in [61-63] and an approximate sub-
optimal control strategy for UPQC minimum losses operation is proposed.

Comparing the techniques for calculating the reference voltage of the series
compensator, it is found that the UPQC-P algorithm has the simplest implementation
and involves very little computation [64]. In the UPQC-P case the voltage rating of the
series compensator is considerably reduced. Therefore, the UPQC-P control strategy has
been used in the UPQC simulation model. For simplicity, only the case of a three-phase,
three-wire system has been considered here.

2.5.3 Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)

The integrated controller of the APF_{se} and APF_{sh} of the UPQC realizes an
instantaneous algorithm to provide the compensating voltage reference v^{*}_{C}, as well as
the compensating current reference i^{*}_{C} to be synthesized by the controllers.

The functional block diagram of the UPQC controller is illustrated in Fig 2.13.
Generation of compensating voltage and current for Series and Shunt APF is based on
the instantaneous p-q theory. In addition, it is shown in Fig 2.13 that the UPQC
controller requires a positive-sequence detector, a PWM voltage controller for voltage
compensation, a hysteresis current controller for reactive harmonic current
compensation and a dc-link voltage regulator.
The phase voltages at the load terminal consists mainly of the positive sequence component \((V_{+1})\), but can be unbalanced (containing negative- and zero sequence components at fundamental frequency), and can also contain harmonics from any sequence component. The detection of the fundamental positive-sequence component of \(v_{sa}, v_{sb},\) and \(v_{sc}\) is necessary in the sinusoidal current control strategy. Fig 2.14 shows the method to detect the fundamental positive sequence of the source voltage [26].

The PWM voltage controller should allow the series active filter to generate compensating voltages according to their references \(v^*_{Ca}, v^*_{Cb},\) and \(v^*_{Cc}\), which can vary widely in frequency and amplitude. Therefore, conventional sine-PWM techniques (SPWM) may not be appropriate due to their inherent amplitude attenuation [65]. Further, the filter (RLC) circuit at the ac output of the PWM converter may cause phase displacements in the compensating voltages \(v_{ca}, v_{cb},\) and \(v_{cc}\). Therefore, feedback control loops are implemented to minimize possible deviations between the reference and actual values generated at the primary sides of the series transformers. The proposed PWM voltage control [26] is given in Fig 2.15.

Different current-control techniques are applied for tracking the reference current: sampled error control, hysteresis band control, sliding mode controller, linear quadratic regulator, deadbeat controller, pole shift controller [24]. From the number of dedicated papers, the hysteresis control appears to be the most preferable for shunt active filter applications. The hysteresis control method has simpler implementation, enhanced system stability, increased reliability and response speed [24, 64, 66]. Therefore, in the UPQC simulation model a hysteresis controller has been used. The advantages of using a hysteresis controller are mentioned below.
Fig 2.13 Functional block diagram of the UPQC controller

Fig 2.14 Positive sequence detection [26]

Fig 2.15 PWM voltage control with minor feedback control loops
2.6 Selection of design parameters for a 3-ph, 3-wire APF$_{sh}$

This section deals with some simulation study and calculation for the proper selection of design parameters. As an example, the initial target of maximum harmonic compensating current, $I_{shmax}$, has been set at 100A which requires an APF$_{sh}$ of 48.8 kVA rated capacity ($H_{sh}$) in a 400V($L$-$L$) distribution system. Again the $S_{vsi-h}$ of the compensator depends on the $H_{sh}$ and $P_{loss}$ which are associated with the $V_{sh}$, $I_{sh}$ and $R_{sh}$ in (2.6) and (2.11). These are also related to the rating of the switching device and other design parameters including $f_{sw}$, $h$ and $V_{dc}$, in (2.17 - 2.26). Therefore a wide range of values of $I_{shmax}$, $h$, $L_{sh}$, $R_{sh}$ and $V_{dc}$ has been chosen to calculate the $P_{loss}$ and $S_{vsi-h}$ and to perform the simulation study to observe the performance of the selected appropriate design components. The connection topology and switching configuration of a 3-ph, 3-wire APF$_{sh}$ together with the chosen parameters range is shown in Fig 2.16.

Fig 2.17(a) shows how the actual VSI rating ($S_{vsi-h}$) increases with the value of $R_{sh}$ for a specific $I_{shmax}$. The actual compensating power of the APF, $H_{sh}$ can be calculated from (2.6) and in the Fig 2.17(a) it is represented when $R_{sh}$ is zero. Though $R_{sh}$ is related with the design parameters, in some research articles the value of $R_{sh}$ was considered to be between 0 and 2Ω [67 - 74]. For example, to compensate 48.8 kVA of $H_{load}$, the required $S_{vsi-h}$ will be 49.0 kVA, if a value of 0.3 Ω for $R_{sh}$ is used as shown in Fig 2.17(a) (point A). The VSI rating will be increased upto 57.7 kVA, if $R_{sh}$ is assumed to be 2Ω. This is shown as point B in Fig. 2.17(a). The corresponding active power loss $P_{loss}$ as a ratio (%) of ($P_{loss}$ / $S_{vsi-h}$) for the unit is shown in Fig 2.17(b). For $R_{sh}$ = 0.3 Ω, the actual $P_{loss}$ is 4.5 kW, calculated from (2.11). In terms of ratio it is around 9.2% of the VSI rating which is reflected as point A in Fig 2.17(b). Point B in Fig 2.17(b) shows the corresponding ratio for the point B in Fig 2.17(a), which is around 52%. Therefore it would be better to lower the $R_{sh}$ value. Considering the ratio of 10% as a loss, it is clear that a value of $R_{sh}$ up to 0.3 Ω would be an acceptable selection for a 49kVA ($I_{shmax}$ =
100A) compensator. the shaded part of the Fig 2.17(b) also reflects the possible limits of $I_{sh_{max}}$ for possible $R_{sh}$ values that can be considered between 10% ratio and 1Ω.

![Fig 2.16 A 3-ph, 3-wire D-STATCOM connected to the grid and load at PCC](image)

Again from the switching dynamics study (2.16), it is found that the $f_{sw}$ depends on the system parameters such as $V_{dc}$ or $V_{sh}$, $h$, $L_{sh}$, $V_{pcc}$, $I_{sh}$ and $R_{sh}$. Practically, the maximum switching frequency depends on the type of power switching devices. Generally, IGBT switches are preferred in most of the power electronics devices at distribution level due to their fast switching speed, low switching power losses and high power handling capability. With these above stated constraints, the initial limit for some of the parameters was fixed to design a shunt APF which has been given in Table 2.1. The remainder of the component selection has been carried out based on these parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value (Initial Maximum Limit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{load}$</td>
<td>49kVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{pcc (L-L)}$</td>
<td>400V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{sh_{max}}$</td>
<td>100A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw_{max}}$</td>
<td>20kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{sh}$</td>
<td>1Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{loss}$</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A series of simulation studies and other calculations have been performed based on the design procedure, as shown in Fig 2.18, to select the best values of $h$ and $V_{dc}$ which are further required to set the value of $L_{sh}$ and to determine the limit of $I_{sh}$ and $H_{sh}$ and $VSI_{rating}$ to operate the APF$_{sh}$ within its loss limit or with maximum efficiency. Critical design decisions are then verified against the derived procedure in Section 2.2 and described in the following section.
2.6.1 Selection of hysteresis band, $h$

Within the maximum switching frequency and $P_{loss}$ limit, some simulation studies have been performed for different values of compensating current, size of inductor ($L_{sh}$), ratio of $V_{dc}/V_{pccmax}$ ($m$) and hysteresis band ($h$) to select the appropriate band limit and to obtain the best $THD_{Is}$ within the IEEE standard limit. Fig 2.19 shows the result of these simulation studies in terms of $THD_{Is}$ (%) vs $h$ (% of $I_{shmax}$) which reflects the limits of $h$ that has been considered in (2.24). It is found that for a precise calculation and to obtain the best performance of a D-STATCOM, $h$ should be selected as between 5% to 10% of $I_{shmax}$.
2.6.2 Limit on the $I_{sh\max}$

The relation between $f_{sw\max}$ and $I_{sh\max}$ can be derived, from (2.21) and (2.24), as follow;

$$f_{sw\max} = \frac{V_{dc}}{12kl_{sh\max}L_{sh}} \quad (2.33)$$

It shows that for a constant value of $I_{sh\max}$ the maximum switching frequency increases with the decrease of $L_{sh}$. Again the size limit of $L_{sh}$ can be increased with the increase of $m$ ($V_{dc}/V_{pcc\max}$) and $I_{sh\max}$. For a fixed value of $L_{sh}$ and $f_{sw\max}$, the limit of $I_{sh\max}$ can also be increased by reducing $h$. Fig 2.20(a) shows how the switching frequency increases with the decrease of $L_{sh}$ and increase of $m$. For $I_{sh\max} = 10$A, it is found that a minimum 2mH of $L_{sh}$ should be used with $h = 10\%$ of $I_{sh\max}$ and $m = 1.4$ to keep the $f_{sw\max}$ within the IGBT switching limit (20kHz), shown in point A. Within this 20kHz, the limit of $I_{sh\max}$ can also be increased up to 40A (as shown in the shaded part of Fig 2.20(a) by reducing the $L_{sh}$ to 1mH, at point B) or up to 200A, at point C (as shown in the shaded part of Fig 2.20(b) by reducing the $L_{sh}$ to 0.5mH, $h = 5\%$ and increasing $m$ to 3.6). But in these cases (B and C), there will be a high level of power loss in the VSI unit and the voltage $THD$ at PCC will also increase due to the higher $V_{dc}$ (high $m$) [45]. Therefore, after fixing $f_{sw\max}$ (20kHz) and $h$ (10\%), the $I_{sh\max}$ has been calculated for different $L_{sh}$ and $m$ values which are given in Table 2.2.
Fig 2.20 (a) Relation between $f_{sw\text{max}}$ and $L_{sh}$ for the variation of $m$ and $I_{sh\text{max}}$; (b) Relation between $I_{sh\text{max}}$ and $L_{sh}$ for the variation of $m$ and $h$.

Table 2.2 Values of $I_{sh\text{max}}$ and $L_{sh}$ for different $V_{dc}$ condition at $f_{sw\text{max}} = 20\text{kHz}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_{sw} = 20\text{K}$</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$h = 10%$</th>
<th>$I_{sh\text{max}}$ (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{sh}$ (mH)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>162.6</td>
<td>189.7</td>
<td>216.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6.3 Selection of $V_{dc}$

A number of simulation studies were performed for various values of $I_{sh_{max}}$, $f_{sw_{max}}$, $h$ and $L_{sh}$ to observe the $THD_{ls}$ with respect to $V_{dc}$. It is found from Fig 2.21 (a and b) that the $m$ value should be at least 1.7 ($V_{dc,min} = 1.7V_{pcc_{max}}$) to obtain a $THD_{ls}$ within the IEEE limit, as shown in the shaded area. This also validates the relation between $V_{dc}$ and $V_{pcc_{max}}$ as given in (2.25). For higher $V_{dc}$, $THD_{ls}$ is also found to be within the limit, shown in Fig 2.21(c) but it then can degrade the quality of voltage at the PCC. Therefore it is preferable to consider the value of $m$ close to its lower limit. It will also help to reduce the value of $R_{sh}$ by reducing the $L_{sh}$.

Fig 2.21 $THD_{ls}$ (%) for different values of $m$, obtained from simulation result for a system to compensate $I_{sh_{max}}$ = 10 to 20A using hysteresis band, $h$ as a) 5%, b) 10% and c) 20%

Fig 2.22 shows how the $P_{loss}$ increases with the decrease of $f_{sw_{max}}$ while other parameters are fixed. This also shows the loss increases with the increase of $m$. Therefore it is better to chose a lower value of $m$. 
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Once the values of \( m, f_{sw} \) and \( I_{sh_{max}} \) are fixed, then the values of \( h \) and \( L_{sh} \) can be set. Lower the value of \( L_{sh} \) will help to reduce the \( R_{sh} \). The value of \( R_{sh} \) is set from Fig 2.17 for a fixed value of \( S_{vsi-h} \) and \( P_{loss} \) within the limit. It is difficult to calculate the switching loss. Therefore, the resistance value (act as a loss emulator) should be low, as it is responsible for conduction loss (transformer + inductor).

![Graph showing reduction of \( P_{loss} \) with the increase of \( f_{sw_{max}} \) while the other parameters are constant](image)

**Fig 2.22** Reduction of \( P_{loss} \) with the increase of \( f_{sw_{max}} \) while the other parameters are constant.

### 2.6.4 Selection of \( C_{dc} \)

From the general equation (2.26) it is found that the value of \( C_{dc} \) depends on the purposes of the DC link capacitor, as described in section 2.2, the required level of power (\( S \)) to be compensated/transferred, the number of cycles (\( n \)) and the allowable change of \( V_{dc} \) (\( z \)). Once the value of \( V_{dc} \) (or \( m \)) and the number \( n \) are fixed, \( C_{dc} \) only depends on \( S \) and \( z \). Fig 2.23 shows the relation between \( z \) and \( S \) with respect to \( C_{dc} \). For example, if a compensator is allowed to transfer 20kVA of load power during the transient condition and the task is completed within a half cycle (\( n = 0.5 \)) with an
allowable change in $V_{dc}$ of 10%, then the required capacity of $C_{dc}$ will be around 3000μF for $m = 1.8$, point A, which is further reduced to 2500μF for $m = 2$.

2.6.5 Verification of switching dynamics and frequencies

As discussed, the design parameters of the APF$_{sh}$ are related to the switching frequency, $f_{sw}$ as well as the hysteresis band, $h$ and $V_{dc}$. The switching mechanism has been studied and verified with the derived equations in the previous Section 2.2. Table 2.3 shows the design parameters for a specific compensator that has been chosen to investigate the switching dynamics and to determine the switching frequency. Fig 2.24(a) shows the $V_{pcc}$, $V_{sh}$, $I_s$, $I_{sh}$, $I_{load}$ and $S_{w1}$ for phase A when the shunt APF is operating. It is clear that the $f_{sw_{max}}$ occurs near the zero crossing condition where $V_{pcc}$ is close to zero and $V_{sh}$ is 1/3 of $V_{dc}$. The variation of $I_{shref}$ during one on-and-off time period ($h_{on}$ and $h_{off}$) of gate $S_{w1}$ is also negligible compared to $2h$ (in Fig 2.6). Otherwise, the effect of these values on the calculation of $f_{sw_{max}}$ is negligible. Fig 2.24(b) shows that the system has been designed for $f_{sw_{max}} = 15kHz$ which can simply be calculated using (2.13, 2.14) and by neglecting $h_{on}$ and $h_{off}$. If the values are compared with that in (2.16), $f_{sw_{max}}$ is found to be the same.
Fig 2.24 (a) One complete cycle of an APF in compensating mode, (b) showing the values of design related parameters to calculate the maximum switching frequencies, $f_{\text{sw max}}$ and (c) one of the minimum frequency, $f_{\text{sw min}}$ at close to 90 deg of supply voltage condition.
Similarly $f_{swmin_1}$ occurs where $I_{sh}$ is close to zero (in Fig 2.24a). At this point, $V_{pcc}$ goes to its positive peak and $V_{sh} = 2/3$ of $V_{dc}$. $h_{on}$ can be calculated as 0.77A and $h_{off}$ is 0.64 (from 2.13). Putting these values in (2.14), the $f_{swmin_1}$ is calculated as 10.7kHz whereas neglecting the values of $h_{on}$ and $h_{off}$ in the calculation gives a value of 12.1kHz. This makes a significant difference in the actual simulated $f_{swmin}$ condition, though it does not have any impact on selection the design parameters.

### 2.7 Conclusion

Both the design and controlling mechanism for 3-phase 3-wire series and shunt APF system has been reviewed and discussed here as a part of the design and control of a complete UPQC system that can minimize the disturbance of supply voltage as well as cancel the reactive and harmonic part of the load current.

Switching dynamics has been studied to develop the relation between the design parameters and the switching frequencies. This is also verified by simulation. Power losses due to conduction and switching are also co-related with the design parameters and maximum switching frequency. A design parameter selection procedure with an example has been described here by initially setting a maximum switching frequency and loss limit. The best choice of hysteresis band and the minimum value of DC link voltage are set by carrying out extensive simulation to maintain the source current THD within the IEEE limit. Variation of these parameters to design the other components and associated losses are also calculated. A Shunt APF system with a wide range of design parameters has been simulated and the results are shown to compare the design parameters.
parameters with their associated power losses and the required kVA rating. This procedure can be generalized to design the parameters for other topologies of APF$_{sh}$ system and would be useful for practical design and development of APF and UPQC.
Chapter 3
Integration and Placement of UPQC in DG Integrated Networks

3.1 Introduction

Implementation of Custom Power Devices (CPD) such as UPQC in DG or microgrid systems to improve the power quality is gaining greater importance [75-79]. This chapter deals with the review and analysis of research work that has been completed to date on the integration and placement of UPQC in DG integrated networks. Emphasis has been placed on integration techniques of UPQC in DG or microgrid system together with their advantages and disadvantages. The number of DG systems such as Photovoltaic and Wind Energy Systems are now penetrating more into the grid or microgrid at the same time the number of non-linear loads are also increasing. Therefore, in the presence of DG sources and UPQC in an active distribution network, the following issues have been analysed;

(a) the placement of UPQC and its sensors in the network,
(b) impact of the sensor placement on the UPQC control method,
(c) performance of UPQC with bi-directional power flow in the network and
(d) the advantages of DG inverter in the presence of UPQC

The rest of the chapter discusses the following issues: Section 3.2 deals with the presently available integration techniques of UPQC and DG in a network. The technical standard and other requirements for DG integration in the Electric Power System (EPS) together with the effects of DG integration in terms of Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) and Total Demand Distortion (TDD) are discussed in section 3.3. This is followed by the placement of UPQC in the network and the related issues are identified and discussed in Section 3.4. Conclusions are made in Section 3.5

3.2 Integration of UPQC

Recent reports [75-81] show that significant research and development has been carried out on the application of UPQC to DG integrated networks. As the UPQC can compensate for almost all existing PQ problems in the transmission and distribution grid, integration of a UPQC in the distributed generation network can be multipurpose. As part of the integration of UPQC in DG systems, research has been carried out on the following two techniques: DC-Linked and Separated DG-UPQC systems.

3.2.1 (DG – UPQC)DC-linked

A structure has been proposed in [75-79], as shown in Fig 3.1, where DG sources are connected to a DC link in the UPQC as an energy source. This configuration works both in interconnected and islanded modes (shown in Fig 3.2). In the interconnected mode, DG provides power to the source and loads whereas in the islanded mode, DG (within its power rating) supplies power to the load only. In addition, UPQC has the ability to inject power using DG to sensitive loads during source voltage interruption. The advantage of this system is voltage interruption compensation and active power injection to the grid in addition to the other normal UPQC abilities. The system’s functionality may be compromised if the DG resources are not sufficient during the voltage interruption. Economical operation of the system can also be achieved by proper control of the active power transfer between the supply and DG source through a series APF [78]. The proposed system can also reduce the investment cost by nearly one fifth if the UPQC and DG are used separately [79].
3.2.2 (UPQC – DG)Separated

A typical application of a UPQC might be to overcome the grid integration problems of the DG, such as the fixed-speed induction generator (FSIG) as investigated in [80] and shown in Fig 3.3. FSIGs can fail to remain connected to the grid in the event of a grid voltage dip or line fault due to excessive reactive power requirements. The drop in voltage creates over-speeding of the turbine, which causes a protection trip. With the aid of the UPQC, this fault-ride-through capability is achieved, which greatly enhances system stability. Results show that the UPQC is one of the best devices for the integration of wind energy systems to the grid. In the case of a wind farm connected to a weak grid, UPQC can also be placed at the PCC to overcome voltage regulation problems [81]. In these separated systems, the series APF of the UPQC is placed near
the DG side to conduct the voltage regulation by injecting the voltage in phase with PCC voltage. This type of UPQC is referred to as left shunt UPQC [24]. Based on that research study, in addition to the normal functionality of UPQC, some of the other advantages and disadvantages are identified and these are given in Table 3.1 [19].

![Grid connected wind energy system with UPQC](image)

**Table 3.1 Comparative analysis of integration techniques of UPQC in DG system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (DG-UPQC)DC-linked | i. Compensate voltage interruption  
ii. Operation in islanding mode – possible  
iii. Active power transfer during grid connected or microgrid mode – possible  
iv. System cost for PQ improvement - reduced (remove DG Inverter) | i. Control complexity – high  
ii. Capacity enhancement in multi-level or multi-module mode – difficult |
| (UPQC-DG)Separated | i. Capacity enhancement in multi-level or multi-module mode - easy  
ii. Control – easy  
iii. Active power transfer during grid connected mode - possible | i. Voltage interruption – may not be possible  
ii. Operation in islanding mode – may not be possible  
iii. System cost - high |

3.2.3 Cost analysis

In terms of required components, it is clear that the (DG-UPQC)DC-linked does not require the grid connecting interfacing converter and thus the cost will be less. The
The nonlinear characteristics of power electronics devices and loads on the power system can be modelled as current sources that inject harmonic currents into the system. Voltage distortion occurs as a result of these currents which cause nonlinear voltage drops across the power system. Due to the increasing application of power electronics equipment such as converters which connect DG sources into the grid or microgrid, this harmonic distortion becomes a growing concern for many customers and for the overall power system. The levels of this distortion can be characterized and quantified by the complete harmonic spectrum magnitude as the total harmonic distortion (THD). But this can often be misleading. For example, many adjustable speed drives exhibit high THD values for the input current when they are operating at very light loads. Though the magnitude of harmonic current is low, its relative distortion is high. A similar problem occurs at the point of common coupling (PCC) when DG sources are connected with the electric power system (EPS) at the distribution level. Here, load harmonics remain constant but the actual supply current from the grid is relatively low and thus the THD at the PCC becomes high. To handle this concern for characterizing harmonic currents in a consistent fashion, IEEE introduced another term, the total demand distortion.
(TDD). This term is the same as the THD except that the distortion is expressed as a percent of some rated load current rather than as a percent of the fundamental current magnitude. Guidelines for harmonic current and voltage distortion levels on distribution and transmission circuits are provided in [5].

According to the IEEE Standard 1547 [8], the PCC is defined as; “The Point of Common Coupling (PCC) with the consumer/utility interface is the closest point on the utility side of the customer's service where another utility customer is or could be supplied. The ownership of any apparatus such as a transformer that the utility might provide in the customer’s system is immaterial to the definition of the PCC.” Fig 3.4 shows the interconnection of DG sources with the EPS and the PCC. The PCC is where harmonic limits are assessed and prevented to propagate from one customer to another. When the DG is connected, harmonic current injection, by the DG unit and the non-linear load, into the Area EPS at the PCC shall not exceed the limits as given in Table 3.2. The harmonic current injections shall be exclusive of any harmonic currents due to harmonic voltage distortion present in the Area EPS without the DG connected.

![Interconnection of DG sources with EPS and PCC](image)

**Table 3.2 Maximum harmonic current distortion [IEEE 1547, IEEE 519]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual harmonic order, $h$</th>
<th>$h &lt; 11$</th>
<th>$11 &lt; h &lt; 17$</th>
<th>$17 &lt; h &lt; 23$</th>
<th>$23 &lt; h &lt; 35$</th>
<th>$35 \leq h$</th>
<th>TDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent (%)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mathematically, THD and TDD can be calculated as:

\[
THD = \frac{\sqrt{i_2^2 + i_3^2 + i_4^2 + \ldots + i_h^2}}{i_{peef}} 
\]  
(3.1)

\[
TDD = \frac{\sqrt{i_2^2 + i_3^2 + i_4^2 + \ldots + i_h^2}}{i_{loadf}} 
\]  
(3.2)

where \( I \) is the rms value, \( f \) is the fundamental component.

According to [8], DG interconnection system shall detect the unintentional islanding and cease to energize the islanded area within two seconds of the formation of an islanding condition. One of the reasons for this is that the controller of the grid-tie DG inverter is designed to provide only pure active power to the load and grid in the interconnected mode.

Fig 3.5 shows an example of interconnection of DG sources as a micro-generation (μGen) or microgrid (μGrid) with the distribution network. Assuming that the DG source provides the active power to the grid and all the harmonics are injected by the non-linear harmonic load (load1). The position of the current sensors are also shown to measure the THD and TDD for different level of DG injected current (\( i_{dg1} \) and \( i_{dg2} \)). For the study, two types of DG integration systems (μGrid and μGen) with harmonic (load1) and reactive (load2) load have been considered, where the current fundamentals are \( I_{load1max} = 207 \) A and \( I_{load2max} = 97 \) A. The relation between the DG supply and load demand is given as:

\[
I_{dgmax} = \gamma \cdot I_{loadmax} 
\]  
(3.3)

Measuring points for \( i_{load1}, i_{pcc1}, i_{pcc2} \) and \( i_s \) in the network are also shown in Fig 3.5. Fig 3.6 shows the initial waveforms at the measuring points and the corresponding THD / TDD values are given in Table 3.3 when both DG sources are not operating. It is to be noted that the THD and TDD are same when DG or any other source is not present in the network. THD at \( i_{load1} \) and \( i_{pcc1} \) are also same as \( i_{dg1} \) is
zero. THD at $i_s$ shows lower than that at $i_{pcc1}$ and it occurs as a resultant effect due to the reactive and harmonic loads with different ratings.

---

**Table 3.3 When $i_{dg1} = 0$ and $i_{dg2} = 0$; UPQC is not working**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>$i_s$</th>
<th>$i_{pcc2}$</th>
<th>$i_{pcc1}$</th>
<th>$i_{load1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THD / TDD (%)</td>
<td>17.88</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Assuming that the DG sources are providing pure fundamental current (i.e. without harmonics), Fig 3.7 shows the effect of the supply current of DG sources on...
the measurement of THD values for four conditions at different points in the network. The four conditions are:

(a) Both the DG sources and loads are active
(b) Load2 is inactive
(c) DG1 is inactive
(d) DG2 is inactive.

For all cases, the simulated system has been run for 1 sec. $\gamma$ is considered to range from 0 to 2, which means the DG units supply from zero up to double of the load fundamental current. It is found that, in Fig 3.7(a), the measured THD at PCC1 becomes maximum when the DG1 supplies the load fundamentals ($I_{load1f}$). The reason is that at the point the sensor senses only the harmonics of the load current and net fundamental ($I_{pcc1f} = I_{load1f} - I_{dg1f}$) becomes close to zero. But in reality, the DG unit does not supply any harmonics to the PCC and the measured TDD remains unchanged. The peak of the grid ($i_s$) THD may change the position when the load2 or DG2 (μGen) is inactive, as shown in Fig 3.7(b and d). When DG1 (μGrid) is off, then the grid THD also increases and the peak value depends on the condition of the load (reactive/harmonic) and the supply of DG2, as shown in Fig 3.7(c). Fig 3.8 shows the corresponding waveforms at the measuring points when $i_{dg2} = 0$. It is also found that the DG1 or load1 does not have any impact on the THD at PCC2. Therefore, measuring THD at PCC1 and grid source, when the DG units are running, will provide false information and thus could affect the maintenance of PQ levels for the location.
Fig 3.7 Effect of $i_{dg}$ on the calculation of THD at different points.

Fig 3.8 Waveforms of the $i_{load1}, i_{pcc1}, i_{pcc2}$ and $i_s$ when $i_{dg1}$ varies from (0 to 2) of $I_{load1\text{max}}$ and $i_{load2} = 0$
3.4 Placement of UPQC in DG Network

In a DG integrated electrical distribution system, DG sources (i) can be connected to the electric power system as a μGen or in a μGrid condition, (ii) have to supply the active power to the grid and/or load and (ii) should be capable of detecting the unintentional islanding or grid voltage disturbances and then be disconnected and (iv) then have to supply the active and reactive power depending on the load demand. The UPQC as a Custom Power Device is introduced at the PCC (i) to prevent the grid and other loads from the current harmonics generated by the non-linear loads, (ii) to maintain the voltage and current THD at PCC within the IEEE limits and (iii) compensate the grid voltage sag / swell to provide a balance and stable voltage at the PCC. In the presence of DG sources the following situations require critical considerations;

(a) the placement of UPQC and its current feedback sensors,
(b) impact of sensor placement on the UPQC control method,
(c) performance of UPQC with the bi-directional power flow in the network and
(d) the privilege/advantage of DG source in presence of UPQC

This will enable the proper placement of UPQC in a DG integrated network. These issues are discussed in the following sections of this Chapter.

For a better understanding, a DG integrated network as shown in Fig 3.5 has been designed and simulated in MATLAB. Design parameters for the UPQC also have been calculated based on the grid and load information which are given in Table 3.4. DG sources are considered to be supplying the fundamental active power. Therefore, harmonics introduced by the DG inverters are not added in the simulation and the analysis. The supplied DG power has been increased in every 0.2 sec interval by putting successive values of $\gamma = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5$ and 2.0 in (3.3).
Table 3.4 Overall DG network parameters for the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value / phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid (3 phase)</td>
<td>Voltage ($v_s$)</td>
<td>230 Vrms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Frequency ($f_s$)</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load1 ($\mu$Grid)</td>
<td>Load Current ($i_{load1}$)</td>
<td>151 Arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reactive + Harmonic Current</td>
<td>71 Arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load2 ($\mu$Gen)</td>
<td>Load current ($i_{load2}$)</td>
<td>71 Arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPQC</td>
<td>DC link Voltage ($V_{dc}$)</td>
<td>600 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series Inductance ($L_{se}$)</td>
<td>0.3 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series Transformer ($T_{se}$)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switching frequency ($f_{se}$)</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Sag Compensation ($V_{sag}$)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shunt Inductance ($L_{sh}$)</td>
<td>0.42 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hysteresis band (h)</td>
<td>7.5 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switching frequency ($f_{swmax}$)</td>
<td>16 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Compensating Current ($i_{shmax}$)</td>
<td>100 Amax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>DG current ($i_{dg}$)</td>
<td>Equ (3.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1 Placement of UPQC and its current feedback sensors

In general, a UPQC can be placed before or after the DG unit in an integrated network. The arrangement can be:

(i) PCC-UPQC-DG-Load or

(ii) PCC-DG-UPQC-Load.

The placement of the UPQC feedback voltage and current sensors depend on its control methods and techniques. Therefore, the placement of UPQC can be made in four ways which are given below in Fig 3.9 where $i_{fb}$ and $i_{ff}$ represent the sensing current of the UPQC in feedback and feedforward mode respectively. The actual sensing current of $i_{fb}$ and $i_{ff}$ for all these positions are also shown in Fig 3.9. Without the loss of generality, for the rest of the study, analysis and discussion, $i_{pcc2}$ is assumed to be zero.

3.4.1.1 Position 1

In this position, the UPQC is placed between the PCC and the DG system. Depending on the control mechanism, the placement of sensors is also shown there. In
In this case, sensing of load current will be difficult if it is placed in a micro-generation system (μGen). The sensor in the PCC1 \( (i_{fb}) \) will also give the current difference between the source \( (i_s) \), DG \( (i_{dg1}) \) and compensating current \( (i_{sh}) \) rather than the actual load current \( (i_{load1}) \).

\[
\begin{align*}
  i_{fb} &= i_{load1} - i_{dg1} - i_{sh}; \\
  i_{ff} &= i_{load1} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Position 1**

\[
\begin{align*}
  i_{fb} &= i_{load1} - i_{dg1} - i_{sh} \\
  i_{ff} &= i_{load1} - i_{dg1} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Position 2**

\[
\begin{align*}
  i_{fb} &= i_{load1} - i_{sh}; \\
  i_{ff} &= i_{load1} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Position 3**

\[
\begin{align*}
  i_{fb} &= i_{load1} - i_{dg1} - i_{sh}; \\
  i_{ff} &= i_{load1} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Position 4**

In this position, both the sensors will not sense the real load current. Sensing of load current will be difficult if DG unit is not removed or switched off. Otherwise an additional sensor may be required to measure the \( i_{dg1} \) to get the actual load information.

In this case UPQC can be placed both in a μGen or μGrid system.
3.4.1.3 Position 3

In this case, the UPQC and the sensors are placed after the DG source. Hence, the sensor $i_{ff}$ will measure the real load current. UPQC will also not sense any disturbance or changes in supply current due to the DG placement. UPQC will not require to measure the $i_{dg1}$ for its own control. This is the most common placement of the UPQC reported in the literature.

3.4.1.4 Position 4

As far as sensing current is concerned, this case is the same as Position 1. The only difference is that the DG source is connected before the UPQC at PCC1.

3.4.2 Impact on UPQC control

It is already mentioned that, in general, the series part of the UPQC is responsible for the compensation of voltage disturbances including sag/swell and to accomplish the task it will sense the voltage waveform at the PCC1. As the DG converter needs to synchronize with the grid for a reliable connection and to transfer the active power to the load and/or grid, the voltage at the PCC and the DG converter should be the same in magnitude. Thus the sensing voltage for UPQC does not have any impact on the generation of the reference signal for voltage compensation. In the case of the active power transfer during sag compensation, APF$_{se}$ of the UPQC will sense only the $i_{fb}$ which is the same for Position 1, 2 and 4. Therefore, the response of the UPQC during sag compensation will be the same for these positions. In Position 3, DG will have no impact on UPQC for sag compensation. Fig 3.10 shows the basic block diagram of the reference voltage generation using positive sequence detection and the control of the series part of the UPQC. Details of this method can be obtained from [26, 74]. Fig 3.11 shows the waveforms at different points for the Position 2 during the supply voltage sag which was applied from 0.04 to 0.4 sec. At the same time, DG current ($i_{dg1}$) was
increased successively from 0 to 0.75, 1.5 and 2 times of load ($i_{\text{load1}}$) fundamental at 0.1 sec interval. At the time 0.2 sec, $i_{\text{pcc1}}$ becomes reverse in flow due to the high current flows from the DG source, as shown by the dot circle in Fig 3.11. The red circle shows the effect of changing DG current in the harmonic compensation current.

![Diagram](image1)

**Fig 3.10** Generation of (a) source voltage reference and (b) control of series part of UPQC

The shunt part of the UPQC deals with the harmonic and reactive current compensation. Depending on the sensing point of the harmonic sensor to generate the reference current, two types of harmonic compensation mode could be generated, either feedforward (FF) or feedback (FB). In general, feedforward mode is extensively used for its stability and ease of installation where the controller is based on a current-controlled source. On the other hand, the feedback mode is better for stationary conditions but becomes unstable during certain grid conditions [83 - 85].
In terms of the control method, the shunt part of the UPQC can perform its compensation task directly or indirectly [57, 86]. In the case of direct control, the controller generates the reference current for the harmonic and reactive components based on the sensing point and then controls the shunt current of the UPQC to perform compensation at a desired level. For indirect control, the reference current is generated based on the active or fundamental component at the sensing point and then the UPQC operates or controls its shunt part in such a way that the current at the supply side or at the PCC becomes sinusoidal and in phase with the voltage.

To understand the impact on UPQC control of the placement of UPQC and its sensors for reference current generation, a common reference current generation method and current controller have been chosen here for direct and indirect control using feedback and feedforward compensating modes, which are shown in Fig 3.12 and 3.13.
Because of its simpler implementation, enhanced system stability and increased reliability a hysteresis controller is used. In relation to its response speed for measurement and control action, a faster DSP can avoid the delay problem [41]. In the case of a simulation study, it represents a digital controller. Therefore, the hysteresis control has been chosen here as a current controller. The Instantaneous reactive power theory [26], which is valid in both for steady-state and transient operation and is characterised by the simplicity of its calculations, has been used to generate the reference current.

Table 3.5 shows the required sensors for all types of control methods of the four positions. The waveforms of the reference current have been generated using feedback and feedforward modes and both the direct and indirect control techniques have been applied to observe the overall impact on the UPQC control in terms of (i) reference current generation, (ii) harmonic current compensation, (iii) THD at PCC1 and (iv) TDD, which are discussed in the following section.

![Table 3.5 Required Current Sensors](image)

### Table 3.5 Required Current Sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Direct Control</th>
<th>Indirect Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FB mode</td>
<td>FF mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$i_{pcc1}, i_{sh}$</td>
<td>$i_{load1}, i_{sh}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$i_{pcc1}, i_{sh}$</td>
<td>$i_{load1}, i_{dg1}, i_{sh}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$i_{pcc1}, i_{sh}$</td>
<td>$i_{load1}, i_{sh}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$i_{pcc1}, i_{sh}$</td>
<td>$i_{load1}, i_{sh}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.2.1 Generation of reference current

Fig 3.14 shows the waveforms of the reference current in FB and FF mode for all the positions. Based on the generated reference signals for all positions and control methods, Table 3.6 is prepared and it shows that Position 1 and 4 with FF mode in direct control do not have any impact on the generation of reference signal. Position 3 is most commonly used but in that case DG has no impact at all on the overall performance of the UPQC. By its nature, the output from a RET (Renewable Energy...
Technology) based μGrid / μGen system is uncontrollable and therefore generation of a reference current and control will be affected for the other positions (1 and 4 in FB mode and 2 in FB and FF mode) and control methods. Thus it will have an impact on the performance of UPQC.

Fig 3.12 Generation of reference current in (a) FB and (b) FF mode for shunt part of UPQC
3.4.2.2 Harmonic current compensation

Fig 3.15 shows the respective harmonic current compensation based on the generated reference current shown in Fig 3.14. Both, Fig 3.14 and 3.15, show how the placement of the DG source, the UPQC and its sensors affects the performance of the UPQC. Apart from position 3, the placement of the DG source/UPQC has an impact on both direct and indirect control in the FB mode. The reason for this is because the FB sensor for these positions measures the current difference between the load and DG source rather than the actual load current. Therefore, the sensing current and generating reference current are always varying with the DG input. In these cases, the UPQC controller should have a better dynamic/transient performance. The main advantage of these positions with the FB mode is that the UPQC can compensate the current harmonics (if any) generated by the DG converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Direct Control</th>
<th>Indirect Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FB mode</td>
<td>FF mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 3.14 Generation of Reference Current in Position 1 - (a) FB and (b) FF sensor; in Position 2 - (c) FB and (d) FF sensor; in Position 3 - (e) FB and (f) FF sensor; in Position 4 - (g) FB and (h) FF sensor.
Fig 3.15 Harmonic Current compensation in Position1 - (a) FB and (b) FF mode; in Position 2 - (c) FB and (d) FF mode; in Position 3 - (e) FB and (f) FF mode; in Position 4 - (g) FB and (h) FF mode.

3.4.2.3 THD at PCC1

Table 3.7 shows the performance of the UPQC in terms of THD / TDD (%) at $i_{pcc1}$ when no DG sources are connected to the system. In that case, only one position for the UPQC exists. Both the direct and indirect control with FB and FF mode shows almost the same performance in terms of reactive and harmonic current compensation.
In the presence of a DG source, the measured THD@ipcc1 is shown in Fig 3.16 where the DG input has been increased step by step up to a level equal to twice the load fundamentals. The shaded portion in the upper part of each figure is presented as a zoomed-in-version in the lower part of the respective figures. Results (in terms of THD) indicate that the FB mode can be better than the FF mode. But, as already mentioned, the FB mode becomes unstable during certain grid conditions and conventional supply current detection [31, 85]. This performance can be improved by introducing a closed-loop compensation method for selected line current harmonics which is proposed in [83]. But, still there is a possibility of unstable grid conditions due to the presence of a DG source (DG output is not constant) after the UPQC. Therefore, the FF mode can be a better option for the selection of the position. In that case, position1 and 2 with FF mode will be the best choice.

The other finding is that in the presence of a DG source and for any position and mode of control, the UPQC helps to keep the THD level within 5% (as required by the harmonic standards) except for the period when γ is within the range (0.5 to 1.5). This is reflected in the shaded portions (zoomed-in-version) of the Fig 3.16. Therefore, the μGrid designer needs to maintain this condition while designing a system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THD / TDD (%)</th>
<th>Direct Control</th>
<th>Indirect Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ ipcc1</td>
<td>FB Mode 2.8</td>
<td>FB Mode 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF Mode 2.7</td>
<td>FF Mode 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2.4 TDD at PCC1

Like THD, TDD measurement also depends on the sensor position. But for some positions it gives the real value of the harmonic contents. For example, in the case of Position 1, the FF sensor will sense the real load current and thus it can calculate the real load fundamentals to calculate the TDD. Thus, for this mode, TDD will reflect the
real condition of harmonics for any value of $\gamma$, as shown in Fig 3.17. For FB sensor, TDD will be same as THD. Similarly, for position 2 and 3, TDD and THD are same. Position 4 will show the results as shown for position 1. Therefore, instead of THD, it is better to measure TDD for such a DG integrated network with a power quality compensator.

![Graphs showing THD for different positions](image)

Fig 3.16 THD @ ipcc1 for all position and control of UPQC in presence of DG source. Lower part of each figure is the zoomed-in-version of the upper shaded part.
3.4.3 Performance of UPQC with bi-directional power flow

The UPQC will observe bi-directional power flow only when the DG source is placed after the UPQC. This will happen only for Position 1 and 2. Fig 3.18 - 3.21 show the performance of the UPQC in FF mode during reverse current flow due to the condition that $\gamma > 1$ and the dynamic change of $i_{dg}$. It is observed that for all the cases the response of the UPQC in position 1 with FF mode (a) is better than the position 2 (b). In terms of harmonic current compensation (THD value) as shown in Fig 3.16, direct control gives a better performance than indirect control.
Fig 3.18 Performance of UPQC in reverse current flow ($\gamma > 1$) and FF mode for (a) Position 1 and (b) Position 2 with direct control;
Fig 3.19 Performance of UPQC in reverse current flow ($\gamma > 1$) and FF mode for (a) Position 1 and (b) Position 2 with indirect control
Fig 3.20 Performance of UPQC in reverse current flow ($i_{dg} > i_{load}$) with dynamic change of $i_{dg}$ and FF mode for (a) Position 1 and (b) Position 2 with direct control
Fig 3.21 Performance of UPQC in reverse current flow ($i_{dg} > i_{load}$) with dynamic change of $i_{dg}$ and FF mode for (a) Position 1 and (b) Position 2 with indirect control.
3.4.4 Advantages of DG sources/μGrid systems

In terms of the DG source, it is better to place the DG source after the UPQC and therefore Positions 1 and 2 are preferable. This will have the following advantages;

(i) UPQC can compensate the voltage/current distortion generated by the DG source, and therefore the grid can be shielded from any disturbance created by the DG source/μGrid.

(ii) DG converter will not be exported to any grid voltage sag/swell or unbalance conditions and therefore will be safe from grid faults.

(iii) μGrid system can achieve some operational flexibility by exchanging the sag/swell, islanding and reconnection information between the UPQC and DG converters.

3.5 Conclusion

Based on the study and analysis for the placement of UPQC in DG connected μGrid/μGen network, it can be concluded that the network arrangement of PCC-UPQC-DG-Load (Position 1 and 2) can be a better choice for the overall performance of a UPQC and DG connected grid network. In terms of sensor placement, control and performance study (THD/TDD measurement at PCC), Position 1 gives the better result than that in Position 2. While designing a system, μGrid designer needs to maintain the condition that the measured current THD at PCC will be higher than the IEEE / EU limit while DG in connected to the network and provides 0.5 to 1.5 times of the load fundamental current. In the case of bi-directional power flow, Position 1 with direct control shows the better performance than indirect control. Finally, in a DG connected μGrid/μGen system, strategic positioning of UPQC can provide some control flexibility for DG inverters for islanding detection and reconnection. This scope is further explored in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Parallel Operation of Inverters and Active Power Filters in Distributed Generation Systems

4.1 Introduction

It is now more common to have grid connected inverters facilitating distributed generation (DG) or in microgrid systems. In some cases, grid connected inverters may extend the energy availability, increase the energy security and improve the system reliability. The power quality, at all time, is a matter of concern. DG inverters may introduce more harmonics into the grid. On the other hand, in microgrids or DG systems, load demands are also increasing. Therefore, to cope up with the increasing load demand, multiple low power inverters are on the rise instead of large capacity centralised inverters. Different controlling mechanism and topologies are available in handling the difficulties of parallel operation of inverters either in active load sharing or distributed mode. Research has also been carried out on parallel operation of shunt APF in active load sharing or distributed mode. Therefore, a technical review on parallel operation of power electronics inverter and APF for load sharing conditions in a distributed generation (DG) network has been carried out here.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2, the principle of parallel operation of inverters with their possible problems is discussed. Active load sharing and a droop control method for parallel operation of inverters are presented in brief in Section 4.3. It is found that droop control is very suitable for both DG and off-grid conditions. Section 4.4 deals with the working principle of the droop control method.
Control strategies for parallel operation of APF are presented broadly in Section 4.5. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 4.6.

4.2 Principle of Parallel Operation of Inverter

Balance between generated and consumed real (P) and reactive (Q) power indicates the stable operation of a power system. Therefore, implementing effective control over P and Q is very important from the operational and control points of view. The real \((P_1)\) and reactive \((Q_1)\) power transferred between the inverter and common bus or grid can be explained [87] from the following diagram, Figure 4.1

\[ P_1 = \left[ \frac{E_1 V_g \cos \phi_1}{Z_{g,1}} - \frac{V_g^2}{Z_{g,1}} \right] \cos \theta_{g,1} + \frac{E_1 V_g}{Z_{g,1}} \sin \phi_1 \sin \theta_{g,1} \]  
\[ Q_1 = \left[ \frac{E_1 V_g \cos \phi_1}{Z_{g,1}} - \frac{V_g^2}{Z_{g,1}} \right] \sin \theta_{g,1} - \frac{E_1 V_g}{Z_{g,1}} \sin \phi_1 \cos \theta_{g,1} \]  

Here \(P_1\) and \(Q_1\) are the transferred real and reactive power from the inverter, \(E_1\). For only real power transfer, \(V_g\) and \(E\) should have the same amplitude but with a different phase. The different amplitude with same phase will give a reactive power circulation.
When both differ, it causes real and reactive power flow. Control of frequency dynamically controls the power angle and hence, the real power flows. As the output impedance of the inverter is very low, a small change in $\phi$ could result in a very large imbalance in the active power flow [28]. For parallel operation, the output voltage of all inverters must be kept strictly in phase in order to guarantee equality of the output active power for the corresponding inverters. Reactive currents can circulate between inverters if their output voltage magnitudes differ from each other, as shown in Figure 4.2, which can overload the inverters unnecessarily.

![Fig 4.2 Circulating current flow between the parallel inverters](image)

To suppress the circulating current and prevent the dc-link overvoltage, an isolation transformer can be used as a passive control [88 - 90] but then the size of the transformer for high power application could be a problem. Some active methods are also described in [91 - 104] and most of these are based on PWM control. A simple protective control algorithm has also been proposed in [94], Figure 4.3, where the regeneration protection concept based on the rising dc-link voltage is considered. If $V_{dc}$ is greater than $V_{dc_{ref}}$, the battery converter stops delivering power from the battery side. Here a proportional controller detects the error signal of the dc-link voltage.
4.3 Control Strategies in Parallel Operation of Inverter

Distributed generation (DG) systems, either connected to or off the grid, may have more than one inverter acting in parallel. Therefore in distributed Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems, the parallel operation of a voltage source inverter with other inverters or with the grid, are sensitive to disturbances from the load or other sources and can easily be damaged by over-current. Hence, careful attention should be given to system design and the control method of parallel operating inverters. Several control methods are proposed and discussed in [89, 93 - 112]. Two or more inverters operating in parallel must achieve the following features: 1) amplitude, frequency and phase synchronization among the output voltages of inverters, 2) proper current distribution according to the capacities, 3) flexibility and 4) hot-swap ability at any operating time [105].

The purpose of active power filters (APF) with its multiple configurations differ from inverter operation, but as the inverter is also a part of the active power filter, the controlling methods of inverters and APF in parallel operation could have some similarities. Therefore the details of controlling methods are described in the APF section. Some of the outcomes of recent research on parallel operation of inverters are given below. The conventional control strategies for the parallel-connected inverters can
be classified into two types; active load sharing/current distribution and droop/wireless control.

4.3.1 Active load sharing / current distribution

The object of the active current distribution control is to generate a reference current for each parallel-connected inverter and it can be subdivided into:

i) Central Limit Control (CLC)

ii) Master-Slave Control (MSC)

iii) Average Current Sharing (ACS) / Distributed Logical Control (DLC)

iv) Circular Chain Control (3C)

In CLC mode, all the modules should have the same configuration and each module tracks the average current of all the modules to achieve an equal current distribution [94]. Perfect and equal current distribution can be achieved by using DSP-based control for the voltage and current controller and by tracking the averaged inductor current of the inverters. Thus the system stability and robustness can be improved [106]

In the MSC method, one inverter is specified as the master, and all others as the slaves. The master inverter supplies a reference current to the slave inverters. Thus the master module is responsible for the output voltage regulation [107]. In such a system, if the master module fails, the system will shut down and this is a major drawback. This can be partially overcome by introducing a separate current-controlled PWM inverter unit to generate the distributing current nearly independently for the slave inverters. Hence, precise current division between the inverters are very much important. This strategy is easy to implement in the parallel operation of UPS [108]. In other cases, another module can take the role of master in the event of a main master unit failure. The control scheme can be of dedicated, rotary or high-crest current type [109].
In the MSC and CLC methods, the output currents of all parallel-connected inverters must be collected, and the number of parallel-connected inverters must be pre-known. If one of the parallel-connected inverters fails, the parallel-connected system will fail. This problem can be overcome by the DLC mode where redundancy is also achievable.

In the ACS/DLC mode, an individual control circuit is used for each inverter. The current control mode is used to control its output current and to trace the same average reference current. When a defect is found in any module, others can still operate in parallel [107 - 110]. It can also be used as a power-sharing technique where each inverter controls the active and reactive power flow in order to match the average active power of the system [105].

In 3C mode, the successive module tracks the current of the previous module to achieve an equal current distribution, and the first module tracks the last one to form a circular chain connection. The output voltage and current of each inverter can also be varied and internally controlled to achieve a fast dynamic response [103, 109]. A coordinate control strategy for different load sharing controls can be applied to eliminate the circulating currents due to unbalance of parallel inverters [103].

**4.3.2 Droop control**

The droop control method for the parallel-connected inverters can avoid the communication of the reference current. It is also defined as Wireless Control (WC) with no interconnection between the inverters. In this case, inverters are generally operated in the voltage-mode of control and the phase and amplitude of the inverter’s output voltage are the control parameters. This control is defined in such a way that the amplitude and frequency of the reference voltage signal will droop as the load current increases and these droops are used to allow independent inverters to share the load in proportion to their capacities [110]. This technique is then improved for non-linear
loads where harmonic components can be shared properly [111]. The load sharing is also affected by the line impedance [112, 113]. The impact of line impedance on reactive power sharing in the conventional frequency/voltage droop concept is further enhanced in [114 - 116 ] to make the controller ideally suited for distributed ac power supply systems.

4.3.3 Outcomes

A detailed review and performance comparison that has been presented in [114] which shows that within active load sharing control schemes, current-sharing control is good for output voltage regulation and harmonic current control. However it requires high speed communications. Active power sharing requires low bandwidth communication for active and reactive power sharing, but the harmonic power sharing is poor and therefore sharing non-linear loads with a high crest factor is a problem. Active synchronization is also a major problem for both the schemes.

Within the active load sharing scheme, the centralized and the master-slave controller need a main inverter module to be set as the central control unit and this would lower the system reliability. Modularity and redundancy are very low for both of the controllers. For the average current sharing/distributed logic controller, although there is no central controller and thus has higher modularity, it requires a current sharing control loop to manage the transient and stability problems. The circular current control strategies require more communication between each of the inverters as well as a circular path for current distribution. This is suitable when forming an ac power ring.

In general, though the active current distribution control method is perfect for well balanced current distribution, the inter-communication process of the generated reference current of parallel-connected inverters can be susceptible to interference, and thus the system reliability will be degraded. In addition, the communication of the
reference current among the parallel-connected inverters is difficult in some applications such as distributed generation systems.

On the other hand, droop control or the wireless control with no interconnection lines could be more useful for both active load sharing or in distributed generation networks connected to the grid or off-grid. Some improvement in control has also been achieved to overcome its limitations, such as poor transient response. Hot-swap operation is another benefit of the droop control method. Low sensitivity to line impedance unbalances and harmonic power sharing capability are the other advantages of a droop controller.

### 4.4 Working Principle of Droop Control Method

The idea of the droop control method in the parallel operation of an inverter or APF is to control the system without interconnection between units. Inverters can be placed in different locations within the microgrid or DG system. In that case, the droop control method is very effective for the inverters where active and reactive power flow predominantly depends on power angle/frequency and the output voltage amplitude of the inverters. Here, inverters are generally operated in the voltage-mode control and the phase and amplitude of the inverter’s output voltage are the control parameters. The controller is defined in such a way that the amplitude and frequency of the reference voltage signal will droop as the load current increases. It should be noted that the conventional voltage and frequency droop methods of achieving load sharing have a slow and often oscillating transient response.

An inverter connected to the common bus through a decoupling impedance is shown in Figure 4.4. Usually the inverter output impedance is highly inductive, and hence, the active and reactive powers drawn to the bus can be expressed from equation 4.1 and 4.2 as [87];
\[ P = \frac{EV}{X} \sin \phi \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

\[ Q = \frac{EV \cos \phi - V^2}{X} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where \( X \) is the output reactance of an inverter, \( \phi \) is the phase angle between the output voltage of the inverter and the voltage of the common bus, and \( E \) & \( V \) are the amplitude of the output voltage of the inverter and the grid/load voltage, respectively. From the above equations, it is found that the active power is predominantly dependent on the power angle \( \phi \), while the reactive power mostly depends on the output-voltage amplitude \( E \). Consequently, most of the wireless-control of paralleled-inverters uses the conventional droop method, which introduces the following droops in the amplitude \( E \) and the angular frequency \( \omega \) of the inverter output voltage [110]:

\[ \omega = \omega^* - m(P_{0i} - P_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

\[ E = E^* - n(Q_{0i} - Q_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

being \( \omega^* \) and \( E^* \) are the output voltage angular frequency and amplitude at no load, and \( m \) and \( n \) are the droop coefficients for the frequency and amplitude, respectively. \( P_{0i}, P_i \) & \( Q_{0i}, Q_i \) represent the power rating and actual power output for active and reactive power respectively. If droop coefficients are increased, then good power sharing is achieved at the expense of degrading the voltage regulation, which can be acceptable if, for instance, the frequency and amplitude deviations (\( \Delta \omega \) and \( \Delta E \) ) are mostly at 2% and 5%, respectively [115].

The output impedance angle \( \theta \) determines the droop control law, as shown in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.5 shows the droop control functions depending on the output impedance. The controller gains \( m \) and \( n \) are chosen as a function of the nominal values
of $P$ and $Q$, and the maximum allowed deviations in frequency $\Delta \omega$ and amplitude $\Delta E$ (Table 4.1). Fig. 4.6 shows a simple block diagram of a droop controller.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 4.4 Inverter connected to the grid (droop control)**

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 4.5 Static droop characteristics**

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 4.6 A simple block diagram of P/Q droop controller**
Table 4.1 Output impedance impact over power flow controllability [104]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Impedance (Z)</th>
<th>$Z = jX$ (inductive: $\theta = 90^\circ$)</th>
<th>$Z = R$ (resistive: $\theta = 0^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Power (P)</td>
<td>$P = \frac{EV}{X} \sin \phi \approx \frac{EV}{X} \phi$</td>
<td>$P = \frac{EV \cos \phi - V^2}{R} \approx \frac{V}{R} (E - V)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive Power (Q)</td>
<td>$Q = \frac{EV \cos \phi - V^2}{X} \approx \frac{V}{X} (E - V)$</td>
<td>$Q = \frac{EV}{R} \sin \phi \approx - \frac{EV}{R} \phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency droop ((\omega))</td>
<td>$\omega = \omega^* - mP$</td>
<td>$\omega = \omega^* + mQ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude droop (E)</td>
<td>$E = E^* - nQ$</td>
<td>$E = E^* - nP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>$\frac{\Delta \omega}{P_{nom}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\Delta \omega}{2Q_{nom}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>$\frac{\Delta E}{2Q_{nom}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\Delta E}{P_{nom}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Control Strategies in Parallel Operation of APF

Like inverters and UPS, Custom Power Devices (CPD) are finding greater applications as interfacing and compensating devices in the distributed generation system for power quality improvement as well as storing energy to work as a back-up UPS system during islanded mode of operation. The power rating and switching frequency of active power filter (APF) converters are determined by the magnitude of harmonic currents and required filter bandwidth. In high power applications, the filtering task cannot be performed for the whole spectrum of harmonics by using a single converter due to the limitations on switching frequency and power rating of the semiconductor devices. Therefore, to handle a larger portion of load power, increasing its capacity is essential. The solutions suggested in the literature to this typical design problem of APFs are a hybrid configuration, which reduces converter power rating; step-down transformer, which usually increases the cost; series or parallel connection of switching devices, which results in more complex gate drives; multilevel inverter, which reduces voltage rating of the switches; or splitting filtering on the spectrum range among a number of APF. The approaches with multiple inverters have already been demonstrated to be very effective for increasing the capacity.
The concept and a design analysis with experimental validation of a multi-module parallelable three-phase active power filter (centre mode) has been proposed first in [117] to solve the problems of capacity enlargement and load unbalance compensation encountered by the shunt APF with a three-arm topology. But the disadvantage of the proposed method was that the malfunction of any inverter will cause erroneous compensation due to the generation of a current command which is not independent to other inverters. Therefore another proposal was made by the same author in [118] with a capacity limitation technique. In that case, APFs are connected in a cascade mode which shows the advantages of high flexibility, reliability due to no control interconnection and reduced power capacity demand of APFs. But the disadvantage was that one APF treats other APFs on its load side as a part of its load. The third approach has been proposed in [119] which is based on power splitting. An overview of these techniques has been given below and present research outcomes along with the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques are also described later.

4.5.1 Frequency splitting (FS) / Centre mode control (CMC)

A central control unit is used to measure the total harmonic components and then each APF is assigned to compensate a specific harmonic component. Therefore it requires the minimum number of harmonic detection sensors, shown in Figure 4.7(a). It can also be referred to as concentrated control. The technique for reference current generation has been presented in Figure 4.7(b). If the sensing load current is $i_L$ then the harmonic current will be, $i_{Ln} = i_L - i_{L1}$ where $i_{L1}$ is the fundamental component of the load current and $h$ is the number of harmonic components. In this mode, if there are 2 APFs working in parallel and one is responsible for reactive power compensation, then the other one will compensate the harmonics [88, 120].

The operational advantage is that the APF module which deals with the higher order harmonics should have the higher switching frequency. Since the harmonic
current magnitude is inversely proportional to the harmonic order, the power rating is low. Thus it also helps to reduce the switching losses. The main disadvantage is that the APF modules are not identical and therefore replacement requires a similar one.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig 4.7** a) Centre Mode Control Technique; b) Reference Current Generation technique

### 4.5.2 Power splitting (PS) / Distributed control (DC)

In that case, compensating total harmonic current is equally distributed to the APFs and therefore identical modules are required. If there are N modules operating then the current reference of each module will be,
\[ I_{FN} = \frac{i_{lh}}{N} \]  

(4.7)

Since it maintains interconnection between the inverters, the number of sensors are also higher than the central control mode, shown in Figure 4.8(a). The reference current generation technique has been depicted in Figure 4.8(b). The main advantage is its ease of maintenance and installation. It is clear that in both central and distributed control systems, the reference current of each APF result from the same P&Q calculating algorithm block and therefore all the APFs maintain interconnection control. Hence a fault in any communication or malfunctioning of any APF can cause the system to halt.
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Fig 4.8 a) Distribute Control Technique; b) Reference Current Generation technique

**4.5.3 Capacity limitation control (CLC) / Master – Slave control (MSC)**

In this mode, each APF compensates harmonic current according to its power rating. Each APF are independent and sense the current at the up/downstream side of the node and therefore the maximum number of sensors are required, Figure 4.9(a).
Each APF only has to compensate the harmonic component left by the previous APF on its load side. Therefore generation of reference current for each APF requires separate P&Q calculation as shown in Figure 4.9(b). The rating of each APF module is defined as:

$$P = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} V_{dc} I_{F_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

In general, APF near the load has higher capacity and the lowest bandwidth. As the APFs are not identical and work independently therefore power capacity enlargement is easier and the system reliability is also high. Also there is no central control and no information sharing between the APFs. Poor dynamic characteristics is the main disadvantage of this mode. But for steady-state conditions, CLC and PS show a better performance than the FS [121].

Furthermore, a common dc link capacitor can be used for parallel inverters, shown in Figure 4.10, to reduce the system cost [122], but it then raises the hardware design
A new modular based APF controlled strategy with a combination of central control and master-slave mode has been proposed in [124] where each APF can operate independently and compensate the load harmonic current according to its own capacity. The output current of each APF is optimized in such a way that the APF with large capacity compensates more current and the one with small capacity compensates less current. In this way, the feasibility and security of modular APF can be guaranteed.

Figure 4.11 shows the new control strategy where the total harmonic compensating current, \( I_F = I_{F1} + I_{F2} + \ldots + I_{FN} \). Here,

\[
I_{F1} = K_1 I_F; I_{F2} = K_2 I_F; \ldots \ldots; I_{FN} = K_N I_F
\]

(4.9)

and

\[
K_N = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} I_{rj}}{I_{FNref}}
\]

(4.10)

where, \( I_r \) and \( I_{FNref} \) represent the rated current and the compensating current reference of the selected APF.
Controlling strategies are applicable only for the active load sharing mode when multiple APFs are placing close to each other either at the point of common coupling or close to a large capacity load. When these APFs are working in different feeders or deal with individual loads, (Figure 4.12), then no other controlling mechanism is needed even though they are seen to be in parallel operation [125].

Depending on the placement of the harmonic current sensor, there could be two types of harmonic compensation loops for dual shunt APF in parallel mode, either feedforward or feedback [123, 83, 126]. In general, feedforward topology is extensively used for its good stability characteristics and easy installation where the controlling method is based on a current-controlled source. On the other hand, feedback control is better for stationary conditions but become unstable during unknown grid conditions. A combination of both controllers for two parallel APF rather than a single unit gives a better compensating result for both low and high order harmonics and it also stable for
grid operation [126]. A comparative analysis with advantages and disadvantages of these techniques with topologies has been presented in the Table 4.2.

All the above approaches are for harmonic current compensation which is the primary function of the parallel APF. Shunt APF can also be used as a compensator for voltage harmonics from the grid/DG source/load. Therefore, controlling of parallel APF for voltage harmonic compensation in a distribution line is another important issue. To detect the harmonic voltages, the active filter is characterized as behaving like a resistor for harmonic frequencies [127 - 129]. A cooperative controller based on voltage THD is proposed in [130] for parallel operation of multiple APF in a radial distribution feeder. A radial power distribution system with active power filter for voltage harmonic mitigation is shown in Fig. 4.13. The real-time communications among the APF units are required to coordinate the operations, which is overcome by introducing droop control method [131, 132].

![Diagram of a radial power distribution system with active power filter](image)

**Fig 4.13** a) A radial power distribution system with active power filter; b) a simple control circuit of the shunt APF as a voltage harmonic compensator
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Compensation Loop</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![MSC diagram](image)     | MSC| i. compensate damping resonance (due to grid and filtering capacitor at the load side)  
ii. better transient response in steady state condition  
iii. reliable and redundant | i. HDS - 4, thus increase the hardware complexity  
ii. unstable for unknown grid condition |
| ![FS/PS diagram](image)   | FS/PS| i. HDS - 3, thus reduces the hardware design complexity  
ii. reduce switching losses, if two inverters operate at different frequency  
iii. good for load sharing between the filters | i. design for reference current selection is critical; both inverters should be rated at same nominal power.  
ii. unstable for unknown grid condition  
iii. requires identical replacement |
| ![MSC diagram](image)     | MSC| i. does not depend on the voltage harmonic distortion  
ii. Good stability | i. HDS - 4, thus increase the hardware complexity  
ii. load sharing between the filters is difficult |
| ![FS/PS diagram](image)   | FS/PS| i. HDS - 3, thus reduces the hardware design complexity  
ii. easy maintenance and installation  
iii. good for load sharing between the filters | i. design for reference current selection is critical; both inverters should be rated at same nominal power. |
| ![MSC diagram](image)     | MSC| i. harmonic compensation is better than that of the above four configuration | i. HDS - 4, thus increase the hardware complexity |
| ![FS/PS/MSC diagram](image)| FS/PS/MSC| i. harmonic compensation is better than all other configurations.  
ii. HDS - 3, thus reduces the hardware design complexity  
iii. reduce the line current ripple if the inverters have the same switching frequency | i. redundancy is possible in load sharing mode but may not be cost-effective.  
ii. higher rated power for APF2 is required for load sharing condition |

CS – Controlling Scheme; HDS – Harmonic Detection Sensors
4.5.4 THD based cooperative control

The study in [128] shows that installation of an active or passive filter on a long-distance power distribution feeder may result in a certain phenomenon: voltage harmonics are mitigated at the point of installation, whereas they are magnified on other buses where no filter is connected and the phenomenon is termed as whack-a-mole. (The problem might be resolved at one location but re-appears elsewhere.) This voltage harmonic distortion can be damped by introducing an active filter at the end of a radial feeder [128, 130, 131]. The active filter detects voltage harmonics, $V_h$ at the point of installation, and then injects a compensating current, $I_F$ as follows:

$$I_F = G_F V_h$$

where $G_F$ is the control gain/conductance of the active filter. An automatic gain adjustment was also proposed in [131] to damp out harmonic propagation without considering the circuit parameters of the distribution feeder.

The purpose of cooperative control is to reduce the values of voltage THD over balancing the compensating currents. At first, THD controller is used to reduce the THD at the installation bus of one active filter to be lower than a specified value. Then the current controller generates equal compensating currents for the APFs. Thus the cooperative controller makes a significant contribution to reduce the required current rating of each active filter. Figure 4.14 shows a block diagram of cooperative control to reduce the voltage THD.

![Block diagram of cooperative control](image-url)
4.5.5 Droop control for APF

It is already mentioned that droop characteristics relate the output phase angle of the inverter with active power and the output phase voltage with reactive power flow. The function of the APF is to compensate harmonic load current. The APF can also be used to control voltage harmonics at the point of installation. Therefore, the droop control can be implemented for both purposes of the APF. The basics of these controls are briefly described below;

4.5.5.1 Voltage harmonics control

Using a high pass filter (HPF), $V_h$ can be extracted from the supply voltage and then $I_{Fref}$ is generated. The final voltage command, $V_F$ is calculated as $[132]$ and the PWM then generates the corresponding gating signals.

$$V_F = \frac{L_F}{\Delta T}(I_{Fref} - I_F) + V_s$$ (4.12)

where $L_F$ is the interfacing inductor and $\Delta T$ is the sampling period of the controller. A droop relationship between the $G_F$ and the VA consumption, $Q_F$ of the APF can be derived as;

$$G_F = G_0 + n_F(Q_F - Q_{F0})$$ (4.13)

where $G_0$ is the rated conductance, $n_F$ is the slope of the droop equation and $Q_{F0}$ is the rated capacity of the APF. The value of $n_F$ is determined by the VA rating of the APF to ensure the sharing of filtering workload in proportion with the capacity of the each APF. The droop relation between the $G$ and $Q$ is also depicted in Figure 4.15.

![Fig 4.15 Droop characteristics between G – Q](image-url)
4.5.5.2 Current harmonics control

To work as a harmonic current compensator, the APF current should deal with the node voltage, $V_L$ or voltage at the point of installation. In that case, the injected compensating current will be,

$$I_F = G_F V_L$$

(4.14)

The droop relation will be based on the conductance and non-fundamental power, $Q_{hF}$ of the APF and this can be derived as [133];

$$G_F = G_0 + n_F (Q_{hF} - Q_{hF0})$$

(4.15)

where $Q_{hF0}$ is the rated non-fundamental power of the APF. Non-fundamental power can be calculated as;

$$Q_{hF} = \sqrt{Q_F^2 - Q_{hF}^2}$$

(4.16)

$$Q_F = V_F I_F$$

(4.17)

here, $V_F$ is the output phase voltage of APF.

4.5.5.3 Droop control for multiple parallel APF

When multiple APFs with different ratings are used to compensate the reactive and harmonic components in a distributed environment then the control should be based on locally available information. In that case, the droop controller can be effectively used for harmonic voltage and current compensation which is similar to the adjustment of fundamental voltage amplitude and frequency. Here, the droop coefficient values have to be adjusted according to the following relationships [108, 134];

$$n_1 Q_{10} = n_2 Q_{20} = = n_i Q_{i0}$$

(4.18)

The relation between the VA of the APF and rated capacity can also be expressed as;

$$\frac{Q}{Q_{10}} \approx \frac{Q_s}{Q_{s0}}$$

(4.19)
Using the droop characteristic to share the current of a certain harmonic frequency has also been presented in [134]. The main advantages of droop control for multiple parallel APFs is that it can be used either when the APFs are in close position at the point of installation [128, 130, 131] or in distributed mode with no interconnection between each other [133].

APFs in a distributed mode can be termed as Distributed Active Filter System (DAFS). Figure 4.16 shows the DAFS system where multiple APFs are installed at different locations of the distribution line.

![Fig 4.16 Distributed APFs System](image)

The filtering capacity of the APFs is further improved by introducing a dynamic tuning method in the DAFS [131], Figure 4.17, where the voltage THD at the installation point of each APFs is used to dynamically adjust the VA capacity and the slope of droop characteristic. Here, the APFs can dynamically adjust their filtering capability in response to increasing or decreasing of nonlinear loads in the system to maintain the voltage distortion at the allowable level. A discrete frequency tuning active filter is also proposed in [132] to suppress power system harmonics effectively. Here, the active filter operates as a variable conductance for each individual harmonic frequency. Each harmonic conductance is dynamically adjusted according to the corresponding harmonic voltage distortion of the active filter at the installation point in response to an increase or decrease of nonlinear loads or variation of resonant frequency in the power system.
4.6 Conclusion

In this section, the control strategies of parallel operation of DG inverters are initially described. Techniques for harmonic voltage and current compensation using APFs in parallel mode are also presented. From the inverter control strategies it is found that active load sharing control techniques have some limitations and control to overcome these problems is complicated due to the inter-communication between the inverters. Active load sharing techniques for parallel operation of a fixed number of inverters can be better due to their robust control but expansion of capacity due to the additional load may not be easy. On the other hand, droop control seems better for most purposes. Research indicates that most efforts are being put on droop control technique due to its capacity expansion flexibility, independent inverters, hot-swap facilities etc.

In the case of APFs in parallel operation, active harmonic load sharing techniques become more complicated due to the placement of harmonic current sensors or compensation topology. A comparative summary table has been given and it is found that a combination of feed-forward and feedback topology gives better results. For
multiple APF, these controller designs will be more difficult. Therefore, research efforts have concentrated more on the droop control method. Implementing the basic ideas of droop control for parallel inverter operation, placement and controlling of APF has been advanced to Distributed Active Filter Systems which is very much suitable for distributed generation integration on a network or off-grid operation.
Chapter 5

UPQC_{uG} - A new proposal for integration of UPQC in DG connected Micro-grid or Micro-generation network

5.1 Introduction

As a part of the integration of the UPQC in a DG system, research to date has been carried out on two techniques; i) (DG-UPQC)_{DC-linked} [73-78, 135-138] and ii) (DG-UPQC)_{Separated} [79-81, 139, 140]. The advantages and disadvantages of these configurations are given details in [19]. The main disadvantages for both of the configurations are i) the control complexity for active power transfer, ii) inability to provide harmonic and reactive power compensation during the islanded mode and iii) difficulty in the capacity enhancement in multi-level or multi-module mode.

According to IEEE standard 1547-2003, interconnecting distributed resources with electric power systems (EPS), DG interconnection systems shall detect the unintentional islanding and cease to energize the islanded area within two seconds of the formation of an island [8]. One of the reasons is that the controller of the grid-tie DG inverter is designed to provide only the active power to the load and grid in the interconnected mode. For a seamless power transfer between the grid-connected operation and islanded mode, that is transfer between the current and voltage control modes of operation along with the robustness against the islanding detection and reconnection delays, research on hybrid control inverter is underway [141, 142]. Clearly this will further increase the control complexity of the inverter. However, the DG
inverter needs to be disconnected or to change its control strategy to work in the islanding mode after detecting the unintentional islanding.

To extend the operational flexibility of the DG inverter and to improve the power quality in grid connected DG based μGrid/μGen systems, a new hierarchical control method and integration technique of UPQC have been proposed here. The μGrid/μGen system (with or without storage), the load and shunt part of the UPQC (APF$_{sh}$) will be placed at or after the PCC. The series part of the UPQC (APF$_{se}$) will be placed before the PCC and in series with the grid. The UPQC current sensor, for reactive and harmonic power compensation, will measure only the load current. Islanding detection and reconnection techniques are introduced in the normal UPQC and hence is termed UPQC$_{μG}$. Depending upon the control strategy and integration technique, the operation of UPQC$_{μG}$ can be of two types;

5.1.1 UPQC$_{μG-I}$

- UPQC will compensate voltage interruptions in addition to voltage sags/swells, harmonic and reactive power compensation in the interconnected mode. Therefore, the DG inverter can still be connected to the system during the voltage sag/interrupt condition. Thus it will extend the operational flexibility of the DG inverter/μGrid/μGen system (hereafter referred as μG).
- The shunt part of the UPQC will also compensate the reactive and harmonic (QH) power of the load in islanded mode. Therefore, primary control will be based on the functionality of the series and shunt part of the UPQC.
- An islanding detection technique is introduced in the UPQC as a secondary control. Thus it will reduce the area of NDZ (non-detection zone) to be islanded. Therefore, the DG inverter will then be more flexible to be islanded. Otherwise, the DG inverter can remove the islanding detection technique from its control system.
• Both in the current and voltage control modes, the $\mu$G system will provide only the active power to the load. Therefore, it can reduce the control complexity of the inverter.

• Only the grid resynchronization/reconnection method will be part of the control of the $\mu$G.

5.1.2 UPQC$\mu$G-IR

• In addition to the previous method and technique, the reconnection method will also be part of the UPQC and hence the UPQC$\mu$G-IR will have to totally control the islanding operation and reconnection for a seamless operation of $\mu$G with a high quality power service.

• The system can even work in the presence of a phase jump or a phase difference (within limit) between the grid and $\mu$G.

For both cases, a communication between the UPQC and $\mu$G is required for secondary control. Fig 5.1 shows the integration technique of the proposed UPQC$\mu$G.

The remainder of this Chapter has been organized as follows. The working principle/procedure of the proposed system is described in section 5.2. Based on the working principle, some of the design issues and rating selection have been discussed in section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the control method and technique in detail for all the elements of the UPQC$\mu$G. The proposed control method and integration techniques have been verified by simulation using RT-LAB tools and simulation for UPQC$\mu$G-I is discussed in section 5.5 which is followed by simulation for UPQC$\mu$G-IR in section 5.6. Section 5.7 shows real-time results by partial hardware test using real-time simulator in SIL (hardware synchronization) mode.
5.2 Working Principle

The integration method of the proposed UPQC\textsubscript{\(\mu\)G} to a DG connected micro-grid or micro-generation is presented in Fig 5.1. For both of the proposed systems, the DG system with or without storage can be connected in parallel to the grid, load and shunt APF part of the UPQC at or after the PCC. The series APF part of the UPQC will be placed before the PCC. Both the systems can work in interconnected and islanded modes. But as one can detect islanding only (UPQC\textsubscript{\(\mu\)G-I}) and the other can detect islanding and reconnect also (UPQC\textsubscript{\(\mu\)G-IR}), the working principle and control method have some differences. The working principle for both of the configurations is given below.

5.2.1 Interconnected mode

In this mode, as shown in Fig 5.2, the following will happen.

i. The DG source will deliver only the fundamental active power to the grid, storage and load.

ii. The shunt APF will compensate the reactive and harmonic (QH) power of the non-linear load to keep the THD at the PCC within the IEEE standard limit.

iii. Voltage sag/swell or interruption can be compensated by the active power from the grid through the series APF. Therefore, the DG converter will not sense any kind of voltage disturbance at the PCC and hence will remain connected during the voltage sag/swell condition.

iv. Islanding detection during the grid failure will be a part of the UPQC and hence the series APF will be deactivated and disconnected from the system, if islanding occurs.

The power transfer between the grid, UPQC\textsubscript{\(\mu\)G} and \(\mu\)G, during the interconnected mode, can be represented as;

\[
P_{grid} + P_{DG} = (P + Q + H)_{load} + P_{loss} + P_{series} + P_{storage} \tag{5.1}
\]
\[(Q + H)_{shunt} = -(Q + H)_{load}\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

where \(P, Q\) and \(H\) represent active, reactive and harmonic power.

Fig 5.1 Integration technique of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$
5.2.2 Islanded mode

In this case, as shown in Fig 5.3, the following will occur.

i. The series APF will be disconnected during the grid failure and DG inverter will remain connected and maintain the required voltage at PCC.

ii. The shunt APF will still compensate the non-active power of the non-linear load to provide or maintain undistorted current at PCC for other linear loads (if any).

iii. Therefore, DG inverter (with storage) will deliver only the active power and hence does not need to be disconnected from the system.
iv. The series APF will be reconnected once the grid power is available.

The power transfer between the microgrid and UPQC$_{μG}$, during the islanded mode, can be represented as:

\[ P_{DG} + P_{storage} = (P + Q + H)_{load} + P_{loss} \]  
(5.3)

\[ (Q + H)_{shunt} = -(Q + H)_{load} \]  
(5.4)

Fig 5.3 Working principle of (a) UPQC$_{μG}$-I and (b) UPQC$_{μG}$-IR in islanded mode
5.3 Design Issue and Rating Selection

From Fig 5.1, it is clear that the UPQC$_{µG-I}$ requires four switches whereas UPQC$_{µG-IR}$ needs only two. As the synchronization and reconnection control are part of the DG inverter, after synchronization the inverter is directly reconnected (through S4 and S1) to the grid and then sends an activation signal to UPQC$_{µG-I}$ to prepare for reconnection. After a suitable time, series APF of UPQC$_{µG-I}$ reconnects through S2 and S3 (by deactivated S4). Details of the switching mechanism is discussed in the control method section. Due to the full control of islanding detection and reconnection after a grid failure, UPQC$_{µG-IR}$ uses only two switches for its operation.

The fundamental frequency representation of the proposed system is shown in Fig 5.4 and the relations are derived in (5.5, 5.6). According to the functionality/working principle, both of the proposed UPQC$_{µG}$ should be able to work during interruption, compensate sag/swell up to a certain level and then islanded. The shunt APF will always have to compensate QH power of the load. Therefore, design and rating selection for the shunt and series APF and series transformer together with the sizing of DC link capacitor/storage system are very important. These are discussed below.

![Fig 5.4 Fundamental frequency representation of proposed system](image-url)
\[ V_{pcc} \angle \theta_{pcc} = V_s \angle \theta_s + V_{sag} \angle \theta_{sag} \] (5.5)

\[ I_{load} \angle \theta_{load} = I_s \angle \theta_s + I_{dg} \angle \theta_{pcc} + I_{sh} \angle \theta_{sh} \] (5.6)

For proper operation and under any condition, \( V_{pcc} = V_{dg} = V_{load} \) and assuming \( \theta_{pcc} = 0^\circ \), the phasor diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig 5.5.

![Phasor Diagrams](Diagram.png)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig 5.5 Simple phasor diagram of UPQCμG when (a) no DG and \( \theta_s = \theta_{pcc} \) (b) with DG and \( \theta_s = \theta_{pcc} \) (c) no DG and \( \theta_s \neq \theta_{pcc} \) (d) with DG and \( \theta_s \neq \theta_{pcc} \)

### 5.3.1 Shunt APF (APF\(_{sh}\))

It is shown in Fig 5.5 that for any condition shunt APF will compensate the reactive and harmonic power of the load by injecting \( I_{sh} \) in quadrature to the \( I_s \). When a voltage sag appears in the supply side, series APF compensates the sag by injecting the required voltage to maintain the constant voltage and zero phase at PCC. To complete the task, series APF draws additional current from the source, \( I'_s \) in phase to the \( V_s \). This
can further change the phase angle of the load, $\theta_{load}'$, which has an effect on $I_{sh}$, as shown in Fig 5.6. In this case,

$$I_s' = I_{load}' \cos(\theta_{load}')$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

$$I_{sh}' = I_{load}' \sin(\theta_{load}')$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

This ultimately increases the current at PCC and thus creates a VA loading impact on the shunt APF.

![Fig 5.6 Phasor diagram of UPQC during in phase voltage sag compensation](image)

### 5.3.2 Series APF (APF$_{se}$)

The series APF always appears in series with the load. In the proposed integration technique when no energy is available from the DG unit and shunt the APF compensates the reactive and harmonic part of the load current, the active fundamental part of the load current flows through the series APF. Therefore, the APF must have at least the same current rating as the active load fundamental requirement,

$$I_{APFse,\text{min}} = I_{loadfp}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

From Fig 5.5 (c and d), the general equation for voltage sag compensation by the series APF can be written as;

$$V_{sag} = \sqrt{V_s^2 + V_{pcc}^2 - 2V_sV_{pcc}\cos(\theta_s - \theta_{pcc})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)
The voltage rating of the series APF should be equal to the highest value of the injected sag voltage, thus,

\[ V_{APFse,\text{rated}} = V_{sag,\text{max}} = kV_{\text{load},\text{rated}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

Assume \( k \) is the fraction of \( V_s \) that appears as a voltage sag, \( V_{sag} = kV_s = kV_{\text{load}} \) and \( k < 1 \).

Therefore the VA rating of the series APF will be,

\[ S_{APFse,\text{rated}} = I_{APFse,\text{rated}}V_{APFse,\text{rated}} = kP_{\text{load},\text{rated}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)

Fig 5.7 shows the phasor diagram for active power exchanges in the proposed system. From Fig 5.5 and 5.7, the active power transfer through the series APF can be calculated for the worse case when \( P_{dg} = 0 \);

\[ P_{APFse} = S_{APFse}\cos(\theta_{APFse}) = P_{\text{load}}\left[\frac{kV_s}{V_{\text{load}}}\cos(\theta_s - \theta_{pcc} + \theta_{seAPF})\right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Under stable and in-phase operating conditions, assume that \( \theta_s = \theta_{pcc} = 0 \), and then

\[ \theta_{APFse} = 0 \]

\[ P_{APFse} = \frac{kP_{\text{load}}V_s}{V_{\text{load}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

Fig 5.7 Phasor diagram for active power exchanges in the proposed system (a) in absence of DG source and (b) in presence of DG source and / or storage
Therefore, during voltage sag compensation, the required source current that will be transferred through the series transformer of the APF$_{se}$ (shown in Fig 5.6) can be calculated as,

$$I'_s = \frac{P_{load}}{(1-k)V_s} = \frac{I}{(1-k)}I_{load,fp}$$

(5.15)

Thus the size and VA rating of the series transformer depends on the amount of sag to be compensated. Fig 5.8 shows how the source current increases with the value of $k$.

![Fig 5.8 Relation between source current, load current and $k$ for voltage sag compensation](image)

Based on (10 - 15), and for a given value of $k$, there can be of multiple solutions for $V_{sag}$, $I'_s$ and $P_{APF,se}$. Control strategies are based on the minimization of the energy exchange during compensation, even to zero or by reducing the voltage rating [51, 61, 143 - 147].

The voltage rating of the series APF is an important design parameter, as it determines some other characteristics, such as compensating range, the need to include (and size of) energy storage devices, and the overall size of the series transformer. Again, losses tend to increase if the voltage rating of the series APF is increased. Therefore, the voltage injection capability should be chosen as low as necessary in order to reduce equipment cost and standby losses.
5.3.3 DC link capacitor

According to the working principle of the proposed UPQC\(_{\mu G}\), the series APF should be able to work during a high sag/swell condition and even in the case of an interruption (depending on the interruption time) before it goes to islanding mode. At this stage, the DC link capacitor should be able i) to maintain the DC voltage with minimal ripple in the steady state, ii) to serve as an energy storage element to supply the reactive power of the load as a compensation and iii) to supply the real power difference between the load and source during the sag/swell or interruption period. Therefore, the size of the DC side capacitor should be selected, and the controller should be designed in such a way, that the series active filter can compensate the real power difference for a short period (typically a number of msec.) and by this time the controller should be able to adjust the reference current. Thus \(V_{dc}\) can be maintained at a reference value.

In general, the energy handling capacity determines the size of the capacitor. The basic equation can be written as:

\[
C_{dc} = \frac{2S.n.T}{V_{demin}^2 - V_{demax}^2} = \frac{2S.n.T}{4.c.V_{dc}^2}
\]  
(5.16)

where \(S\) is the power required to be i) compensated during the steady state condition, ii) supplied to the load during the transient condition and iii) compensated active power during voltage sag/swell condition, as explained in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.3). For a specific system, it is better to consider the higher value of \(C_{dc}\) so that it can handle all of the above conditions. It also helps to get a better transient response and lower the steady-state ripples. For the proposed system, the required capacitor size will be:

\[
C_{dc} = \frac{2S_{load}.n.T}{4.c.V_{dc}^2}
\]  
(5.17)

where \(S_{load}\) is the total P, Q and H power of the load.

It indicates that the size of the capacitor can be adjusted by the selection of interrupt cycles for which the series APF will compensate. One of the purposes of the proposed integration technique of the UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) into the \(\mu\)G system is to maintain
smooth power supply during sag/swell or interruption and extend the flexibility of the DG inverter operation during the interconnected and islanded modes. For the supply continuity the DG storage system has also been introduced. Therefore a DC link connection between the capacitor and the DG storage has been proposed for the system. It will help to reduce the size of the capacitor and provide power during the sag/interrupt condition. Therefore, the source current will maintain the required load current active component and the additional current will be provided by the DG inverter or storage, as shown in Fig 5.7(b). Thus it will ultimately help to reduce the rating of the series APF converter.

5.4 Controller Design

The block diagram of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ Controller is shown in Fig 5.9. It has the same basic functionality as the UPQC controller except for the additional islanding detection and reconnection capabilities. It was already mentioned that a communication channel between the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ and the $\mu$G is required for the detection of islanding and reconnection where islanding detection is a part of the UPQC. The detection and reconnection functions (for UPQC$_{\mu G-IR}$) are based on the sag/swell/interrupt/supply failure conditions. This task is performed in Level 2 (secondary control) of the hierarchical control [148]. Level 1 deals with the primary control of the series and shunt APF to perform their basic functions in the interconnected and the islanded mode. Also note that, the control strategy is the same for both of the proposed UPQC devices. The only difference is in the $S_{\mu G-R}$ signal generation. In UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$, this signal is generated by the $\mu$G controller and then received by the UPQC to be acted upon. On the other hand, in the UPQC$_{\mu G-IR}$, this signal is generated by the UPQC and is sent to the $\mu$G to be active/change its control strategy to operate in the interconnected mode. The overall control strategy is to improve the power
quality during interconnected and islanded modes. This involves detecting islanding and then ensuring that the DG inverter remains connected and supplying active power to the load. This reduces the control complexity of the inverter as well as the power failure possibility in the islanded mode. The five main elements of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ Controller are:

a. Positive Sequence Detection (PSD)
b. Series APF Control (APFseC)
c. Shunt APF Control (APFshC)
d. Islanding Detection (IsD)
e. Synchronization and Re-connection (SynRec)

The details of control structures are given in the following sections.
Fig 5.9 Block diagram of proposed UPQC\textsubscript{μG} (a) Controller, (b) UPQC\textsubscript{μG-I} - Control method and (c) UPQC\textsubscript{μG-IR} - Control method
5.4.1 Positive Sequence Detection (PSD)

The positive-sequence detector determines instantaneously and accurately the amplitude, frequency and phase angle of the fundamental positive sequence component of the voltage at the measurement point. Fig 5.10 shows the basic block diagram of the positive sequence detection and reference voltage generation for the series part of the UPQC. Details of this method can be obtained from the Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory (IRP) [26]. The generated $v_{s-ref}$ then determines the reference of sag/swell $v_{sag-ref}$ for compensation. This reference is also used to detect the islanding condition.

![Block diagram of Positive Sequence Detection and Reference Voltage Generation](image)

Fig 5.10 Positive Sequence detection and Reference source voltage generation

5.4.2 Series APF Control (APFseC)

The purpose of the series APF is to compensate unwanted voltage components at the PCC (i.e., everything apart from the fundamental positive sequence component). Therefore, the controller receives the generated positive sequence reference voltage from the PSD and then generates the required compensating voltage based on the block diagram shown in Fig 5.11.

5.4.3 Shunt APF Control (APFshC)

The shunt APF deals with the reactive and harmonic current of the load side and prevents these current components being injected into the grid or PCC so that the other loads do not sense any current related disturbance at the PCC. The basic block diagram
to generate the reference compensating current together with the compensator control is shown in Fig 5.12. Because of its simpler implementation, enhanced system stability, increased reliability and response speed, hysteresis control [24, 41] has been chosen here as a current controller. (A PWM based current controller can also be used.) The IRP theory [26], which is valid for both the steady-state and transient operation and is characterised by relatively simple computation, has been used to generate the reference current. Here $P_{\text{loss}}$ has been considered as a power loss due to the overall system and VSI operation [75] which should be compensated to maintain the dc-link voltage during operation of the series inverter.

![Fig 5.11 Generation of reference voltage for series VSI and Series APF control](image)

![Fig 5.12 Generation of reference current for shunt VSI and Shunt APF control](image)

### 5.4.4 Islanding Detection (IsD)

In order to ensure the reliable and safe transfer of electrical energy to the grid and load during the interconnected mode, all DG systems should comply with a series of standard requirements given in the international regulations such as [149];
IEEE 929-2000: Recommended Practice for Utility Interface of PV systems
IEEE 1547-2003: Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems
IEC 61727: Characteristics of Utility Interface
VDE 0126-1-1 Safety
IEC 61000 Electromagnetic Compatibility
EN 50160 Public Distribution Voltage Quality

Particularly in low power DG systems, the anti-islanding detection is essential. It is clear that the DG inverter should detect the islanding and then cease to energize the area within 2 sec. For any other voltage disturbance at the PCC, the maximum trip time is also defined and is given in Table 5.1. In the case of a high power DG system, such as a wind farm, the requirement is different. In these cases the connection during a grid fault should be maintained. Considering the future trends towards the smart microgrid operation in connection with the distribution grid, the capability of (i) maintaining connection during grid fault condition, (ii) automatically detecting the islanded condition and (iii) reconnecting after the grid fault should be an important feature of the autonomous microgrid system. In that case, the placement of series APF in the proposed integration method of the system will play an important role by extending the operational flexibility of the DG inverter in the μG system. Several active and passive methods have been developed and studied to detect the islanding condition [142, 149 - 155]. In general, islanding is detected by measuring the voltage amplitude, phase and frequency of the source and comparing these with some standard values (Table 5.1). The accuracy of measurement and detection are improved by the development from simple the PLL (Phase locked loop) to SOGI-PLL (Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL) [149], DQ-PLL [156, 157], FLL (Frequency locked loop) [158], SOGI-FLL [159 ], DSOGI-FLL [160]. The reliability of these methods can be represented by
the proper selection of a non-detection zone (NDZ), as shown in Fig 5.13, which is defined by the power mismatch space at the PCC where the islanding is not detectable [149].

![Fig 5.13 Non-detection Zone](image)

However, in addition to the islanding detection, changing the controlling strategy from current to voltage control may result in serious voltage deviations and it becomes severe when the islanding detection is delayed in the case of hierarchical control [172]. Therefore seamless voltage transfer control between the grid-connected and isolated controlled modes is very important [142, 173]. Both indirect and direct current control techniques are proposed in [142, 172, 173 - 175] to mitigate the voltage transients in transition mode. These controllers increase the control complexity of the μG converters.

### Table 5.1 DG response to abnormal utility conditions [6, 8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage at PCC</th>
<th>Clearing Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V &lt; 50%</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% &lt; V &lt; 88%</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88% &lt; V &lt; 110%</td>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110% &lt; V &lt; 120%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120% &lt; V</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency at PCC</th>
<th>Clearing Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 49.5 Hz</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.5 - 50.5 Hz</td>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 50.5 Hz</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of power quality problems, the typical characteristics of electrical grid voltage phenomena is shown in Table 5.2. It is reported in [161] that more than 95% of
Voltage sags can be compensated by injecting a voltage of up to 60% of the nominal voltage, with a maximum duration of 30 cycles. Therefore, based on the previous discussion on islanding detection requirement and sag/swell or other voltage disturbance compensation, an algorithm for the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$ can be developed to detect the grid fault or failure using the reference from the PSD signal. As the series APF takes the responsibility for compensating sag/swell/voltage unbalance / frequency disturbances (depending on the controller), islanding detection is quite flexible and simple for the proposed system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Typical Duration</th>
<th>Typical Voltage magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short Duration - sag / swell</td>
<td>0.5 - 30 cycles</td>
<td>0.1 - 0.9 pu / 1.1 - 1.8 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruption</td>
<td>3sec - 1 minute</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Duration - under / over voltage</td>
<td>&gt; 1 minute</td>
<td>0.8 - 0.9 pu / 1.1 - 1.2 pu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5.14 shows the algorithm (with an example) that has been used to detect the islanding condition to operate the UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$ in the islanded mode. As the voltage at PCC is taken here as the reference and it is always in phase with the source and the DG converter (in UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$), the difference between the $V_{pcc-ref}$ (pu) and $V_s$ (pu) is $V_{error}$. This error is then compared with the pre-set values (0.1 to 0.9) and a waiting period ($n = 1$ to 50 cycle) is used to determine the sag/interrupt/islanding condition. In this example, (i) if $V_{error}$ is less than or equal to 0.6, then 60% sag will be compensated for up to 50 cycles; (ii) if $V_{error}$ is between 0.6 to 0.9, then compensation will be for 30 cycles; (iii) otherwise ($if V_{error} \geq 0.9$) it will be interrupt/black out for islanding after 1 cycle. The algorithm is simple and can be adjusted for any time length and $V_{error}$ condition. Thus the flexibility of time for compensating the sag can be achieved before islanding. As the seamless voltage transfer from grid connected to isolated mode is one of the critical tasks in transition period, the transfer will be completed at the zero
crossing position of the APFsc. Therefore, no voltage fluctuation or abrupt conditions will occur. Development of this algorithm in MATLAB-Simulink is shown in Fig 5.15. The other advantage is that, this islanding detection and reconnection method have been carried out as a secondary control in Level 2, i.e. these can also be added in standard UPQC system as an additional block to convert it to UPQCμG.

Fig 5.14 Islanding detection algorithm

Fig 5.15 Development of Islanding detection method in simulink
5.4.5 Synchronization and Re-connection (SynRec)

When a problem (sag/interrupt) occurs at the main grid, the usual practice is that the μGrid/μGen should be disconnected and operated in an island mode, supplying the local demand either totally or partially. In that case, the DG Inverter needs to change its control strategy. Once the grid system is restored, the μGrid/μGen may be reconnected to the main grid and return to its pre-disturbance condition. Normally a re-closer is used as a protection device to disconnect the system against high current faults or absence of power in the grid system and reconnect when the grid becomes stable. The main problem occurs when the re-closer is closed after a delay. If both the utility grid and μGrid/μGen system are not synchronized, a high current flows, causing surges and power oscillation, which can trip the re-closer again. Some of the results due to this problem has been discussed and analyzed in [162 - 164]. This can be minimized by the coordinated operation between the two system (utility and μGrid/μGen).

A smooth connection can be achieved when the difference between the voltage magnitude, phase and frequency of the two buses are minimized or close to zero. It is also defined as parallelization of two synchronous systems. With some additional control, if a perfect parallelization is reached, no power flow will be observed at the re-closer immediately after its operation [164]. In an autonomous μG system, DG converter is generally synchronized with the grid voltage to avoid hard transients [165, 166]. Once the DG is synchronized with the grid, the DG inverter is connected back to the PCC. The parameter limits for synchronous reconnection are also given in Table 5.3. The seamless reconnection also depends on the accuracy and performance of the synchronization method. This method is started by simple PLL and improved to SRF-PLL [167], DDSRF-PLL [168], positive sequenced SRF-PLL [169], DPPLL [170]. A serious requirement of these PLL schemes is to synchronize the system during phase jump conditions which can be overcome by SOGI-FLL [160], power PLL [171]. This
synchronization can also be done remotely [162]. This may require a major investment to develop the communication system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DG Rating (kVA)</th>
<th>Frequency Difference (Hz)</th>
<th>Voltage Difference (%)</th>
<th>Phase angle difference (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 500</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 500 - 1500</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1500 - 10000</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.5.1 SynRec for UPQCμG-I

In the case of the UPQCμG-I, the synchronization for reconnection is done by the DG converter. Once the voltage magnitude, phase angle and frequency differences are within the pre-defined range or are close to zero, then reconnection is made through S4 and S1 as shown in Fig 5.3. The μG control system then sends a signal $S_{μG-R}$ to the UPQCμG. The Series APF is then activated and switches S2 and S3 are reconnected to the system by deactivating S4. This switching transition is controlled and performed at a zero crossing condition of $V_s$. As an example, Fig 5.16(a) shows a simple synchronization method for reconnection and $S_{μG-R}$ is the signal generated by the DG inverter. This signal is activated when the phase difference between the utility ($V_s$) and PCC are within 2 deg in phase and corresponding voltage amplitude difference is within 11.24V. These are observed at a zero crossing of $V_s$. 5.16(b) shows the reconnection method of series APF for the UPQCμG-I. The activated $S_{μG-R}$ signal is taken from the μG and passed through a S-R Flip Flop to generate the active signal (Swsesyn) for APFse at the $V_s$ zero crossing condition. This Swsesyn signal is then XOR to the Swse (as shown in Fig 5.15) to generate the real activation signal for the APFse.
Fig 5.16 Synchronization method for reconnection and signal generation: (a) in DG inverter (b) in UPQC\(\mu G\)-I

5.4.5.2 SynRec for UPQC\(\mu G\)-IR

In case of UPQC\(\mu G\)-IR, reconnection is performed by the the APF\(_{se}\) of the UPQC. As the method of islanding detection and reconnection are within the control capability of the proposed UPQC\(\mu G\)-IR, in this case switches S1 and S4 can be omitted. Moreover, due to the control of sag/swell by the APF\(_{se}\), this UPQC\(\mu G\)-IR has the advantage of reconnection even in case of phase jump or phase difference (up to a certain limit) between the voltage of the utility and at the PCC. This obviously increases the operational flexibility of the proposed \(\mu G\) system with high power quality. The phase difference limit depends on the rating of the APF\(_{se}\) and the level of \(V_{\text{sag-max}}\) required for compensation. This limit can be calculated from Fig 5.5(c) and (5.10, 5.11). Assuming that the possible \(V_{\text{sag-max}} = V_s = V_{\text{pcc}}\), the \(\theta_{\text{sag-max}}\) can be found as;

\[
\theta_{\text{sag-max}} = \cos^{-1}\left(\theta_s - \theta_{\text{pcc}}\right) = \frac{1}{2} = 60^0
\]  
(5.18)
Note that, in islanding detection algorithm, $V_{error}$ is calculated from the per unit value of the voltage at the PCC and the source (as shown in Fig 5.14). And the $V_{sag-ref}$ is calculated from ($V_{pcc-ref} - V_s$) as shown in Fig 5.11 and 5.12. Therefore, the reconnection is possible at this phase difference.

On the other hand, if $V_{sag-ref}$ is considered as the $V_{error}$, then according to the islanding detection algorithm, $V_{sag-max}$ will be allowed for up to 0.6 sec and then the system will be re-islanded after 50 cycles. Therefore, when there is a phase difference between the utility and PCC, the allowed $V_{sag-max}$ should not go beyond the sag compensation limit ($0.6V_s$). In that case, the $\theta_{sag-max}$ will have a limit and can be calculated from (5.10),

\[ V_{sag} = 0.6V_s = V_s\sqrt{2(1 - \cos\theta_{sag-limit})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

\[ \theta_{sag-limit} = \cos\left[1 - \frac{0.36}{2}\right]^{-1} = 35^0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

The relation for the phase difference and magnitude between $V_s$, $V_{pcc}$ and $V_{sag}$ are also depicted in Fig 5.17. It also shows the zero-crossing point of the $V_{sag-ref}$ depending upon the phase. This zero-crossing detection also indicates the point at which the instantaneous voltage difference between the utility and the PCC becomes zero. Detection of this zero-crossing point and activation of the switches S2 and S3 at the same time are the key control of this reconnection method for a seamless transfer from the off-grid to the on-grid condition as well as changing the controller of the DG inverter from voltage to current control mode.

The reconnection method is shown in Fig 5.18. Conditions for reconnection are set as; (i) assuming the phase difference between the utility grid and DG unit should be within $\theta_{sag-max}$, (ii) the instantaneous value of the two bus voltages becomes equal and (iii) these should occur at the zero crossing condition. Once the utility grid supply is available after a blackout, a synchronization pulse ($Sw_{4syn}$, as shown in Fig 5.15) is enabled to start synchronization. A simple logic sequence is then created, based on the
condition shown in Fig 5.18, to generate the active pulse for S2 and S3 to return the system in the interconnected mode. The development of the logical condition in MATLAB-Simulink is shown in Fig 5.19.

It is to be noted that, once the proposed UPQCμG-IR reconnects the system with phase/voltage difference between the grid and PCC, then the UPQCμG-IR has to supply the active power to maintain the gap which is not desirable.

![Graph](image)

**Fig 5.17** (a) Relation between $V_s$, $V_{pcc}$ and $V_{sag}$ and the point of zero-crossing; (b) relation between acceptable limit of $\theta_{sag\text{-}max}$ for possible voltage sag ($k$) during reconnection
5.5 Simulation Study - UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$

The power circuit of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G-I}$ and the microgrid, as shown in Fig 5.1(b), have been developed in the MATLAB environment. The total system is modelled as a three-phase, three-wire system. Detailed simulation has been performed to analyze the operation of the proposed system. The circuit parameters that were used in the simulation are shown in Table 5.4.

The working principle of the proposed system is already described in the previous section. Fig 5.2 and 5.3 also explain the operational concept during interconnected and islanded modes. Details of the performance with the simulation results are given below. All the simulations have been performed for up to 2 sec. Table 5.5 also shows the timeline for the respective operating conditions.
### Table 5.4 Overall network parameters for the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value / phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid (3 phase)</td>
<td>Voltage (rms)</td>
<td>230V&lt;sub&gt;L-N&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Frequency</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load (µGrid)</td>
<td>Load current (max)</td>
<td>200A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harmonic Current (max)</td>
<td>100A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPQC</td>
<td>DC link Voltage</td>
<td>600 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series Inductance</td>
<td>0.15 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series Transformer</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Sag Compensation</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shunt Inductance</td>
<td>0.42 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hysteresis band</td>
<td>7.5 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>16 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Compensating Current</td>
<td>100 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.5 Timeline of the Operating Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Condition</th>
<th>Interconnected</th>
<th>Islanded</th>
<th>Interconnected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (sec)</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag / Interrupt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG-input</td>
<td>0.5 Load</td>
<td>Grid + 0.5 Load + Storage</td>
<td>Load + Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operating positions (0 for open and 1 for close) of the switches during the operation are very important in detecting the islanded, synchronization, reconnection and interconnected modes. These positions depend on the magnitude and time length of \( V_{error} \) (as shown in Fig 5.14 and 5.15) and the \( S_{\text{swsyn}} \) switch (as shown in Fig 5.15). Based on the algorithm for islanding detection and the reconnection method, Fig 5.20 shows the switch positions during the operation from 0 to 2 sec where both the interconnected and islanded modes are observed. Fig 5.21 shows the performance of the proposed UPQC<sub>µG</sub> for voltage sag compensation, as shown in Fig 5.21(a) and harmonic current compensation, as shown in Fig 5.21(b) along with the islanding detection, performance in islanded condition based on the Table 5.5 and Fig 5.20. Performance
during the reverse current flow due to the high penetration of DG is also shown by the red circle in Fig 5.21(b). Details of the synchronization condition and reconnection process are discussed in a later section. Performance of the proposed UPQC$_\mu$G during interconnected and islanded mode has been discussed below. Generally waveforms are shown for phase A only.

Fig 5.20 Switching positions during the operation from 0 to 2 sec.
Fig 5.21 Complete performance of UPQC_{μG-I} during interconnected and islanded mode, (a) voltage waveform and (b) current waveforms at difference conditions and positions in the network.
5.5.1 Interconnected Mode

Depending on the power availability, the DG source can supply power to the load and grid, and therefore by-directional power flow can occur. Hence, the performance of the proposed UPQC should be observed in both cases. For a better understanding, according to the direction of power flow, operation in the interconnected mode can be divided into two parts: (i) forward-flow mode and (ii) reverse-flow mode.

5.5.1.1 Forward-flow mode

In this case, the available DG power is less than the required load demand. Therefore, the utility grid supplies the rest of the power to the load which is not met by the DG supply. Depending on the microgrid energy management and control strategy, the DG storage system can be charged through utility and/or DG units. Fig 5.22 shows the initial condition from 0.2 to 0.6 sec of the simulation study where the voltage sag and interruption events occurs and are used to study the performance of the UPQC. Fig 5.22(a) shows the output waveforms of the voltage in different branches of the proposed system, whereas current waveforms are shown in Fig 5.22(b). A 50% sag is applied at 0.3 sec, 90% at 0.5 sec and then at 1.2 sec the utility is disconnected. In general, the APF_{se} can also compensate the voltage distortion, created by the utility, at the PCC. Therefore, this advantage can also be implemented in the series APF control part of the proposed system. Fig 5.22(a) shows the performance of the series APF part of the proposed UPQC in maintaining the constant and stable load voltage. Fig 5.22(b) shows the performance of the shunt APF part in compensating the reactive and harmonic current generated by the load. This compensation helps the UPQC system to maintain the grid current THD level within the IEEE limit. As is mentioned in the timeline table, the DG unit supplies 0.5I_{loadf} (half of load fundamental in current control mode) during this time frame. Therefore the remainder of the current is supplied by the utility grid and storage. During a 90% sag condition, the total power for the load demand is still met by
the μG system and the utility where the storage system provides the power for sag compensation through the DC link.

![Graph](image)

**Fig 5.22** Performance of the proposed UPQC_{μG}; a) series APF and b) shunt APF; from 0.2 to 0.6 sec during interconnected and forward flow mode.

### 5.5.1.2 Reverse-flow mode

When the available DG power becomes higher than the required load demand, the extra energy is transferred to the grid and storage and this is termed the reverse-flow mode. At this stage, the grid current becomes out of phase with the grid voltage or the
voltage at the PCC. Fig 5.23 shows the performance of the UPQC when DG current becomes 1.5 times of the load fundamental at 1.75 sec and a 30% sag is also applied at 1.85 sec.

![Diagram showing performance of UPQC](image)

Fig 5.23 Performance of the proposed UPQC\(_{\text{DG}}\); a) series APF and b) shunt APF; during interconnected and reverse flow mode.

In this case, the performance of the shunt APF remains the same even when the utility current becomes out of phase, as shown by the red circle in Fig 5.23(b). Fig
5.23(a) shows that the series APF performs voltage sag compensation during the reverse flow mode also.

5.5.2 Islanded Mode

It was mentioned earlier that a 90% sag compensation has been introduced at 0.5 sec of the simulation time period. According to the islanding detection method, the series APF compensates the sag for up to 0.6 sec (30 cycles) and then the system goes into islanded mode. A utility disconnection is applied at 1.11 sec just after completing the 30 cycle count and then detecting the zero crossing of $V_{sag-ref}$ where S1, S2 and S3 are opened. This is depicted in Fig 5.20 and 5.24. At disconnection, the system immediately operates in an isolated microgrid condition. At this stage, if the available DG power is lower than the load demand, the additional required power is supplied by the storage. If the DG power is higher than the load, then the additional power goes to the storage. The shunt APF still performs the compensation of reactive and harmonic power. Therefore, DG converter does not need to be disconnected or change the control strategy (supplying only the fundamental active power) to supply power to the load.

Fig 5.24 shows the performance of the proposed UPQC during 1.0 to 1.2 sec where the islanding is detected just immediately after 1.1 sec at zero crossing detection. The islanding mode is observed between 1.11 and 1.405 sec. During this period the APF$_{se}$ is disconnected, as shown in Fig 5. 24(b) where $V_{sag} = 0$, utility current become zero, as shown in Fig 5.24(c). The APF$_{sh}$ continues to operate, as shown in Fig 24(c), and the load demand is met by the DG with the storage unit.
Fig 5.24 Performance of the proposed UPQCμG; (a) switching condition; b) series APF; c) shunt APF during islanded mode.
5.5.3 Reconnection

One of the most important parts of the proposed UPQC$_{\mu G}$ is the reconnection process. This has to occur without disconnecting the DG units or changing its control strategy during isolated or grid connected $\mu$Grid/$\mu$Gen operating conditions. Fig 5.25 shows the different signals for the reconnection process based on the algorithm and developed method showed in Fig 5.18 and 5.19. To check the performance of the reconnection process for the worst condition, the utility grid ($V_s$) is powered on at 1.405 sec where the magnitude is at a maximum, as shown by the red circle in Fig 5.26(a). Immediately, the $S_{w4syn}$ pulse is activated and the reconnection algorithm starts generating active pulses as the phase and amplitude differences start to be within the required limits. Zero crossing detection is also shown. The DG unit sends a reconnection signal to the UPQC unit. Based on the logic given in Fig 5.19, the actual switch S1 is activated at 1.43 sec and the $V_{sag}$ starts operation, as shown by the red circle in Fig 5.26(a). S2 and S3 are activated after the synchronization by the DG unit. S4 is disconnected simultaneously at 1.44 sec. This simple algorithm with a combined logic gate ensures the utility connects with the $\mu$Grid smoothly after the utility system is restored.

Fig 5.26(a) shows that the series APF unit is immediately reactivated when the grid voltage is available at 1.405 sec but it starts operation when the S2 and S3 switches are closed at 1.43 sec. It is expected that, according to the smooth reclosing condition, no power flow will occur at the point of reclosing. The switching is carried out successfully within the limiting condition as shown in Fig 5.26(b). The circle at 1.43 sec for $I_{dg}$ and $I_s$ in Fig 5.26(b) indicates the smooth transition from islanded to interconnected mode. DG inverter also changes its control from voltage to current control mode but only transfers the active fundamental current. The performance of the APF$_{sh}$ is also uninterrupted during the transition period.
Fig 5.25 Condition of different signals for reconnection process based on Fig 5.19.

Fig 5.26 Performance of the proposed UPQC during reconnection, (a) series APF, (b) shunt APF
5.5.4 Power Flow

The power flow diagram is shown in Fig 5.27 for the complete simulation time where the green line represent the active power (P) and red line (dash) for reactive and harmonic power (QH). This also validates the operation and performance of the $\text{APF}_{\text{se}}$ and $\text{APF}_{\text{sh}}$ part of the proposed UPQC$_\mu$G-I along with the islanding detection and reconnection.

![Power flow diagram](image)

*Fig 5.27 Power flow during the simulation time*
5.6 Simulation Study - UPQC$_{\mu}\text{G-IR}$

The working principle of the proposed system is already described in the previous section. Fig 5.2 and 5.3 also explain the operational concept during interconnected and islanded mode. Details of the performance with the simulation results are given below. All the simulations have been performed for up to 2 sec. Table 5.6 also shows the timeline for the respective operating conditions.

It is to be noted that, operation-wise, the simulation and performance of the UPQC$_{\mu}\text{G-IR}$ and UPQC$_{\mu}\text{G-IR}$ are the same for the cases of forward flow, reverse flow mode and up to the islanded condition with islanding detection. These are repeated here for the UPQC$_{\mu}\text{G-IR}$. The difference will be observed in the case of reconnection mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Condition</th>
<th>Interconnected</th>
<th>Islanded</th>
<th>Interconnected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
<td>Phase = 0 deg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase = 40 deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag / Interrupt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconnection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG-Input</td>
<td>0.5 Load</td>
<td>Grid + 0.5 Load + Storage</td>
<td>Idg + Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operating positions (0 for open and 1 for close) of the switches during the operation are very important in detecting the islanded, synchronization, reconnection and interconnected modes. These positions depend on the magnitude and time length of $V_{\text{error}}$ (as shown in Fig 5.14 and 5.15) and the $S_{\text{w4syn}}, S_{\mu}\text{G-R}$ switches (as shown in Fig 5.15, 5.17). Based on the algorithm for islanding detection and the reconnection method, Fig 5.28 shows the switch positions during the operation from 0 to 2 sec where both the interconnected and islanded modes are observed. Fig 5.29 shows the performance of the proposed UPQC based on the Table 5.6 and Fig 5.28. A 40 degree phase shift of the utility supply ($V_s$ and $I_s$) is applied during the reconnection process.
Though the voltage magnitudes at the utility and the PCC are the same, a voltage sag appears due to the phase difference between them. Therefore, in that position the proposed UPQC\(_{\mu G-IR}\) reconnects the system starting with voltage sag compensation, as shown in Fig 5.29(a). Reverse current flow also occurs (when the DG supplies more than the required load fundamental) during the voltage sag compensation, as shown by the circle in Fig 5.29(b). Details of the synchronization condition and the reconnection process are discussed in a later section. Performance of the proposed UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) during interconnected and islanded mode has been discussed below. Generally waveforms are shown for phase A only.

![Switching positions during the operation from 0 to 2 sec.](image)

Fig 5.28 Switching positions during the operation from 0 to 2 sec.
Fig 5.29 Complete performance of UPQC during interconnected and islanded mode, (a) voltage waveform and (b) current waveforms at difference conditions and positions in the network.
5.6.1 Interconnection mode

Depending on the power availability, the DG source can supply power to the load and grid, and therefore by-directional power flow can occur. Hence, the performance of the proposed UPQC should be observed in both cases. For a better understanding, according to the direction of power flow, operation in the interconnected mode can be divided into two parts: (i) forward-flow mode and (ii) reverse-flow mode.

5.6.1.1 Forward-flow mode

In this case, the available DG power is less than the required load demand. Therefore, the utility grid supplies the rest of the power to the load which is not met by the DG supply. Depending on the microgrid energy management and control strategy, the DG storage system can be charged through the utility and/or the DG units. Fig 5.30 shows the initial condition from 0.2 to 0.6 sec of the simulation study where the voltage sag and interruption events occur and are used to study the performance of the UPQC. Fig 5.30(a) shows the output waveforms of the voltage in different branches of the proposed system, whereas the current waveforms are shown in Fig 5.30(b). A 50% sag is applied at 0.3 sec, 90% at 0.5 sec and then at 1.2 sec the utility is disconnected. In general, the series APF can also compensate the voltage distortion, created by the utility, at the PCC. Therefore, this advantage can also be implemented in the series APF control part of the proposed system. The other advantage of this configuration is that the shunt APF can compensate the voltage distortion created by the DG converters. Fig 5.30(a) shows the performance of the series APF part of the proposed UPQC in maintaining the constant and stable load voltage. Fig 5.30(b) shows the performance of the shunt APF part in compensating the reactive and harmonic current generated by the load. This compensation helps the UPQC system to maintain the grid current THD level within the IEEE limit. As is mentioned in the timeline table, the DG unit supplies $0.5I_{\text{loadf}}$ (half of load fundamental in current control mode) during this time frame.
Therefore the remainder of the current is supplied by the utility grid and storage. During a 90% sag condition, supply from the DG unit and the utility remains unchanged and the storage system provides the power for sag compensation (through the DC link) which is reflected in Fig 5.30(b).

![Graph](image)

Fig 5.30 Performance of the proposed UPQC; a) series APF and b) shunt APF; from 0.2 to 0.6 sec during interconnected and forward flow mode.

### 5.6.1.2 Reverse-flow mode

At this stage, the grid current becomes out of phase with the grid voltage or the voltage at the PCC. Fig 5.31 shows the performance of the UPQC when the DG current
becomes 1.5 times of the load fundamental at 1.75 sec and a 40% sag already exists after reconnection at 1.41 sec. In this case, the performance of the shunt APF remains the same even when the utility current becomes out of phase, as shown in Fig 5.31(b). Fig 5.31(a) shows that the series APF performs voltage sag compensation during the reverse flow mode also.
5.6.2 Islanded Mode

It was mentioned earlier that a 90% sag compensation has been introduced at 0.5 sec. According to the islanding detection method, the series APF compensates the sag for up to 0.6 sec (30 cycles) and then the system goes into islanding mode. A utility disconnection is applied at 1.1 sec just after completing the 30 cycle count and then detecting the zero crossing of $V_{\text{sag-ref}}$ (at 1.11) where S2 and S3 are opened. This is depicted in Fig 5.28 and 5.32(a). At disconnection, the system immediately operates in an isolated microgrid condition. At this stage, if the available DG power is lower than the load demand, the additional required power is supplied by the storage. If the DG power is higher than the load, then the additional power goes to the storage. The shunt APF still performs the compensation of reactive and harmonic power. Therefore, the DG converter does not need to be disconnected or change the control strategy (supplying only fundamental active power) to supply power to the load.

Fig 5.32 shows the performance of the proposed UPQC during 1.0 to 1.2 sec where the islanding is detected just immediately after 1.1 sec at zero crossing detection. The islanding mode is observed between 1.11 and 1.40 sec. During this period the series APF is disconnected, as shown in Fig 5.32(c) where $V_{\text{sag}} = 0$, and the utility current become zero, as shown in Fig 5.32(b). The shunt APF continues to operate, as shown in Fig 5.32(b), and the load demand is met by the DG with the storage unit.
5.6.3 Reconnection

One of the most important parts of the proposed UPQC\textsubscript{μG-IR} is the reconnection process. This has to occur without disconnecting the DG units or changing its current control strategy during isolated or grid connected \textsl{μGrid / μGen} operating conditions. Fig 5.33 shows the different signals for the reconnection process based on the algorithm.
and developed method showed in Fig 5.18 and 5.19. To check the performance of the reconnection process for the worse condition, the utility grid \((V_s)\) is powered on at 1.40 sec with a 40 degree out of phase from the PCC. Immediately, the \(S_{\text{up}}\) pulse is activated and the reconnection algorithm starts generating active pulses as the phase and amplitude differences are within the required limits. Zero crossing detection is also shown. UPQC unit sends a reconnection signal to the DG unit. Based on the logic given in Fig 5.19, the actual switch S2 and S3 are activated at 1.405 and 1.415 sec respectively. This simple algorithm with a combined logic gate ensures the utility connects with the \(\mu\)Grid smoothly after the utility system is restored.

Fig 5.34(a) shows that the series APF unit is immediately reactivated and starts operation when the grid voltage is available and S3 is connected at 1.405 sec, as shown by the circle in \(V_{\text{sag}}\) waveform. The power transfer starts when the S2 is closed at 1.415 sec, as shown in Fig 5.34(b). It is expected that, according to the smooth reclosing condition, no power flow will occur at the point of reclosing. The switching is carried out successfully within the limiting condition as shown in Fig 5.34(b). The circle at 1.415 sec for \(I_{\text{dg}}\) and \(I_s\) in Fig 5.34(b) indicates the smooth transition from islanded to interconnected mode. The DG inverter also changes its control from voltage to current control mode but only transfers active fundamental current. The performance of APF_{sh} is also uninterrupted during the transition period.
Fig 5.33 Condition of different signals for reconnection process based on Fig 5.19.

Fig 5.34 Performance of the proposed UPQC during reconnection, (a) series APF, (b) shunt APF
5.6.4 Power Flow

The power flow diagram is shown in Fig 5.35 for the complete simulation time where the green line represents the active power (P) and red line (dash) for reactive and harmonic power (QH). This also validates the operation and performance of the APF\textsubscript{se} and APF\textsubscript{sh} part of the proposed UPQC\textsubscript{μG-1} along with the islanding detection and reconnection.

![Fig 5.35 Power flow during the simulation time](image)

5.7 Hardware Results

Due to the limitations of hardware facilities as well as the existing real-time simulators capabilities, real-time test of the proposed UPQC\textsubscript{μG} is performed partially. The performance of the APF\textsubscript{se} and APF\textsubscript{sh} of the UPQC\textsubscript{μG} is obtained during interconnected and islanded mode. All the tests are performed in SIL (software-in-loop) configuration using hardware synchronized mode, as discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.1.5). Details of the simulation and set up are given in Appendix 2.
5.7.1 Interconnected mode

Fig 5.36 shows the performance of $\text{APF}_{\text{se}}$ during the voltage sag (40%) condition where $v_s$, $v_{\text{sag}}$, $v_{\text{pcc}}$, $i_{\text{load}}$, $i_{\text{dg}}$ are presented. The performance is obtained when the $\text{APF}_{\text{sh}}$ is not working and the system is in a steady-state condition. For measurement, the system is stepped down by 100, i.e., each division of the scope represents the value ($\times 100$) in the original system. For current, $1\text{V} = 100\text{A}$.

Fig 5.36 Performance of $\text{APF}_{\text{se}}$: (a, c, e) $i_{\text{dg}} < i_{\text{load}}$; (b, d, f) $i_{\text{dg}} > i_{\text{load}}$ when $\text{APF}_{\text{sh}}$ is off
Fig 5.36(a, c, e) shows the condition of utility voltage, current and load current during voltage sag compensation in forward flow mode. Fig 5.36(b, d, f) shows the voltage sag compensation during reverse flow mode where the utility current becomes out of phase.

Fig 5.37 shows the dynamic response of the APFse for voltage sag (40%) compensation. Fig 5.37(a) shows a complete response between the sag occurrence and normal condition of the utility supply. Voltage at PCC is maintained constant. Fig 5.37(a) and (b) show the response of APFse during pre-sag and post-sag condition. This performance is observed at forward flow condition, where \( i_{dg} < i_{loadf} \). Similar performance is obtained for the APFse in reverse flow condition where, \( i_{dg} > i_{loadf} \). The result is shown in Fig 5.38.

Although the APFse has been designed for 100% sag condition, due to the hardware limitations and the capabilities available to the existing real-time simulator, the performance of APFse was further obtained for 80% voltage sag compensation. The results are shown in Fig 5.39 and 5.40. Fig 5.39 shows the performance during forward flow condition, whereas Fig 5.40 shows the results in the reverse flow condition.

Fig 5.41 shows the performance in forward-reverse flow condition during a voltage sag (80%) compensation. The performance is obtained with the dynamic change of DG current \( (i_{dg}) \). From forward to reverse flow is created by increasing \( i_{dg} \) during the sag compensation, as shown in Fig 5.41(b). Performance in reverse conditions is also shown in Fig 5.41(c).

Fig 5.42 shows the performance of the APFsh in interconnected mode. In this case, the values of APFsh are stepped down by 10. Fig 5.42(a) shows the harmonic current compensation when the DG supply is zero. Fig 5.42(b) shows the performance in forward flow mode whereas Fig 5.42(c) represents the results for reverse flow mode.
Fig 5.37 Performance of APFse in forward flow condition (a) compensating voltage sag (40%), (b) during pre-sag and (c) post-sag condition.
Fig 5.38 Performance of APFse in reverse flow condition (a) compensating voltage sag (40%), (b) during pre-sag and (c) post-sag condition
Fig 5.39 Performance of APFse in forward flow condition (a) compensating voltage sag (80%), (b) during pre-sag and (c) post-sag condition
Fig 5.40 Performance of APFse in reverse flow condition (a) compensating voltage sag (80%), (b) during pre-sag and (c) post-sag condition
Fig 5.41 Performance of APFse in forward-reverse flow condition and compensating voltage sag (80%)  
(a) dynamic change of $i_{dg}$ (b) $i_{dg}$ increasing: forward-reverse, (c) $i_{dg}$ decreasing: reverse-forward flow
Fig 5.42 Performance of APF<sub>th</sub> (a) during \( i_{dg} = 0 \), (b) forward flow (c) reverse flow mode.
5.8 Conclusion

This chapter describes the working principle, operation and performance of the proposed UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) in the grid connected microgrid condition. The simulation has been performed in MATLAB and the results show that the proposed system can compensate the voltage disturbance at the PCC, the reactive and harmonic current compensation of the load that could inject at the PCC during the interconnected mode. The DG current does not have any effect in degrading the performance of the system in the interconnected reverse-flow mode. During the islanded mode, the DG converter also only supplies the active power to the load and the shunt APF performs the reactive and harmonic power compensation. Therefore, the grid-tie DG converter does not need to be disconnected or change its control strategy to keep the microgrid operating during the islanding detection and operation in islanded mode. The proposed UPQC\(_{\mu G}\) thus will reduce the control complexity of the grid-tie converter and improve the power quality of a grid connected \(\mu\)Grid or \(\mu\)Gen system.
Chapter 6

Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC): A way to enhance capacity and achieve flexibility

6.1 Introduction

In high power applications, the filtering task cannot be performed for the whole spectrum of harmonics by using a single converter due to the limitations on switching frequency and power rating of the semiconductor devices. Therefore, compensating the reactive harmonic components to improve the power quality of the DG integrated system as well as to avoid the large capacity centralised APF, has meant that parallel operation of multiple low power APF units is increasing. Like APF, UPQC can also be placed at the PCC or at a high voltage distribution line as a part of a DG integrated network or in microgrid system to work both in interconnected or islanded mode.

The UPQC units developed so far for capacity expansion is mainly for medium or high voltage distribution lines where both the current and voltage are high. Therefore, it may be easier to use these multi-level or multi-modular type UPQC systems [59,60,176-181]. But these configurations may not be suitable for low voltage distribution lines where the 3-phase voltage (typically 400V_{L-L}) is low, but the required compensating current is comparatively high (100A or more). In that case, multi-level or module type series APF may not be required. But for high current compensation, multiple Shunt APF units in a distributed (parallel) mode and connected with a common dc linked capacitor can be a solution in developing a Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC).
This chapter deals with the following sections. Limitations of the centralised system and the advantages of distributed approach are discussed in section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes the review of the UPQC capacity enhancement techniques. The new proposal of capacity enhancement, D-UPQC, is described in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 deals with the simulation study and real-time performance of the proposed system and the conclusions are made in Section 6.6.

6.2 Centralised and Distributed Systems

6.2.1 Limitations of centralised system (APF)

- One large unit is required to compensate the reactive and harmonic power arising from all critical loads rather than the specified loads.
- Impractical for some applications because of its high initial cost,
- Difficulties in installation due to large size and weight
- Single-point-of-failure reduces its reliability.
- High relative cost for achieving redundancy and increasing the capacity with expansion of the load.

6.2.2 Distributed/Multi-unit parallel approach

- In a distributed approach, many separate APF units operate in parallel. APF units are placed flexibly in the system to form a critical network.
- Highly reliable because of redundancy and also easy to achieve this redundancy
- Highly flexible and easy to increase the capacity when the load increases
- User-friendly in terms of maintenance
6.3 Capacity enhancement techniques

At this place, capacity enhancement is achieved by using Multi-level/module topologies to reach the higher power levels. These options are as follows:

i. Multi-level converter based UPQC
ii. Multi-module converter based UPQC
iii. Multi-module (power cell) unit based UPQC

A multi-level converter is proposed to increase the converter operation voltage, avoiding the series connection of switching elements. However, the multilevel converter is complex to form the output voltage and requires an excessive number of back-connection diodes or flying capacitors [59] or cascade converters [176]. A basic form of a multi-level UPQC is shown in Fig 6.1.

A multi-module H-bridge UPQC can also be connected to the distribution system without series injection transformers. It has the flexibility in expanding the operation voltage by increasing the number of H-bridge modules [177], as shown in Fig 6.2. Here each phase consists of several pairs of H-bridge modules isolated through a single-phase multi-winding transformer.

These Multi-module techniques [59,60,176-179] allow the symmetrical distribution of the load power among the components of the topology, but the classical design procedure must be modified or refined to ensure the power cell components should be within its maximum ratings. Therefore, a new design procedure of UPQC with a feature of extending capacity based on a modular approach is presented in [180,181], shown in Fig 6.3, where H-bridge power cells are added in each single phase arrangement depending on the required compensating power. Some advantages and disadvantages are also outlined in Table 6.1.
Fig 6.1 Multi-level Converter based UPQC

Fig 6.2 Series transformer-less Multi-module H-bridge

Fig 6.3 Modular approach of UPQC based on power cells
### Table 6.1 Advantages and disadvantages of different capacity enhancement techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of UPQC</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level Converter based</td>
<td>i. High voltage and current can be achieved</td>
<td>i. Voltage unbalance could occur between the different levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Can be developed in different ways – diode clamp / flying</td>
<td>ii. Requires excessive number of diode / flying capacitor / inverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. Diode clamp / flying capacitor / cascade inverter based</td>
<td>iii. Central control is required and it is complicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. Conduction loss is high</td>
<td>iv. Due to symmetrical distribution of the load power among the H-bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v. Capacity expansion is difficult</td>
<td>inverters, modules may not work at its maximum rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vi. Centralized approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. No series transformer is required, thus reduces the cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-modular transformer-less</td>
<td>ii. Capacity expansion is easier than multi-level converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. Redundancy is possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-modular (power cell)</td>
<td>i. Power cell topology helps the unit to work at its maximum rating</td>
<td>i. Number of H-bridge switching device increases, thus increase the switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Capacity expansion is easier</td>
<td>ii. Transformer for each shunt part of the power cell could increase the loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. Redundancy is possible</td>
<td>as well as make the system bulky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. Central and distributed controls are possible</td>
<td>iii. Additional single shunt unit may not be included if compensating current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v. Conduction loss can be reduced</td>
<td>increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6.4 Distributed - UPQC (D-UPQC)

Capacity enhancement of UPQC can be achieved using multi-level or multi-module and central control mode. However, the flexibility of the UPQC to increase its capacity in future and to cope up with the increased load demand at a low voltage distribution level has not been achieved. Fig 6.4 shows the proposed configuration of a modular D-UPQC where a single unit of series APF$_{se}$ and multiple units of shunt APF$_{sh}$ are placed in a distributed approach. The connection between the series and shunt part of the UPQC is maintained through a DC link capacitor.

The main advantage of the proposed system is that the APF$_{sh}$ units can be controlled to compensate (i) the reactive and harmonic current individually according to their capacity, or (ii) the combined reactive and harmonic current can be shared among the APF$_{sh}$ units. Therefore, the installed APF$_{sh}$ units can be switched on or the
additional APF<sub>sh</sub> units can be integrated into the D-UPQC system according to the requirement of the compensating current. Thus the capacity enhancement and flexibility of the proposed UPQC operation can be achieved. It is to be noted that, for any system, there is a limit up to which the capacity enhancement is possible. For the proposed D-UPQC, the capacity enhancement limit and the possible flexibility have been described in the design issues in section 6.4.1.

![Diagram of Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC)](image)

**Fig 6.4 Configuration of the proposed Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC)**

### 6.4.1 Design Issues

Fig 6.5 shows the working diagram of the proposed modular D-UPQC with electrical network and Fig 6.6 shows the equivalent electrical circuit of the system assuming that the reactive part of the load current will be compensated by the APF<sub>sh1</sub> and the harmonic part will be equally divided and compensated by the rest of the APF<sub>sh</sub> units. Here <i>f</i>, <i>p</i>, <i>q</i> and <i>h</i> represent the fundamental, active, reactive and harmonic part of the respective parameters. Fig 6.7 shows the tetrahedron diagram of the load current and it also reflects the amount and components of the load current that will be compensated by the APF<sub>sh</sub> units of the proposed D-UPQC. Thus the source will provide the active fundamental part of the load current in phase with the voltage to maintain the unity power factor at the PCC and the THD<sub>Ipcc</sub> will be kept within the IEEE limit.
The integration of APF_{sh} as a part of the possible capacity enhancement and achievable flexibility in operation of D-UPQC is mainly dependent on the rating of...
APF\textsubscript{se} or the size of the series transformer. Therefore the design issues related to the APF\textsubscript{se} and APF\textsubscript{sh} are discussed below.

6.4.1.1 \textit{APF\textsubscript{se}}

Rating selection procedure of the APF\textsubscript{se} was already discussed in section 5.3.2 for a UPQC when it is integrated to a DG connected microgrid system. In general, the full load current flows through the series transformer of the APF\textsubscript{se} when APF\textsubscript{sh} is inactive. As the APF\textsubscript{sh} units compensate the reactive and harmonic part of the load current, the minimum current rating of the APF\textsubscript{se} should be equal to the load active fundamental current (5.9), as shown in Fig 6.8. The voltage rating of the APF\textsubscript{se} should be equal to the highest value of the injected sag voltage (5.11). If \( k \) is the fraction of \( V_s \) that will appear as a voltage sag, then the required source current that will be transferred through the series transformer of the APF\textsubscript{se} (shown in Fig 5.6 and Fig 6.9) can be calculated as (5.15). This source current will be the current rating of APF\textsubscript{se} to compensate the \( k \) amount of voltage sag. Therefore,

\[
I_{\text{APFse}} = I_s' = \frac{1}{(1-k)} I_{fp} \tag{6.1}
\]

\[
V_{\text{APFse}} = kV_s \tag{6.2}
\]

The current carrying capacity of the series transformer will be;

\[
I_{Tr-se} = I_{\text{APFse}} + I_{\text{loss}} \tag{6.3}
\]

where \( I_{\text{loss}} \) represents the amount of fundamental current that is required to maintain the operation of the UPQC. It is reflected as a \( P_{\text{loss}} \) in the control method. Therefore, this \( I_{Tr-se} \) will be the maximum rating for the APF\textsubscript{se} as shown in Fig 6.9. It also indicates the maximum limit of the active fundamental component of the load current that can be used in the network followed by the UPQC.

The sag compensation strategy by \( I_s' \) can create an additional VA loading effect on the APF\textsubscript{sh} control also [61]. This can be minimized by introducing a direct link between
the DC capacitor and the storage system (if the proposed D-UPQC is placed in a μGrid system), as discussed in 5.3.

Fig 6.8 Compensating capacity of APF_{sh} for the D-UPQC when V_{seg} = 0;

Fig 6.9 Compensating capacity of APF_{ah} for the D-UPQC when V_{seg} = kV_{s}
6.4.1.2 APF$_{sh}$

According to the tetrahedron diagram of the load current shown in Fig 6.7.

\[ I_t = \sqrt{I_{tp}^2 + I_{tq}^2} \; \text{; here, } I_{tp} = I_{lp} + I_{thp} \text{ and } I_{tq} = I_{lq} + I_{thq} \]

\[ I_{tf} = \sqrt{I_{tfp}^2 + I_{tfq}^2} \; \text{; here, } I_{tfp} = I_{lf} \cos \theta_{lf} \text{ and } I_{tfq} = I_{lf} \sin \theta_{lf} \]

\[ I_{th} = \sqrt{I_{thp}^2 + I_{thq}^2} \]

In stable operating conditions, when no voltage sag appears in the network, the APF$_{sh}$ units compensate the reactive and harmonic parts of the load current. According to Fig 6.7, the load current is composed of active, reactive and harmonic components. The source supplies the active load fundamental \((i_s = I_{lf} \cos \theta_{lf})\) and \(I_{loss}\) through the series transformer. Both the source and APF$_{se}$ do not deal with the reactive and harmonic part of the load. Therefore, \(I_s\) and \(I_{APFse}\) are not directly related to the selection of maximum current rating of the APF$_{sh}$ \((I_{lfq-max} \text{ and } I_{ith-max})\). The size of the series transformer actually imposes the limit of maximum \(I_{loss}\) that can be used for the operation of UPQC. The possible maximum \(I_{loss}\) can be found from (6.3) as:

\[ I_{loss-max} = I_{Tr-se} \text{ while } I_{APFse} = 0 \]

Again, the \(I_{loss}\) depends on the rating of APF$_{sh}$ and can be related as;

\[ I_{loss} = \alpha I_{APFsh} \; \text{; where } \alpha \text{ is a fraction of } I_{APFsh} \]

Therefore, the possible \(I_{APFsh-max}\) to integrate in the UPQC system and to compensate the reactive and harmonic components of the load current \((I_{lfq-max} \text{ and } I_{ith-max})\), as shown in the Fig 6.8 can be written as;

\[ I_{APFsh-max} = \frac{1}{\alpha} I_{Tr-se} \text{; while } I_{APFse} = 0 \; \text{(6.4)} \]

This rating can further be increased when the UPQC will have the capacity of voltage sag compensation, as shown in Fig 6.9.
The flexibility can be achieved by integrating multiple APF_{sh} units in the proposed D-UPQC system. Depending upon the control strategy, the APF_{sh} units can be switched on and off to compensate the required current up to the maximum level. By turning off the additional APF_{sh} units, the modular D-UPQC can avail of lower switching losses and retain high efficiency performance when the load VAR demands are low. For example, as shown in Fig 6.10, the load has been changed from I_{l1} to I_{l2} (where I_{l2} = I_{l1}; I_{lfq2} > I_{lfq1}; I_{lfp1} > I_{lfp2} and I_{lh2} > I_{lh1}). Then, if the rating of APF_{sh1} (I_{sh-lq1}) is smaller than the I_{lfq2}, APF_{sh2} will be switched on. Similar approaches can be implemented for the harmonic current compensation separately or in combination with reactive compensation. These are mainly dependent on the implemented control strategy. Thus instead of design of a normal single unit UPQC, the proposed modular D-UPQC can be designed to maximize the efficiency. It will also work with a higher performance and reduced power loss.

Fig 6.10 Compensating strategy of APF_{sh} units for the D-UPQC
Therefore, in the case of a D-UPQC system, the current rating of the APF_{sh} units can be found as;

\[
\sum_{N=1,2,3...} I_{APF_{sh}N} = I_{fq-max} = \frac{1}{\alpha} I_{T_{r-se}} \tag{6.5}
\]

While, \( I_{fpp} = 0; I_{fh} = 0; \) and \( V_{sag} = kV_s \)

\[
\sum_{N=1,2,3...} I_{APF_{sh}N} = I_{fh-max} = \frac{1}{\alpha} I_{T_{r-se}} \tag{6.6}
\]

While, \( I_{fpp} = 0; I_{fq} = 0; \) and \( V_{sag} = kV_s \)

### 6.4.1.3 DC link Capacitor

In general, the energy handling capacity determines the size of the capacitor. The basics for the selection of capacitor size has already been described in sections 2.2.3.5 and 5.3.3. The size of the capacitor will increase when (i) the number of APF_{sh} units (or the reactive and harmonic current compensation capacity) increases and/or (ii) the required voltage sag compensation capacity is increased. If the proposed D-UPQC is placed in a DG connected μGrid network, the storage system of the μGrid can be connected directly to the DC link as discussed in 5.3.3. This will also reduce the control complexity of the UPQC.

### 6.4.2 Control issues

Like UPQC, the proposed D-UPQC also has controllers for the APF_{se} and APF_{sh} units. The control of APF_{se} is the same as the normal UPQC and has already been discussed in 2.5.2 and 5.3.2. The control strategy for multiple parallel APF units has also been described in 4.6. For most of the control methods the APF units are controlled with a separate DC link capacitor. In the proposed D-UPQC, due to the DC link between the APF_{sh} units, a circulating current (CC) could flow among the filter units. Control of this flow can be part of the control of multiple APF_{sh} units with a common DC link. Therefore, the following sections will be discussed (i) the derivation model for
circulating current flow, (ii) the control issues for the circulating current flow, (ii) the selection of control method for APF\textsubscript{sh} units and (iv) the control of switches.

6.4.2.1 Model for circulating current (CC) flow

The working principle of an APF unit in parallel (shunt) to the load to compensate the reactive and harmonic current has already been discussed in section 2.2.1. Depending upon the switching condition, there are two possible modes of operation: capacitive mode (where the current flows from the capacitor) and inductive mode (the current flows towards the capacitor). During compensation, each APF unit completes one capacitive and one inductive mode of operation in a single switching cycle. When multiple APF units work in a current sharing mode, there could be four possible modes of operation: (i) capacitive-capacitive, (ii) inductive-inductive, (iii) capacitive-inductive and (iv) inductive-capacitive. As an example, Fig 6.11 shows a single line diagram of a 3-phase system where 2 APF units with a common dc link are working together in parallel operation mode. Here, \( i_{cc} \) represents the circulating current flow between the APF units. It is to be noted that, in the case of a 3-phase system this circulating current flow exists as a zero sequence harmonics in the zero sequence current flow when a circulating loop is created within the APF\textsubscript{sh} units and hence it is termed zero sequence circulating current (ZSCC) flow. In general these harmonics are (3+n*6) order, where \( n = 0, 1, 2 \ldots \).
For simplicity, derivation of CC flow has been carried out on a per phase basis. Fig 6.12 shows the possible mode of operation between the APF units (1 phase) where sh-i and sh-c represent the corresponding inductive and capacitive mode respectively. From Fig 6.12 (a and b), during the capacitive mode, the current flow can be obtained as:

$$\frac{di_{sh-c}}{dt} = \frac{v_{sh-c} - v_{pcc}}{L_{sh1} || L_{sh2}} \text{ while } v_{sh-c1} = \delta_1 v_{dc} = v_{sh-c2} = (1 - \delta_2) v_{dc} = v_{sh-c}; \text{ here } \delta \text{ is the duty cycle, i.e., the 2 APF ac voltages are equal.}$$

Similarly, Fig 6.12 (c and d) shows that when both the APF units work in inductive mode during its switching cycle, the resulting current flows can be found as:

$$\frac{di_{sh-i}}{dt} = -\frac{v_{sh-i} + v_{pcc}}{L_{sh1} || L_{sh2}} \text{ while } v_{sh-i1} = (1 - \delta_1) v_{dc} = v_{sh-i2} = \delta_2 v_{dc} = v_{sh-i};$$

If there is a difference in any of the parameters, such as switching frequency, current sharing, interfacing inductor, hysteresis band (in case of hysteresis current controller) then the APF units can operate in inductive-capacitive or capacitive-inductive mode. In these cases, CC will flow and these are reflected in Fig 6.12 (e - h). From Fig 6.12(e and f), the circulating current flow in capacitive-inductive mode can be obtained as:

$$\frac{di_{cc-c}}{dt} = \frac{v_{cc-c}}{L_{sh1} || L_{sh2}} = \frac{v_{sh-c1} - v_{sh-c2}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}} = \frac{(\delta_1 - \delta_2)v_{dc}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}}; \text{ while } v_{sh-c1} > v_{sh-c2}$$

Similarly, the circulating current flow for inductive-capacitive mode is:

$$\frac{di_{cc-i}}{dt} = \frac{v_{cc-i}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}} = \frac{v_{sh-i1} - v_{sh-c2}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}} = -\frac{(\delta_1 - \delta_2)v_{dc}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}}; \text{ while } v_{sh-i1} > v_{sh-c2}$$

Therefore, in general, the equation for the CC flow can be written as:

$$\frac{di_{cc}}{dt} = \frac{\delta_{cc} v_{dc}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}}$$

where $\delta_{cc} = \delta_1 - \delta_2$ for capacitive mode and $\delta_{cc} = \delta_2 - \delta_1$ for inductive mode.
The possible maximum value for CC can be obtained as:

\[ I_{cc-max} = \frac{V_{dc}}{L_{sh1} + L_{sh2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

For 3-phase system, the ZSCC can be found as:

\[ ZSCC = i_{sh1-zs} \sim i_{sh2-zs} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

where \( i_{sh1-zs} \) and \( i_{sh2-zs} \) are the zero sequence component of the APF\(_{sh}\) units.
This is also confirmed in [182] for shunt APF topology analysis based on a parallel interleaved inverter. It is also similar to the rectifier analysis in [90].

In most of the research articles, derivation or CC cancellation has been carried out for two inverters or APF units [90, 104, 182, 183]. But none of these discuss the cases when more than 2 APF/inverter units are integrated. Based on the previous analysis, it can be shown that if more than 2 APF units are connected in parallel then the additional units will work in either capacitive or inductive mode also and will be parallel to any of the other units as shown in Fig 6.13. In these cases additional circulating current flow loops will form. The CC flow for these loops can also be derived in similar way as found in (6.7).

Moreover, the control methods discussed in the literature are mainly for PWM based control system. None of them discuss the CC flow issues for the parallel operation of APFs based on hysteresis control. Therefore, an attempt has been made here to discuss the issues related to hysteresis control.

Fig 6.13 Circulating current flow when 3 APF units work in parallel
6.4.2.2 Control issues for the circulating current (CC) flow

There are mainly two ways to eliminate or reduce the CC flow: (i) breaking the route of CC flow by introducing physical devices such as an isolation transformer or common mode inductor or (ii) by proper control methods. These are reviewed in section 4.2. From the derivation of CC flow it is found that the CC value depends on (i) the duty cycle ($\delta$) or switching frequency ($f_{sw}$), DC link voltage ($V_{dc}$) and the interfacing inductor ($L_{sh}$) of the APF units. Therefore, before going to select the control method for multiple APF$_{sh}$ units with a common dc link, some design consideration should be made to reduce the CC flow. The design options that can be implemented to reduce the CC flow are;

i. Decrease $V_{dc}$: According to the design criteria of single/3-phase APF$_{sh}$ system there is a minimum value of $V_{dc}$ that has to be maintained to compensate the reactive and harmonic current.

ii. As $\delta = \frac{\tau}{T} = \tau f_{sw}$, reduce the $f_{sw}$ and decreasing the difference between the $f_{sw}$ or $\delta$ will reduce CC flow.

iii. Reduced $f_{sw}$ will further increase the $L_{sh}$ (in the case of hysteresis current control) and it will then in turn reduce the circulating current flow. But increased $L_{sh}$ will reduce the VAR rating of APF$_{sh}$.

It is also clear from the derivation that the CC flow does not directly depend on the compensating current rating of the APF$_{sh}$ units. Therefore, once the current or VAR rating of APF$_{sh}$ is fixed, the design components ($f_{sw}$ and $L_{sh}$) should be chosen in such a way so that the $L_{sh}$ is possibly high and the $f_{sw}$ difference between the APF$_{sh}$ units are as low as possible. In that case, introducing the common mode inductor in the APF$_{sh}$ units can be a better choice. Implementation of a CC control method in the APF$_{sh}$ control strategy will further reduce the CC flow. But it will then increase the control complexity.
6.4.2.3 Selection of control method for APF$_{sh}$ units

With the control issues of the CC flow in mind, selection of a control strategy for the APF$_{sh}$ units should be made. Different control strategies for parallel operation of multiple APF units were reviewed in section 4.6. In general, control can be based on active current sharing where the compensating power/current can be divided equally or up to the compensating capacity of the APF units. Another prominent control is droop control where information exchange between the APF units is required. For simplicity, a current sharing (power splitting) method based on hysteresis current control has been chosen for the remainder of the analysis.

6.4.2.4 Control of switches

The control of switches mainly depends on the control method for the APF units. In the case of the current sharing method, the switching can be determined by current sharing (equally distributed) or a capacity limitation technique. As for example, if $I_{sh}$, $I_{sh-ref}$, $I_{APFsh-rated}$ and $I_{sw-ref}$ are the rms values of APF compensating current, reference compensating current, rated current and the switching reference current for ON/OFF condition, then,

$$I_{sh} \leq I_{sw-ref}$$

for the current sharing technique where $I_{sw-ref} = \frac{I_{sh-ref}}{N}$ and

$$I_{sh} \leq I_{APFsh-rated}$$

for the capacity limitation technique.

6.4.3 Simulation Study

An electrical power system including D-UPQC, as shown in Fig 6.5, has been modelled in MATLAB using RT-LAB (real-time simulation) tools to observe the performance in the real-time environment. Within the available facilities, the proposed system is then partially tested in SIL with the hardware synchronization mode which is similar to hardware-in-loop (HIL) test.
In depth information on parallel operation of multiple APF<sub>sh</sub> based on hysteresis current controller is not available yet, specially in the case of CC flow. Therefore, in the present work, the objective is to reduce the CC flow based on the design options mentioned in 6.4.2.2. Two units of APF<sub>sh</sub> have been modelled here to operate in power sharing mode. In terms of sharing following proportions have been chosen:

(A) \(I_{APFsh1} = I_{APFsh2} = 0.5 \times I_{lhq-max} \) and \(I_{lhq-max} = 100A\); each APF<sub>sh</sub> compensates half of the load reactive and harmonic components.

(B) \(I_{APFsh1} = 0.75 \times I_{lhq-max}; \ I_{APFsh2} = 0.25 \times I_{lhq-max} \) and \(I_{lhq-max} = 100A\);

(C) \(I_{APFsh1} = 0.6 \times I_{lhq-max}; \ I_{APFsh2} = 0.4 \times I_{lhq-max};\) and \(I_{lhq-max} = 100A\)

(D) \(I_{APFsh1} = 0.6 \times I_{lhq-max}; \ I_{APFsh2} = 0.4 \times I_{lhq-max};\) and \(I_{lhq-max} = 200A\)

In the case of a hysteresis current control based APF<sub>sh</sub>, according to the selection of design parameters for APF<sub>sh</sub>, described in 2.2.3 and the control issues of CC flow, the CC flow can be reduced by the proper selection of the design components including \(f_{sw}\), \(L_{sh}\), \(h\) and \(V_{dc}\). As the \(V_{dc}\) is fixed, variation of other components has been made here to analyze the reduction of CC flow. Results and discussion are given below.

Table 6.2 shows the parameters that have been considered for the proportion A. Corresponding results have been given in Fig 6.14 and discussed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>(L_{sh1} / L_{sh2}) (mH)</th>
<th>(h1 / h2) (A)</th>
<th>(THD@I_{pcc}) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.625 / 0.625</td>
<td>5 / 5</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>1.25 / 1.25</td>
<td>2.5 / 2.5</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1.25 / 0.625</td>
<td>2.5 / 5</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>1.25 / 1.25</td>
<td>2.5 / 3.75</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>1.25 / 1.875</td>
<td>2.5 / 2.5</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>1.67 / 0.625</td>
<td>2.5 / 5</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>1.67 / 1.25</td>
<td>2.5 / 3.75</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>1.67 / 1.875</td>
<td>2.5 / 2.5</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 6.14 shows the performance study of the two APF_{sh} units in power sharing mode for the cases (A1 - A5) where each of the units compensates half of the load reactive and harmonic components. For the cases (A1-A3), the switching frequency of both units was equal and the variations have been made for $L_{sh}$ and $h$. Cases A1 and A2 show that the possible CC flow can be zero when $L_{sh1} = L_{sh2}$ and $h1 = h2$, i.e, both the APF_{sh} units are identical. Although the rating and $f_{sw}$ of each unit are the same, ZSCC can flow as shown in case A3. This happens due to the difference in design parameters $L_{sh}$ and $h$. Cases A4 and A5 shows the results for different $f_{sw}, L_{sh}$ and $h$.

For both the cases, ZSCC flows. A comparison with A3, A4 and A5, A5 shows better results in the reduction of ZSCC flow. It is due to the higher values of $L_{sh}$ and lower values of $h$, though the parameter $f_{sw}$ is different.

Table 6.3 shows the parameters that have been considered for the proportion B. Corresponding results have been given in Fig 6.15 and discussed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>$L_{sh1}$ / $L_{sh2}$ (mH)</th>
<th>$H1$ / $h2$ (A)</th>
<th>THD@$I_{pcc}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw1} = 17.3$</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.835 / 2.5</td>
<td>3.75 / 1.25</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw2} = 17.3$</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0.418 / 1.25</td>
<td>7.5 / 2.5</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>0.835 / 1.25</td>
<td>3.75 / 2.5</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw1} = 17.3$</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>0.835 / 1.87</td>
<td>3.75 / 2.5</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw2} = 11.6$</td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>0.835 / 3.74</td>
<td>3.75 / 1.25</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 6.15 shows that for all the cases, ZSCC flows. Even though the $f_{sw}$ values are different, the reduced ZSCC flow occurs in the case of B5 where the values for $L_{sh}$ are high and $h$ are low compare to other cases. The worse case occurs for B2 where $L_{sh}$ is low and $h$ is high.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the parameters for the cases C and D where the sharing proportion is different than that for A and B. For both the cases, values of $L_{sh}$ are kept low whereas the values for $h$ are high. In both cases, $f_{sw}$ are the same. And the same components has been chosen for D where the compensating current is two times higher than that of case C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>$L_{sh1}$ / $L_{sh2}$ (mH)</th>
<th>$H1$ / $h2$ (A)</th>
<th>THD@$I_{pcc}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw1} = 17.3$</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.625 / 0.625</td>
<td>5 / 5</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw2} = 17.3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>$L_{sh1}$ / $L_{sh2}$ (mH)</th>
<th>$H1$ / $h2$ (A)</th>
<th>THD@$I_{pcc}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw1} = 17.3$</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.625 / 0.625</td>
<td>5 / 5</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sw2} = 17.3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 6.16 shows the performances for the cases of C and D in terms of ZSCC flow. In both cases, ZSCC flow is the same even though for case D, APF_{sh} units are compensating higher current than that of C. These results indicate that the ZSCC flow does not depends on the amount of compensating current. These ZSCC flows are higher than that for A and B and this is due to the lower values of $L_{sh}$.

Finally, a comparison has been made for the ZSCC between the (A3 - A5) and (A6 - A8) cases, as shown in Fig 6.17. For A3, the $f_{sw}$ is the same for both APF_{sh} units, whereas for A4 and A5 it is different. But the values of $L_{sh}$ are comparatively higher for A5. Therefore, within A3 to A5, the ZSCC flow is comparatively lower in the case of A5, as shown in Fig 6.17(a).

For the cases A6 - A8, the switching frequency ($f_{sw1}$) of APF_{sh1} is reduced and therefore the value of $L_{sh}$ increases. At the same time, the frequency difference between APF_{sh} units are also reduced. The performance of the D-UPQC in terms of ZSCC flow for these cases is reflected in Fig 6.17(b). This shows that ZSCC flow can further be reduced by reducing the $f_{sw}$ (to increase the value of $L_{sh}$) and the difference between the $f_{sw}$ of the APF_{sh} units. The reduction of zero sequence harmonics content for the cases (A6 - A8) are also shown in Fig 6.18 where it shows that the magnitude of zero
sequence harmonics is reduced gradually for the cases from A6 to A8. This also confirms the outcome as shown in Fig 6.17.

But it also has to be kept in mind that increasing $L_{sh}$ could increase the active power loss of the APF$_{sh}$ units (as discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.6) as well as increase the THD at the PCC, as given in Table 6.2. Therefore, in terms of design criteria for the selection of APF$_{sh}$ units to place in a D-UPQC system, one should consider the higher values of $L_{sh}$ and lower the difference between $f_{sw}$ of the APF$_{sh}$ units with care about THD.
Fig 6.18 FFT analysis for the cases (a) A6, (b) A7 and (c) A8.
6.4.4 Hardware Results

Real-time tests have been performed for some of the analysis in SIL configuration (hardware synchronization mode). Fig 6.19 shows the results for the cases A6, A7 and A8 where both the APF\textsubscript{sh} units are compensating harmonic current in a power sharing mode. The waveform of the utility current \((i_s)\) contains fewer harmonics for A7 compared to A6 and A8. This happens because of the moderate value of \(L_{sh}\) and \(h\) for A7 compared to that of A6 \((L_{sh} \text{ is too low})\) and A8 \((L_{sh} \text{ is too high})\). Therefore, the THD value is also reduced.

For the case of A8, although the THD increases, ZSCC is reduced. Fig 6.20 shows the ZSCC flow for these (A6 - A8) cases and it clearly depicts the gradual reduction of ZSCC from A6 to A8. It is also clear from Fig 6.20 that a considerable amount of ZSCC can be reduced by proper selection of design parameters for the APF\textsubscript{sh} units to operate in load sharing mode. Thus it validates the simulation, analysis of the performance and ZSCC flow study.

6.5 Conclusion

Capacity enhancement and operation flexibility are two of the important limitations of the centralized UPQC unit when placed in a DG integrated network, especially in the low voltage distribution level where the compensating current could be high. Therefore, a proposal has been made here to develop the modular based Distributed UPQC (D-UPQC) where multiple APF\textsubscript{sh} units can operate in parallel. This can be controlled in an active load sharing mode (inter-communication is required) or in droop control mode. The most important part is common the DC link between the APF units. Therefore, a circulating current could flow. In the case of a hysteresis current controller based multiple APF\textsubscript{sh} units in load sharing mode, this CC control is not yet achieved. One of the difficulties of this CC flow control or reduction is the variable
switching frequency of the APF\textsubscript{sh} units. By proper selection of design parameters, this CC flow can be reduced in an acceptable level.

Fig 6.19 Performance of APF\textsubscript{sh} units in D-UPQC for the cases (a) A6, (b) A7 and (c) A8
Fig 6.20 ZSCC flow for the cases of (a) A6, (b) A7 and (c) A8
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The main objective of this research was to investigate the (i) placement (ii) integration (iii) capacity enhancement and (iv) real time control of the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) to improve the power quality (PQ) of a distributed generation (DG) network connected to the grid or microgrid. The following developments have been achieved through this PhD research.

With the increased penetration of small scale renewable energy sources in the electrical distribution network, maintaining or improvement of power quality has become more critical than ever where the level of voltage and current harmonics or disturbances can vary widely. For this reason, Custom Power Devices (CPDs) such as the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) can be the most appropriate solution for the dynamic performances of the distribution network, where prior knowledge of disturbances may not be accurately known. The UPQC is introduced at the PCC (a) to prevent propagation of the current harmonics generated by the non-linear loads into the grid, (b) to maintain the voltage and current THD at the PCC within the IEEE and IEC limits and (c) compensate the grid voltage sag/swell to provide a balanced and stable voltage at the PCC. In the presence of DG sources and the UPQC in an active distribution network, (A) the placement of UPQC and its sensors in the network, (B) its impact on the control method to perform the specified task, (C) its performance with bi-
directional power flow in the network and (D) the advantages of DG inverter in the presence of UPQC issues have been analysed. Depending on the location and integration technique of DG sources, the proper placement of UPQC has been identified in the DG integrated grid connected microgrid network together with the feedback sensors to cope with the bidirectional power flow without compromising the power quality controlling features.

A new integration method of UPQC has been developed that can help the DGs to deliver quality power in the case of islanding. It can also help to reintegrate with the grid seamlessly post fault. In the proposed new integration method, the DG Inverter (with or without storage) and the load and shunt part of the UPQC have been placed at or after the PCC and in parallel to the grid. The series part of the UPQC have been placed before the PCC and in series with the grid. Islanding detection and reconnection techniques together with the associated control have been introduced to the existing UPQC. Hence, this configuration is termed UPQCμG. The control function has been performed with a hierarchical approach. The control method for islanding detection and reconnection is placed in the secondary level. Thus the additional control part can be placed in a conventional UPQC to improve its performance to a UPQCμG. The advantages of the proposed UPQCμG configuration and associated integration system over the normal UPQC are to compensate voltage interruptions in addition to voltage sags/swells, and harmonic and reactive power compensation in the interconnected mode. The DG Inverter with storage then supplies the active fundamental power only and the shunt part of the UPQC compensates the reactive and harmonic power of the load in islanding mode. Therefore, the integrated system works both in interconnected and islanded mode. The other advantage is that the DG Inverter is not required to be disconnected during islanded mode and hence the islanding detection and reconnection need no longer be a part of the inverter. In all conditions, DG Inverter only provides the
active power to the load and grid. Thus it reduces the control complexity of the DG inverter as well as improving the PQ of the microgrid.

In the case of high power applications in low voltage distribution levels, the filtering task cannot be performed for the whole spectrum of harmonics by using a single converter due to the limitations on switching frequency and power rating of the semiconductor devices. The relative power loss of the APF unit is also high. Therefore, compensating the reactive harmonic components to improve the power quality of the DG integrated system as well as to avoid the large capacity centralised APF, parallel operation of multiple low power APF units in modular and distributed way are desirable. A novel method of capacity enhancement along with the operational flexibility of the UPQC in distribution level has been proposed, providing modularity and redundancy for better efficiency and reliability. This is termed Distributed-UPQC (D-UPQC). Here, multiple Shunt APF units in distributed (parallel) mode have been placed and connected with a common dc linked capacitor. In that case, the issue of circulating current flow arises. Control or reduction of circulating current flow in the case of hysteresis current control, where switching frequency varies, may be complicated. This flow can be reduced by proper selection of design parameters. Therefore, the design issues have been discussed here.

As a part of design and capacity enhancement, detailed switching dynamics with a parameter selection procedure of shunt APF units has been studied. Power flow between the shunt APF unit and the PCC has been derived and equations for reactive and harmonic current compensation capacity has been acquired. Active power loss associated with the design parameters has also been analyzed as a rating requirement of the shunt APF unit. In the case of hysteresis control with multiple APF units, the design issues have been discussed for the proper selection of design parameters to reduce the circulating current flow.
Implementation of the proposed integration and capacity enhancement methods, and the modification in design with an advanced and real time control strategy have been developed. The performance of the proposed UPQC (UPQCµG and D-UPQC) in an active DG integrated microgrid network has been studied. The distribution network has been developed by RT-LAB tools and the whole system has been tested in real-time simulation in SIL configuration with a hardware synchronization mode from the OPAL-RT real time environment.

7.2 Future works

There are several important points which need to be investigated but could not be included in the scope of this research work. Thus, during this research, the following issues have been identified as possible topics of work in future in this area:

1. This research can be extended to investigate the case of 3-phase, 4-wire systems.

2. The proposed integration technique of UPQCµG along with the control of islanding detection and reconnection techniques can be tested with real controllable hardware switches as a validation of their effectiveness in the next step.

3. A control method should be developed to reduce the circulating current flow in D-UPQC system based on hysteresis current control.

4. A droop control method can be developed for reactive and harmonic current compensation for implementation in a D-UPQC system. The independent operation of a droop control based APFsh can further increase the operational flexibility of the proposed D-UPQC.

5. The proposed D-UPQC can be integrated as D-UPQCµG to check the performance of the system in DG integrated microgrid system.
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The current and voltage of a three phase four wire system can be converted into the \( \alpha \beta 0 \) system (Clarke transformation) using the following equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_0 \\
v_{\alpha} \\
v_{\beta}
\end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \\
0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
v_a \\
v_b \\
v_c
\end{bmatrix}
\] (A1.1)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i_0 \\
i_{\alpha} \\
i_{\beta}
\end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \\
0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
i_a \\
i_b \\
i_c
\end{bmatrix}
\] (A1.2)

Therefore,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
p_0 \\
p \\
q
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
v_0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & v_{\alpha} & v_{\beta} \\
0 & v_{\beta} - v_{\alpha}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
i_0 \\
i_{\alpha} \\
i_{\beta}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (A1.3)

where \( p_0 \) is the instantaneous zero-sequence power, \( p \) is the instantaneous real power, and \( q \) is the instantaneous imaginary power - are defined from the instantaneous phase voltages and line currents on the \( \alpha \beta 0 \) axes.

The advantage of applying the \( \alpha \beta 0 \) transformation is to separate zero-sequence components from the \( abc \) phase components. \( i_0 \) can be eliminated as the zero-sequence current does not exist in a three phase three-wire system. Again, \( v_0 \) can be eliminated if
the three-phase voltages are balanced in a four-wire system, where no zero-sequence voltage is present.

The active and reactive power can be decomposed into two parts - AC and DC. The DC part \( \bar{p}, \bar{q} \) resulted from the fundamental current and voltage and the AC part \( \tilde{p}, \tilde{q} \) resulted from the harmonics.

\[
p = \bar{p} + \tilde{p} \quad (A1.4)
\]

\[
q = \bar{q} + \tilde{q} \quad (A1.5)
\]

The supply reference currents for harmonic power cancellation then can be determined by the DC values of \( p \) and \( q \). If harmonic and reactive both current compensation is required, the reference current should be based on the DC value active power only. Therefore, in the latter case;

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_a^* \\
    i_{\beta}^*
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{v_a^2 + v_\beta^2} \begin{bmatrix}
    v_a - v_\beta \\
    v_\beta - v_a
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \bar{p} \\
    0
\end{bmatrix} \quad (A1.6)
\]

where \( * \) denotes the reference value. Therefore, the reference values for the active filter will be:

\[
i_{a,AF}^* = i_a^* - i_{L,a} \quad (A1.7)
\]

\[
i_{\beta,AF}^* = i_\beta^* - i_{L,\beta} \quad (A1.8)
\]

and the \( abc \) reference values for the active filter can be determined by the inverse transform of \( \alpha\beta0\)-abc:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_{a,AF}^* \\
    i_{\beta,AF}^*
\end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 \\
    -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \\
    -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    i_{aAF}^* \\
    i_{\beta AF}^*
\end{bmatrix} \quad (A1.9)
\]
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